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New officers .outline . plan~ in
'informational' SGA meeting
B Y CHAR LIE BRIGHT

staff ll'n'ter

N EWS EDITOR

2000-2001
....... -, .. ....... .. .............
."

WE NEED ONE!
Sarah T. Clark

2000

Benjamin Israel

2000

Sue Britt

1999

Brian Douglas

1998

David Baugher*

1997·98

Kim Hudson

1996·97

Susan Benton

1995-96

Ayittey Bannennan~

1995

Menson
Rob Goedeker

1995

Brian Dashner

1995

Jeremy Rutherford

1994-95

Oint Zweifel

1993-94

Bill Farnsworth

1992-93

Michelle McMurray*

1992

Max Mongomery

1991

Melissa Green

1990·91

David Barnes

1990

KiriI David Dickman

1990

Barb Braun

1989-90

Thomas Kovach*

1989

Shawn M. Foppe

1989

Cathy Dey

1989

Steve Ward

1988-89

Jamie Dodson

1988

Paul Thompson*

1988

Terri Seymour

1987-88

Patricia M. Carr

1986-87

Craig Martin

1986

Kelly Graham

1985

Jim Tuxbury

1 985

Sharon Kubatzky*

1984

Cris Lesniak

1984

Erik Schaffer

1983

Barb DePalma

1982-83

Kevin A. Curtain*

1982-83

Lacey Burnette

1981-82

Cheryl Keathley*

1980-81

RanIey Kilian Jr.

1980

Earl Swift*

1979

Rick Jackoway*

1979

Eari Swift*

1978

Barti Piccione

1978

Bev pfeifer Harms

1977

Bob Richardson*

1977

Marie Casey .

1976

. Mark Henderson

1976

Denise Mattingly

1976

Windy Watkins

1976

Carolyn Carter

1975

Mark Henderson

1975

EUen Cohen*

1974-75

WaIt Jaschek*

1974

Bill Townsend

1973

Ellen Cohen'"

1973

Peggy O'Conner

1972

Bruce Barth

1972

Carl Doty

1971

Rich Dagger

1970-71

ThnFJach* .

1969-70

Adrienne Beaudoin .

1969

Ron Brown

1968·69

Carol Pratt

1968-69

Anne Pautler

1968

Richard Dagger*

1967-68

Mary Collier*

-1967

The fIrst meeting of UMSL's
recently elected Student Government
Association was held last Tuesday in
the Millennium Student Center. As
the assembly convened, workmen
drilled holes to place a plaque on the
wall of the SGA's new hall. The
words on the plaque, under construction like so much of the campus, were
symbolic .of the changing of the
guard in the SGA.
"What began as a dream of the
students, grew," it read, and like the
new student center, the SGA too was
ex~riencing the pangs of growth..
'This isn't an 'official meeting,"
representative-at-large Steven Wolfe
charged before the meeting, citing a
bylaw from the SGA constitution that
requires seven day prior notice to the
meeting to all candidates in the election, even those not elected.
In response, President Ryan
Connor said, 'We are going to keep
today very light and informational,'
explaining \hat while he lillderstood
the rules of the Constitution, it also
stated that, "Within the first ten day ,
I have to [call a meeting]." He said
that it was his intention to call another meeting soon, and to elect a chairperson to reside over future meetings.
Before being allowed to continue,

representative Wolfe qilled for a quorum at the meeting. Because of the
short notice of the meeting, as well as
difficulties with the move to the new
location and the recentness of elections, there were not enough students
to account for a quorum in attendance. Wolfe. however, spoke without having been reeognized, and his
motion for a quorum was not accepted.
"You have to follow the rules of
order," Wolfe protested, briefly and
quickly leaving the room.
.
SGA President Connor continued
the meeting With the support of Vice
President EIlory Glenn.
"I would rather get something
done," Glenn said, "If. it's by the
rules, great. '
Connor then addressed the crowd,
thanking them for their attendance,
and distributing a copy of the proposed Constitution that he said he
hopes to put to a vote of the students
after careful revision and review.
"The great thing about a
Constitution is that it is a living document It endures for eons and eons. '
Ellory Glenn then spoke to the
crowd about his goals of increasing
attendance at meetings (mentioniIig
allowing proxy members from representative groups) and increased student activity on campus, particularly
with evening students.

Following the Vice President's
report, Comptroller Ayobamidele
Olson stood to talk about student
groups. Before she finished introducing herself, representative Wolfe
interrupted.
"You're not an officer," he said,
"You're not in the Constitution!"
After being reprinlanded for
s~ak:ing without being recognized,
Wolfe sat as Olson explained that the
Student Activities Budget Committee
would be distnbuting flyers shqrtly.
Other announcements of campus
events came from ' the audience,
including a notic~ that the Associated
Students of the University of
Missouri (ASUM) were seeking two
full-time students for positions in
their organization. ASUM works
with the state legislature to promote
student goals, recently helping with
the institution of a law removing state
taxes on textbooks.
Glenn encouraged SGA members
to attend UMSL events, saying that
he would attend ,all of the events he
could to support the growth of the
UMSL community.
Connor spoke to The Current after
the meeting to discuss the future of
the SGA
"After being in this meeting, I am
nothing but excited, Connor said
"For an informational meeting, we're
off to a great start. '

Dar,",n BruneI The Current

Vice President AI Gore addresses the audience in the Mark
Twain Gym this spring. Gore was so impressed by UMSL's iP ep
Band that he asked them to play the next time he came to St.
Louis.

UMSL musicians to play at
Wash. U presidential debates
BY CA'rHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

staff edito1'
Washington University may get
to host the upcoming Presidential
Debate on lUes. night, Oct. 17,
2000,.but UMSL gets to provide the
music.
The UMSL Pep Band is going
to play for the upcoming debates, at
the request of Vice President Gore.
When Gore visited UMSL's campus
last semester, the Pep Band played
for the occasion. The Vice President
was so impressed with what he heard

that he asked Band Director Dr.

William Richardson if . the 40 plus
member group would play the next
time . he came to St. Louis.
Richardson said yes . Thus the
UMSL Pep Band will play for the
fall
presidential
debate
at
Washington University.
The Pep Band will play a mix
of classic pop tunes, such as "Soul
Man" and "YMCA".
Even if you didn~ t get an invitation to the debates in town, if you
tune in to listen to them, you may. get
a chance to hear our bliJldproviding
the music in the back ground.

After the fashion show, the room exploded into sound and rhythm with traditional African music
and dance. Professional dancer Kweku of the Ivory Coast perionned and held an impromptu
dance lesson for some audience members.
.
During the second annual Shibusawa Seminar last Monday,
speakers discussed the challenges facing contemporary Japan.
From left to right: David Arase, U.S; Voshihide Soeya, Japan;
Jianwei Wang, China; arid Ho-Sup Kim, Korea.

'African N ite' ·attracts 2()O
students for ·evening· of
food, dancing, and culture Speakers from Asia,
together .the artifact exhibit, said stUdents."
Kwabena
Boaten of Ghana and a
"And we are here to have fun," ,
staff writer
of the
Pan-African Akano said in her address to the audimember
I.
•
More than 200 guests attended Association. Ak:ura served as master ence at African Nite.
A fashion show followed Jean:'African Nite" in the new Millennium of ceremonies.
His introduction was foUowed by a Germain's address featuring a combiStudent Center on Oct. 13. The event
was hosted by ~he UMSL Pan-African buffet that featured traditional African . nation of styles of clothing from difAssociation with a program of music, food like pilau, rice seasoned with dif- ferent countries of Africa
"What you're about to witness is
dance and an evening of fun and ferent spices like cinnamon, salt and
pepper, moi moi, which is similar to j).lSt a sample of what Africa haS to
socializing. .
African Nite was co-sponsored by chick peas, and chapatti, a flat bread offer. creativity, color, originality. You
the offices of Student Activities, similar to tortillas, and chomalia, sim- be the judge," said Inshirah AIBawazeer of Oinan, fashion coordinaMulticultural Relations!Academic ilar to collard greens.
"I've seen the food a lot 'in books tor for Africa Nite.
Affairs. and International Student
The· countries repreSented in th~
Servies and the Center for Human but I've never had the opportunity to
Origin and Cultural Diversity at taste it. I liked it," said Mary Gray, a fashion show segmentincluded men's
senior majoring in graphic design. "It and woman's formal wear, casual
UMSL.
"We asked the Student Activities was very different, all different wear and outfits that would be worn
office for help," said Rose Makano of . tastes."
on special occasions. The fashions
Zambia, president of the Pan-African
The guest speilker WiiS Jean- ' represented a wide array of fabrics,
Association. "I checked the mandates Germain Gros, a professor of public from Kente cloth worn by royalty in
on groups and went for sponsorsjJip administration and political science Ghana to silk AI-Bawazeer qescribed
and help. The Multi-Cultural Office who teaches a basic course about the fashions .and their significance
when worn for spedal occasions and .
has the mandate for social awareness, African Politics.
In his address, Gros. said, "Every as formal wear.
and the Intemational9ffice is because
. semester, one or more students refer to
"I've seen a lot of the fashions but
we are international students."
The Pan-African Association drew Africa as a country, which shows wasn't sure where they came from,"
a lot from Rochelle De Clue Walker, Africa is not well known in the U.S. Gray said.
After the. fashion show, the room
of ihe Mult-Cultural Relations office, This lack of knowledge has political
in planning the African Nite event, consequences because Africa is mar- exploadedinto sound andrhythm with
ginalized. We need to educate more traditional African music and ' dance.
said Akano.
Professional ' dancer Kweku of tlJe
The African Nite program includ- about Afu£a."
The purpose of the Pan-African Ivory Coast performed and held an
ed an exhibit of artifacts, maps of'
Africa with capital cities marked and Association is to promote social and impromptu dance lesson for some
cith.er educational material, dnuns and cultural interaction for African and audience members.
The event ended with African
other musical instruments, picture African decent students, and exdiange
books of African animals and scenic . knowledge and information among disco music for those who wanted to
landscapes, carved wooden animals, stud~nts, ,faculty and staff, according dance. Many members of the. audience danced and .socialized as the
currency from Botswana, South to the African Nite program.
Boaten, a member of the Pan- music played.
Africa ~d Ghana, examples of Batik
and Kente cloth, and a wooden African ASsociation, said he became a
"I enjoyed it," said Linda Sharp,'
bracelet and necklace.
member "because I am African. I felt department assistant for the MultiOkong'o Akura of the Center for the first group I should be loyal to was · Cultural Relations office. "I liked the
Human Origin and. Cultural Diversity, the Pan-African Association and help music, and the drums and the dancers
and Faculty Advisor, helped put promote the African cultures to other ' and the participation of the audience." .
BY D EREK EVANS

; .... . . " .. " ... , . . " · . ... . . ". ~ . •• ""'u •• ,, .... , .. , ' '' , '' " .

U.S. discuss challenges
facingJapan today
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS

senior editor
Panelists from the u.s. ap.d Asia
discussed contemporary challenges
facing Japan when UMSL hosted the
second annual Shibusawa Seininar.
. . Speakers from Japan, China,
Korea, and the ' U.S. talked about
Japan's role in Pacific and global
affairs as it moves into the 21st cen-

tury.
Yoshihide Soeya, the speaker
from Japan, said his country had
been very successful in the post-war
years, but it now must find a way to
move into .the future. Soeya
described this challenge as "the frontier \vithin", and said Japan should
look inside ·for models of success
instead of seeking models from the
outside world.
Soeya discussed Japan's position
as a "civilian power" and said thatthe
political baggage from the aftermath
of World War n prevented Japan
from assuming it's proper role both
in Asian affairs and the global cOmmunity.
After that war, Japan, as part of
the conditions of surrender, adopted a
constitution which forbade it to ever
form a military or wage war. Soeya
said that in light of the tremendous
costs of the war, Japan did not want
. to become involved in subsequent
international conflicts, but that the
present arrangement was not satis-

factory because it left Japan "a handicapped power in that we have dis- '
carded the military as a last resort."
Soeya said Japan should· be
responsible for its own security, and
that Article 9 (the clause of the constitution which forbids formation of a
military) "hinders Japan from playIng its dqe international role and executing its due international reSP9nsibilities."
.
Soeya said he would like to reexamine the postwar constitution and
Article, 9, but emphasized that his
interests were Japanese security and
not using war as a matter of foreign
policy, an activity which he felt
would become a less and less viable
option.
"In the 21st century the use of
military might [to pursue national
interests] will increasingly become
less legitimate," Soeya said.
Jianwei Wang discussed China's
views of Japan in the 21st century
and talked about prospects for the .
two nation's future relations. Wang
said the two countries' past relations
"were seldom ba~ed on equality" and
instead had been characterized by
what he called a stropg-weak relationship in which one country was
dominant over the other, with that
dominant role shifting from one
country to the other at different times.
Wang said both countries were n0':V
see SHIBUSAWA. page A6
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.1984: Students voice
o pinions.on UMSL,
Harris-Stowe merger

graduate first
~senior class

~Y JENNIFER GAHR

BY MARY COLLIER
.~.#

..... " ... ,' ........... ' 0 ' , •. ••• , ...... _...... "
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reporter

news editor

June 8,1967: About 200 June and
50 August graduates will participate in
commencement .ceremonies to be held .
in Kiel Opera House, June 9, at·7:30
p.m. This will be the first graduation
of UMSL. students.
Dr. John C. Weaver, president of
the University of Missouri system,
will be the main speaker at the graduwith an honorary degree of doctor ofletters being presented to Joseph
P. Cosand, president of the Junior
College District.
Ceremonies will begin with an academic procession with music provided. by Ronald Arnatt, organist. Dr.
Kenneth E . Miller, associate professor
of mllSic, will then lead those attending in the National Anthem. The
Right Reverend deorge L. Cadigan,
Bishop of the EpiScopal Diocese of
Missouri will deliver the invocation.
A graduation banquet will be held
June '1 at 6 p.m., in the lQlorrosan
Room of the Chase-Park Plaza Hotel.
Cocktails, dinner, and dancing will
highlight the senior's evening with Dr.
Harold Eickhoff, Dean of Student
Affairs, featured as banquet speaker.
On June 8, the seniors are invited
to a reception from 8-12 .p"m. at
Chancellor James L. Bugg, Jr.'s residence.
.
The graduating class plans to present Chancellor Bugg and the
UniverSity with a large portrait of the
chief administrator here. The portrait
was painted by Mrs. McCall who has
painted Cardinal .Ritter.

ation

ABOVE: This aerial view of
campus, taken in 1969,
shows a much different landscape than the UMSL students see today. The old
Administration Building,
located between the Thomas
Jefferson· Library and Benton
and Stadler Halls, was later
demolished.
LE~ Students make use of
the library in the old
Administration Building.

Oct. 4, 1984: A lot of confusion
seems to exist on campus conceming
the possible outcome of the proposed
merger between UMSL and Harris
. Stowe State College. The proposal
was made Sept. 11 by the commissioner of the Coordinating Board for
Higher Education, Shaila Aery.
The recommendation proposes
detaching UMSL from the University
of Missouri system and merging it
with Harris Stowe to create a new,
state-funded school emphasizing
undergraduate programs and strictly
limiting doctoral and professional
degree programs according to Aery. .
Student reaction on campus has
been overwhelmingly in opposition to
the merger idea. Student organizations are circulating petitions against
the proposal.
'
According to random interviews
with students, the general opinion is in
favor of UMSL remaining in the UM
system.
Freshman pre-journalism student
Yukari Lyons said, "What is bad is disconnecting us from the University of
Missouri system and losing the graduate schools. I think they should try to
build on the present graduate programs. UMSL was built to provide St.
Louis residents with higher education
and the merger would undermine the

original purpose."
Most of the seniors interviewed are
not too worried about it themselves.
Most of them expect to have graduated by the time a merger would take
effect. They do worry about the possibility of graduating from a less prestigious school and where they would go
to graduate school.
Undergraduates worry about transfer credits as well as the quality of the
degrees that they would receive from
the new school. '1t will ruin the quality of our degrees and will put us down
around the country colleges," said
jwlior Jani Beiter. "It will also lower
the rating of our schoo!."
Many students said they plan . to
transfer if the merger goes through.
The University of Missouri-Columbia
seems to be the choice of most
"If it goes through, I won't be
going to UMSL," said junior Darryl
Hawkins. "I don't think it would be
fair to the students to eliminate the
graduate prograrris and then to have
professorship drop to a sub-high
school level. The net result would be
UMSL becoming a large community
college with many empty classrooms."
Some students worry about uMSL
losing accreditation, some think it was
a racial decision. But those questioned
seem to agree that the proposal would

see MERGER, page A6

BELOW: UMSL began pursuPl!rchase of Marillac
Hall to house an optometry
program ·in the late 1970s.
ingth~

1982: Computer
la~ opens to
meetdemand
BY MATTHEW

T.

HALL

.repm1er
Sept. 23, 1982: New to UMSL this
(all is the Continuing Education
Microcomputing Laboratory, located
at 225 I.e. Penney. The laboratory
consists of 12 Apple microcomputers
and two printers.
According to Ron Turner, acting
dean of Continuing BducationExtension, it was decided in Februarythat there was a need to establish proin
microcomputing.
grams
Continuing Education committeD 10
AppIe units from its Equipment and
• Experue fund while the School of
Education contributed two Apple
units.
, ''We knew that there was a need in
the community, and that there would
be a demand, , Turner said.
David Klostermann, director of
non-credit programs in Continuing
B.iucation-Extension, stated that
approximately 300 phone calls were
received within the first five weeks of
announcing short courses for the fall ·
semester.
Both Turne.r and Klostermann
expect the demand for courses invohling microcomputers· to grow.
"Demand is going to grow as the
price of nllCfOCOmputers decreases,"
Turner said. Klostermann noted that
as more school districts acquire microcomputers teachers will be forced to
seek training.
"We are in the initial stages,"
Throer said, The School of Business
Administration is planning c.ourses for
Wmter semester, and the schools of
Education, Nursing and . Optometry
will follow." Turne.r said.
. Five eight-week short courses
teaching BASIC and one eight-week
short . course teaching PASCAL are
being offered ~ fall. The courses are
sponsored by the mathematics department.
The laboratory also is available. to
faculty members who are interested in
developing continuing _ education
courses ..
Marjory Johnson, associate professor of mathematical sciences, who will
tea£h the PASCAL shan course, said,
"If people want. certain things taught,
they should contact continuing education. We are in the planning stage and
need input."
"r believe that, given time to plan
courses, we wil!l be using.that lab night
and day," Thmer said.

Patrick Harmon ladles out the delights of the "Big Food Thing"
sponsored by the United S tuden~s Party. The event was a protest
on alleged overcharging by Canteen Corporation in the cafeteria.

.\Vhat a difference the years nwke...

Campus c onstruction
:transf orms U SL
B Y RHASHAD PITTM AN

staff wTiter
After more than 30 · years, the
UMSL CarrlPUS has transformed·
from a two-year institution of 200
students and one building, to a fouryear university with over 50 buildings and 12,000 students.
''We have wi.tnessed a phenomenal change in the physical appearance of this campus:' said Donald
Deputy
to
the
Driemeier,
Chancellor. "It's a wonderful feeling
to be a part of the birth and growth
of an institution that will be here forever."
As an UMSL employee for 35
years, Driemeier has moved through
various administrative positions. He
began working at UMSL as a
Finance instructor before becoming
the dean of the Business school.
"In the earlier days, with a very
small ·student body, you knew your
colleagues from other departments,"
he said, pointing out that Chancellor
Touhill came to the university in the
same year that he did.. Math professor WaYl1e McDonald has been at
UMSL even longer, he addoo..
• The small student body also
allowed the instructors to become
familiar with the students, he said.
''lean remember [student] names
and tell you what they're doing

said. The Social Science Building,
the Uruversity Center, TJ library,
Ie Penny building, and Clark Hall
were built during that span.
Driemeier accredited the rapid
growth to new curriculum programs
and a jump in enrollment. By the
late '70's, enrollment reached over
11,000 students.
.
If it were not for financial constraints, he says, the campus would
have been eyen bigger. Driemeier
says that SSB would be 60 feet
longer and the Computer Center
Building would be bigger. The new
Millenniunl Student Center would
have a higher roof, hallways 20 feet
longer, and "maybe another elevatOf," he said.
The 19908 brought on another
rapid growth era mainly due to oncampus houSing, in addition to the
new parking garages, student center,
and perfomring arts center, some of
which are still under construction.
Drierneier added that there are now
some established campus . boundaries and more space for future construction.
' This may be hard t.o believe,"
room.'
Benton Hall, the second building Driemeier said, but "even though
to open, was still being built. It . ' the new student center is spectacuwould eventually bold classes, labo- lar. the Performing Arts Center ",ill
be even more spectacular. You'll
ratories, and faculty offices.
The campus had a "growth walk in and say wow."
spurt" during the next 10 years, he

now," Driemeier said.
UMSL started out as a two-year
institution in 1960, called the
"University of Missouri Normandy
Residence Center" after it ~as $old
by the Bellerive Country Club. The
Normandy School District bought
the 128-acre site with plans of making it a junior college. Three years
later the University of Missouri purchased the property for $60,000
after studying the institution's
growth potential.
.
When Driemeier caine to the
campus in 1965, the university was
operating out of the Administrative
Building, a former Bellerive clubhouse. It was located in front of the
Thomas Jefferson Library, near the
Alumni Circle.
. TheAd.rninistrative Building had
no air conditioning and a rock parking lot, recalled Driemeier.
.
'We used window air condition. ers," he said. 'The floors were
warped and at least a bit slanted. If I
sat in my chau- on the other side of
the room and sat there long enough I
could roll to the other side of the
1

1970: Mini-rebellion
over cafeteria prices
and chili had each been exhausted
within
an hour after going on sale.
staff wn',er
"We can serve 100 people DOW, and
Nov,S, 1970: A small·scale chal- eventually we hope we can provide
lenge to the sovereignty of Canteen enough for 200," he said.
At present, the foOd is being preFood and Vending Service over cafeteria facilities occurred Friday and par"ed in the members' homes by a
handful of people. Kuehnle said more
Monday.
A group of students, calling thern- people were needed to help in the
selves the Marching and Independent preparation.
"This campus has been needing
Chowder Society, provided spaghetti
and chili luncheons on those two days. something like this for a long time," he
This idea of serving hot lunche{JOs added. "If people don ' t want to eat
is an expeIimental project being from the vending machines, they' ve
undettaken by the United Student'> got to go to McDonald's or someplace."
Party.
Canteen's monopoly prevents a priA similar project succumbed last
vate vendor from selling food on camyear.
'The food is yery good," comment- pus, but doesn't forbid orgarUzational
ed Tom Kuehnle, one of the organizers efforts, such as bake sales or the lYfICS
of the group, as he finished a 25 cent (since it is sponsored by the United
.
Students).
bowl of chile.
A spokesman for the Canteen
He emphasized the low price of the
food served by his group, in contrast to Corporation stated that the provisions
Canteen prices. "\\Fe· re not out to of the university's contract with
Canteen precludes anyone else from
screw the students," he said.
"Friday. everybody got a plate of selling food on campus.
The Business Office dispatched a
spaghetti, a piece of garlic bread and a
cup of apple cider for 35 cents ," que!)' to the central office in Columbia
Kuehnle said. ' The chili was also to determine precisely what the contract ~llows. However, a reply hasn't
very reasonable."
Stressing the "non-profit" nature of yet been receiveQ .
In. the meantime. the MICS will
the service, he added that they wereu't
sure how long the project would con- provide meals "as often as possible."
Financial contributions won't be
tinue.
"We made about $8 on the spaghet- refused, Kuehnle remarked.
Future menus may include such
ti dinm~rs, " Kuehnle explaineij, "but
. we stmk it all into the chili We' ve lost dishes as chicken and rice or beef and
. noodles. Other suggestions will be
·money on that."
He mentioned that the spaghetti welcomed, he said.
BY MATT MATT ING LY
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A look back at the history of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

In planning our 1000th issue, we quickly realized that no matter how

many retrospective stories we wrote or stories fr:om the archives we printed.,
we'd still only scratch the surlace ofUMSL history.
So, taking a cue from our predecessors of the 1984-85 Current staff who
published the SOOth issue, we decided to run a timeline. Hopefully you'll finq
it insightful and even surplising.
The first half of the timeline was taken from the SOOth issue, vvritten by
Sharon ,Kubatzky with research assistance from Jeff Little. The second half of
the timeline was compiled by April Cline, Brian Douglas, Derek Evans, Chasity
Jackson, Tony Peliegrino, Josh Renaud, and Steve Valko.

10ng·it has been gone," Police Chief James Nelson .
is quoted as saying. Oark was lhe last territorial
governor of Mis somi.
The Current wins 15 indivi(iual awards from the
MissouriCoUege Newspaper Association, more
than any cOllege newspaper in its division.

77... ,8
Student m embers of the Intemational Committee
. Against Racism picket the recruitment of students to
work for· IBM, to protest apartheid practices in
South Africa
Although 250 students purchase a yearbook. the
book' s editors have trouble getting ill the pictures
taken, and a front page story reports that the book
may not come out on time, or at all.

78-79
66-67
A front-page story reports the ending to the controversy over the UMSL mascot. The Riverrnan was
chosen over such momentous titles as the Knights,
the Gerninites, and the Eagles. The Riverman would
latcr be dubbed sexist by women's groups.
On June 8, the first graduating class of UMSL
receives diplomas-250 students in all.

67-68
Dean of Student Affairs Harold Eickhoff cancels
elections for class officers and senators due to "lack
of interest." Only the sophomore class had a full
slate running for office, and most of those were
unopposed.
Each Current during this school year features the
"Current Co-Ed," a female student apparently
selected for her good looks and choreographed in
the popular glamour pose of the time.

administrators defend bookstore prices, cafeteria
prices, and the use of armed guards in the bookstore.

72-73
It's an election year, and students are asked in an
ad to help Sen. George McGovern get elected president.
In another issue, some 250 faculty and staff members sign an ad supporting McGovern, calling him "a
man who will put ,ill end to Nixonism ."
A girl riding her bike on campus at night is
''forcibly knocked from her bicycle" when she fails
to see a chain strung across the pathway to prevent
cars from using the sidewalks. The incident prompts
the removal of the chains.
A front-page stoty reports that music has been
piped into the student lounge, with two taped channels and two FM fadio stations.

68-69
A front-page story reports that Vmce Schoemehl,
a student elected representative, "participated in the
handling and counting of ballots during the election
in which his name appeared as a candidate." Some
may recall that Mr. Schoemehl became mayor of St.
Louis.
In the same issue, Charles Koen, prime minister
of the Nation3.I Black Liberators, predicts that racial
trouble will arise at UMSL, "maybe not in the next
few months, but it \\,ill come."

The seemingly innocent "MissUMSL contest"
creates controversy when student groups protest,
calling the contest racist. Contest organizers argue
that the competition was open to anyone. The student court investigates, and the black students
respond by holding their own ''Miss Black UMSL"
contest.
Construction of two of UMSL's parking garages
is being completed.
Students vote to determine whether ROTC
should be allowed on campus. Some 75 percent of
the students voting favor the continuation of some
type of ROTC program.
to

· 71-72
The new, as-yet unnamed, "Multipurpose building" opens - now the Mark Twain Building.
A six-car pileup on campus parking lot makes the
·front page in a photo spread.
Alpha Xi Delta sorority comes under fire for .its
. annual . "slave auction." The paper reports that "as
auctioneer Greg Webb sold the girls one by one, the ·
three protesters held a sign that read, 'Get your head
together, Susie Creamcheese. Abraham Lincoln
freed the slaves 100 years ago.'" The slaves were to
.do "chores" for their "owners" for several hours.
An Arts 'a nd Sciences committee considers
changing the grading policy to one with only A, B,
<\l1d C grades , replacing the D and F grades with "no
credit."
In three separate articles in as many weeks,

UM Curator Robert Dempster gets into hot water
by allegedly calling one of his employees a "nigger:' In a story in the Columbia Tribune, Dempster
is quoted as having said 'That nigger would have
gone out and robbed a bank for me, ' referring to a
caretaker who lived on his property. This remark
followed another one Dempster supposedly made,
referring to the OM budget. H~ said 1t's like the
woman who said she was raped-she didn't resist
enough." Outraged students call for his resignation.
The athletics program makes plans to join the
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association, marking the first time the school is a member of an athletic conference.
In an unprecedented action, the student govemment expels 42 percent of its members for not
attending meetings.

85-8&
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman retires to pursue
research in biology and education. Atthur
MacKinney filled in as interim chancellor while a
search is conducted for someone to fill the vacancy,
resulting in the selection of Marguerite Ross
Barnett.
In political news, the Student Association
protests the South African apartheid.
At the city level, more work is done to pave the
way for a light-rail system which would later be
realized in the form of MetroLink.

86-87
The Rivermen soccer team made headlines when
it i s not selected to the DivisionlI tournament ·
despite a 15-3 record. It is the first time UMSL
missed the playoffs since 1972. The victory . total
was the highest in school history, An NCAA official
said the biggest hangup was that UMSL's schedule
wasn't as strong as other schools.
A 66 percent parking rate increase is approved by
the Senate in January. The increase will help pay for
repairs on several garages at lJMSL.
In April, tbte Faculty Council approves a
plus/minus grading system. The grading system is
based on a 4.0 GPA average. mstructors will have
the option to use the system selectively or not at all.

87-88
In 1987, AIDS is an important issue. The
University offers a class asSeSsing the AIDS issue
called " AIDS: The Challenge of the 80s."
Distribution of condoms in UMSL' s restrooms is
considered after other uniyersities began sinlilar
programs.
Dioxin is discovered.in the warehouse facility at
UMSL. The drums containing the dioxin had been
in the University's possession since 1981, and were
once located in Weldon Springs. Two consulting
companies report that the dioxin is limited to a single drum and poses no threat to students.
administration hires Industrial Waste ManagementI
Inc. to handle the ,dioxin cleanup, but progress is
slowed by a lack of storage space elsewhere.

The

I( s a big year for politics at
UMSL-President Jimmy Outer
speaks at a " to\l.'I1 hall meeting" here
on' Oct. 13. An estimated crowd of
2,000 hear him speak in tbe Mark
Twain Building.
Then in April, an UMSL graduate
named Vmcent Schoemehl is elected
S1. Louis mayor.

The Student Court begins functioning, and a
spokesperson for the group says the court has
"specifically-defined powers in the area of traffic
violations, but the court's powers outside of this area
are still under study."
Students and faculty hold a "Vietnarn
Moratorium." "inside the classroom buildings, students and teachers are engaged in informal discussions of the war in its various aspects," the paper
reports.

70-71

79-80

80-81

69-70

An UMSL student who "considers himself to be
the campus skateboard champion," attempts to cross
Bugg Lake ouhis board. He w~pes out 175 feet short
• ofthe other side.
.

'T he KWMU Student Staff makes a major change
in the weekend programming, changing its Sunday
morning show from rock to jazz music, saying
"there's a jazz audience in St. Louis."
Students on the UMSL and Columbia campuses
attempt to have a student curator placed on the
Board of Curators, to no avail.
The Athletic Committee votes to discontinue the
wrestling program, citing a lack of membe~ as its
primary reasoning. Wrestler Roger Toben said
' They are messing around with the future of the
wrestlers." The program is later granted a two-year .
reprieve, which failed .

etholders came·to see l..eno, who gave not one performance, but two. Students said they thought their
student fees were being put to good use_ 'It's re<illy
very cheap. It would've cost· me oyer $10 at the
Funny Bone to see Leno, but here it only cost me
$4," said senior Christopher Daniel.

81-82
Associate biology professor
Zuleyma T. Halpin holds office
hours outside Stadler Hall to protest
the changing of keys to .her office.
Halpin says she never received a
new key and that all her materials are
73-74
locked into the other office. The
An Ozark airliner crashes north of the campuS/'
protest worked and Physical Plant
Thirty-eight die in the accident.
employees unlock her equipment within two hours.
The old Administration building is declared a fire
UMSL students hold it "Day of Concern" rally to
hazard And a commission recommends its demoliprotest budgetary policies of the state. Lt. Gov.
tion, but no funds can be found to build a new buildKenneth J. Rothman appeared.
ing.
Ron Tyler, a sophomore forward o'n the
A front-page story reports that bees are swarrlling
Riverrnan basketball team, collapses and dies durover the campus, and health officials say 15 to 20
. mg a pickup game at the Mark Twain Building. The
students have been stung.
UMSL community mo).JIIlS the loss of the 19-yearThe soccer Riverrnen, in their sixth year of play,
old.
capture the NCAA Division -II championship .

74-75.
Arnold B. Grobman is selected UMSL chancellor
after a lO-month search. A 16-year-old youth is shot
in the eye during a fight at. a dance held in the
University Center Snack Bar.
Karen Voss, 23, is hired as the first woman
"patrolman" on the UMSL police force.

75-76
The University of Missouri Board of Curators
approves the purchase .of the Marillac Campus and
the establishment of a school of optometry there, but
the Coordinating Board for Higher Education later
unanimously votes no to the idea, citing the "high .
cost of establishing the school, $1.2 million."
Graduate student Mike Dace organizes the
"Apple Awareness Week" including an apple trivia
contest, apple bake-off and apple dunking.
Streakers proVide an extra floor' show in the snack
bar on St Patrick's Day.

76-77
Once again, bees "swarm around campus" but
this time, few bee stings are reported.
Plans for dormitories make the front page, but
those plans took more than a decade to materialize.
Students rally to protest the demolition of the
Administration Building, but despite their efforts,
the building is razed and construction on Woods Hall
is begun.
The portrait. of William Clark which hung in
Clark Hall is reported stolen. "Heaven knows how

82-83
Once more, "sweat be~s invade UMSL." Brit this
time, The Current features a front-page story that
includes information about the bees. 'They are
. commonly called 'sweat bees,'" the story says. "But
they are not bees at fill. They actually are wasps ... "
and so on.
.
Homecoming is marred by an incident of tam- .
pering with ballots. Two students are disciplined for
stuffing the ballot boxes during the election.
Building planners are hired fQr the new science
building to be built.here, but funds from the state are
slow in coming.
Once again, The Current sweeps the Missouri .
College Newspaper Association awards competition, winning 13 awards.

83-84
The "Comedy Improv at the Summit" premiereS
and is hailed as one of the most successful pro. grarnming events ever at UMSL.
A cable studio opens in Lucas Hall. The studio is
connected with American Cablevision of St. Louis
and provides training experience for television production students here, as well as communi~ · pro- gramming opportunities.
Former UMSL sports standomt Carmen Forest
participates in the 1984 Suminer Olympics on the
handball team.

84-85
Jay Leno perfonns at "Comedy Jinprov at the
- Summit" in December. Approximately 800 tick-

B8-89
Funding for the University Players and theater
productions ' is cut by 80 percent in 1989, and the
proposed performing arts center is put on hold until"
more money can be allocated. Most faculty criticize .
the cuts.
Allegations of discrimination surface after Kevin
Locastelo criticizes graffiti in the restroom stalls in
a story for the editorial page titled "Heterophobia: ·
The Gay and Lesbian Cult." Several cars are vandalized during a meeting of the gay and lesbian student organization later in the year. Eventually the
University Senate vOtes to include sexual orientation in the grievance policy.

89';'90' Three years after Bugg Lake was drained, the
Senate decides to fill it again, this time with a new '
name. The Lake--once a golf course water hazarq-was a popular location for students to study
and hang out. The Biology department enjoyed
usirigthe lake to teach students about ecosystems.
.The Senate leiter learns that ''Bugg Lake" was never
an official name, but instead a moniker that caught
on after its use by The Current. According to
University policy, in order for any structure on a UM campus to receive a dedication, the person for
which the structure is named must be deceased.
The ''Bugg'' is former UMSL Chancellor James
L. Bugg, Jr. Bugg left UMSL in 1969 to become
president of Old Dominion University in VIrginia.
m 1975 be stepped down as president and taught
history at ODU thereafter. The fOlmer water hazard
is still affectionately, if not officially, called Bugg
Lake.

90-91
Smoking inside UMSL buildings is snuffed out
when the Board of Curators announces a ban effec~
tive Jan. 1 for the entire UM System.
Blap.che Touhill is announced the n.ew chancellor
ill March. Touhill had been serving as· the interim
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of the University of Missouri-St. Louis ·

. chancellor after Marguerite Barnett left to head the .
University of Houston. Touhill joined the UMSL
faculty in 1965 and became vice chancellor of acadernic affairs in 1987, a post she held until her
appointment. as chance~o~
.

91-92
Several student groups call for the resignation of
tWo student leaderS after The Current reveals that

one had falsified a travel expense voucher and the
. other had her parking tickets fixed by the Student
Court.
Six UMSL Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity members
are arrested in November for what is called a "panty
r'lid" Police accuse the men of breaking into the
. Delta De]ta Delta sorority house in Champaign, ill.
and stealing "pledge paddles, pictures and women's
underwear. "
In her fIrst year as chancellor, Blanche Touhill
must cut the budget by alm:ost $1 million. Similar
budget cuts are doled out on the other three UM
campuses after UM System President George
Russell calls for them in October. In February,
Touhill announces 34 jobs will be lost and several
. programs' budgets will be axed entirely.

92-93
UMSL's Sohool of Nursing is accredited for eight
years. by the National ' League of Nursing. This
marks the first time the UMSL graduate nursing program is given its accreditation individually. In the
past, the program had shared accreditation with the
UM- Kansas City. The accreditiation process is timeconSuming and costly for UMSL, but the. pedigree
of excellence is well worth it, says Shirley Matin, ..
the dean of the School of Nursing.
Spike Lee visits UMSL in December to hype his
new
movie,
''Malcolm X".
Controversy
brews when
Lee
tells
reporters they
will have only
five minutes to
record
his
remarks.
Reporters are ·
forced by fStudents to turn J
off their cameras after the
five minutes.
The reporters
protest
that
they have the
right to record
him because
the event is a
tax-payer supported public forum. The incident prompts the
University to develop a new POllCY on what makes
an event public or private.

93-94
A fight at the Sigma Tau fraternity house in
September brings 30 police cars to the scene. There
are two fights, one in the basement and one in the
backyard. The number of police officers is necessary
because of the number of students attending the
party~. After the incident, only UMSL students
can come to rush week parties and security is hired
to deter other incidents.
~e UMSL debate team places, 3rd' in a tourna~

m~nt

with 52 other universities in November. The
other Unviersities include such institutions as
Kansas State.. Texas at Austin, Oklahoma, and
. Bradley. Jerrie Hayes, Treiette Stafford, and Becky
White finish first, second, and t:tilld respecively for
UMSL.
In February, the Board of Curators passes a proposal to merge Bames College with the UMSL
School of Nursing. The faculty of both schools are
.combined and the number of students enrolled in the
program is expected to jump from 250 to 650.

94-95
An UMSL police automobile is stolen in October.
The thief then uses the vehicle to pul! over a female
student and steal her purse.
Members of a gay and lesbian student organization have a verbal confrontation with members of
UMSL fratemities over a"sexist" flyer for the annual "Sexy Legs Contest. ' They file a grievance with
the Office of Student Affairs. who eventually recommend that the fraternity take down the fliers and
apologize to the Women's Center. The fraternity
complies with the recommendation., but some complain the punishment should have been more ~evere .

95-96
The University Meadows student apartments
. open for the school year. There are no curfew
requirements and the complex includes a pool and
jacuzzi. Everything is included in the rent except
utilities and 10ng-distance phone service.
The University of MissoUri decides to delete the
discrimination policy towards sexual orientation.
The reasoning is that the University didn't need to
exceed the federal and state regulations on discrimination. The Student Government Association and
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual 'Students for Change. vow

to take on the administration.
.
UMSL buys the Mt. Providence facility froni
Sisters of Divine Providence for $2.6 million in
February. The acquisition gives UMSL the opportu,
nity to expand if it needs to. The University will
include Mt. Providence in a land swap with the
Missouri Department of Transportation four years
later.
.

semester. Yet every year something changes," says
one student. "And now I've wasted my time. My
time is very valuable."
.

98-99

The Mercantile Library moves into the 1st and
2nd floors of the Thomas Jefferson Library. The
., Mercantile Library-formerly housed in downtown
St. Louis----':is the oldest library west of the
Mississippi River.
In October, the Ku Klux Klan sues the Board of
The UMSL Rivermen baseball team wins the
Curators after station directors at KWMU refused to
regional champiqnship and gains a berth in the
accept advertisements from the group. Bob
Division II NCAA World Series. The team sets a •
Samples,
director of University Conununications,
school record with 37 wins and only nine losses,
says
that
the
station "did not feel it was in the best
including both World Series games it appears in .
of
the
community" to allow the KKK to
interest
The Cove, a sit-down style restaurant on the top
advertise
on
the
campus station . .
level of the University Center opens in September.
The new eatery provides students with a choice in
99-2000
campus dining.
.
It is a rocky
The Board of Curators approves plans for a new
$31 million "university center," later to be called the . year for the
Student
"Millennium Student Center." The building is origGovernment
inally scheduled to be completed in late 1999.
Association.
The Current's office at 7940 Natural Bridge is
The
SGA
burned in an apparent arson. The fire, started near
loses its vice
the basement door under the rear porch, damages
president
electrical wiiing and water pipes. The newsroom,
when
she
the basement and rear ·of the house all suffer damenrolls
in
age. Police make no arrests in connection with the
.
fire.
another
school. Later,
it
is revealed
97-98
that
president
A Bi-State bus crash at the South Campus
Darwin
Butler had been convicted offelony stealing
Metrolinkstation kills four, including an UMSL stuand
credit
device fraud. This incident touches off a .
dent. The driver of the bus-in training at the
year-long
series
of arguments over interpreting the
time-loses control of the bus, hitting a passenger
SGA
constitution
and bylaws. Butler is attending
shelter.
UMSL on a work release from the S1.
Louis County Jail, but it would eventually be revoked, causing some-students to attempt to inlpeach him.
Near the end of the year, Butler is
able to retum and assume his role.
The Faculty Council Select
Committee on Fiscal Prdctices cast a
unanimous vote of "no confidence"
against Chancellor Blanche Touhill
and issue a report in September. The
report say Touhill "implemented
imprudent fiscal policies," and "created chronic fiscal clisis on the 1nvlSt Louis campus."
The Missouri Department of
Transportation announces it will
straighten out Interstate 70, reroute
In February, the Barnes College of Nursing
and raise Florissant Road, and provide direct onerupts in turmoil when Dean Jerry Durham
ramp to the UMSL campu.. MoDOT estimates the
announceds that nine faculty members will not have
cost of the project at around $35 million and ays it
their contracts renewed in Au",oust, in order to balwould be complete by the end of 2002.
ance the school's budget. Two faculty members ay
they had grievances pending against the school's
2000-01
associate dean, Cormie Koch. About 50 student.,
Who knows what the future holds for UMSL ')
attend two meetings with Durham to discuss the
Keep
reading The Current to find out!
cuts. ''I've been waiting for this thing to flow each

96-97

Your source for campus news and ;njonnation

Now is your chance to get
a GREAT ·J OB!
No other student .organization offers as much as The
Current. We have paid ·positions available in a variety of
fields, like writing, graphic design, web design, and
adve;rtilsing!' Interested? CaU us at 516~5'174 and we
wouLd be happy to answer your questions!.
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Eads, ·5t . .Louis played
·prominent ro'l e in defeat
of'·Confederate states

T

he city of St. Louis has left a succeed, its ships would have to be ironclads. within 90 days in which to
large imprint on the history of protected and the Confederate posi- complete them. The Marine Railway
the United States.' In the tions along the river obliterated. How at Carondelet in South St. Louis
1700's and 1800's, it was a centerfor was this going to be done? Through would be the constIuction site for 4 of
commerce and trade. In the spring of the use of gunboats, or ironclads.
the gunboats.
1861, it was the site of one of the first
In April of 1861, the US governFor over 3 months, 500 men, earnengagements of the American Civil ment wrote to a man narned James ing $2 per day, labored to build the
War, when Confederate sympathizers Buchanan Eads and asked him to iron-hulled ship .
tried to capture the federal arsenal at come to Washington, D:C. and subTo make sure· they could withmit his ideas for dIe stand Confederate artillery fire, sev.
Camp
Jackson.
.construction of a eral tests were undertaken. TenDuring 1862 and
1863, it served as a
series of gunboats to pound artillery pieces were fired at
staging area for
help deny the vast the hulls beginning at a range of 800
Union troops poised
Mississippi River to yards. The firing continued ulitil the'
to invade the Western
the Confederacy.
range was reduced to a mere 100
portion
of
the
Ead~ was consultyards. Eads' boats deflected every
Confederacy. From
ed on this matter shell' Even th.e shipyard workers
. because of his well were inlpressed.
1850 through 1950,
it was one of the ten
. Then, on October 12 1861, the
earned reputation as
largest cities in the
an expert and innov- tirst ironclad wa, launched. It was
T IM THO MPSON
ative
riverrnan. appropriately named CQlvndelet. It
US. In the early to
mid 1960's, the Arch
When Bads was only would be followed by the St Louis, ,
histmy columnist
was erected, symbol21, he had invented a Louisville, and Pittsburgh. The three
izing the "Gateway to the West." diving bell which aided in salvaging ships being constructed at Mound
Currently, it is home to some of the operations on the :Mississippi. He had City would be launched a short time
most winning sports franchises in the done extensive surveyirlg of the . later.
When fully fitted out., the gunworld today.
river's bottom, and knew more about
The city of SI. Louis also played a it than any other man of his day. In. boats were 175 feet long, 51 feet
prominent role in the defeat of the addition, Eads had also becoine an wide, and contained a draft of nearly
Confederacy during the American expelt in .the design of boats with five feet. TIley were supported by a
Civil War. Early on in the conflict, double hulls, something which inter- rectangular casemate with heavily .
Northern strategists were planning an ested the C.S. government gteatly.
arnlored sloping sides. They also
President Lincoln's cabinet was SPOlted 13 massive guns, and were ·
invasion of the Confederacy in the
westem theatre of operations. The intrigued by Eads' ideas. There was manned by 175 crewmen. The top
plan was to execute a two-pronged one problem, though. There were speed of the gunboat was nine miles
assault. One force would come up the many contract bidders competing per hour. Because of its unique shape,
Mississippi from New Orleans, while with Eads. Some were trying to these boats were nicknamed "the turthe other would move south from St. undercut him. Cities on the Ohio tle."
The Eads gunboats played a sigLouis. If this was successful, the River were also being considered for
Confederacy would be cut in half.
nificant role in the Northern victory
the construction sites.
There was one serious problem
After weeks and weeks of wran- in the Civil War. They annihilated
with
this
stralegy,
however. ghng, Eads bid, which was the low- Confederate bore batteries, defenConfederate tacticians set up fortified est, was accepted and the city of St. sive areas, and fortified positions all
positions along the rvIississippi River, Louis was chosen as one of the sites along the ..Mi sissippi River thus .
where they placed large numbers of of construction. The other site was paving the way for Union ill asions
artillery pieces which would sink located near Cairo, Illinois at Mowld of the Westenl Confederacy. Without
Union troop ships and supply boats City.
them, the Civil War might have lastthe very minute they sailed into
In August of 1861, James Eads ed longer than it did.
range. If the Northern strategy was to was commissioned to build seven
\
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poised to emerge as major powers, and stability of that peninsula [Korea1first ; with some focus on Eiichi Shibusawa,
Kini said the leaders of North .and who w.as a great entrepreneur UEd social
whether they could learn to get along in
this new "strong-strong" relationship . South Korea had recently met for a worker in modem Japan," Shibusawa
would be a m~or factor in the future of summit, and while that meeting had not said.
directly contributed to the unification of
Joel Glassman, director of the center
the Pacific region.
international
studies, . said
Wang said the current tensions arose the two countries, it was definitely a fClf
"from mirror images of mistrust and positive step in establishing peaCeful Shibusawa was credited with estabJishing some 500 companies and is widely
suspicion" as each country grew more relations between them.
"But it will take time", Kim warned, regarded as the father of . modern
watchful as the other gained prominence. He said each side feared that the "Before unification the two Koreas Japanese business. Glassman said that
other would become more powerful, mill;t find a way to co-exist peacefully." Shibusawa wanted to integrate the traU.S. speaker DavidArase discussed ilitions of his culture with new ideas '
and that the new situation would require
time to adjust before relations could the United States Goveriunent's official from the rest of the world
position towards Japan, a position
' 'He wanted to bring together wbat
improve.
"It's more constructive to try to which he said he felt was a little over- he considered Asian values with amodern dynamic capitalist economy,"
accommodate the interests of either bearing.
. side," Wang said, noting that "a rising
Arase said japan was irnporuint to Glassman said ·
Masahide Sbibusawa commented
power is not necessarily a threatening the U.S. for a variety of reasons. He
talked about the importance of the U.S. on Japan's search for its identity.
power."
"I think Japan is pressured to find its
. Wang said it was time to let history . military bases in Japan, underlining
go.
their role in the Persian Gulf War.. rightful role in the evolving world, par'The war has [been] passed. long Arase said that Japan supports the prin- ticularly in the Pacific wod,!:"
. enough for both sides to look forward," ciples of free trade, democracy, atui Shibusawa said
. human rights, all of which are key eleShibusawa said his homeland was
Wang said
Soeya said he wasn't sure it was ments of the-U.S.'s own philosophy. In not sure what role to play in the Pacific,
inevitable that both sides would emerge terms of culture, Arase said Japan was which he descnbed as a place where big
as major powers, expressing concern more a facilitator of American culture powers compete With each other. He
that Japan is "rapidly graying" and that than a competitor, commenting that big said Japan was trying to adjust to a
its low birth-rate puts it on track for a name Japanese companies like Sony changing world while retaining the tradecline in population that would mean are selling elements of American cul- ditions it has inherited from the past.
the majority of Japan's citizens would ture more than they are competing with
On campus the legacy of Eiichi
be elderly. · He said he wasn't sure if it
Shibusawa is also remembered through
Arase said the U.S. would like to see the Shibusawa-Atai endowed profesChina would grow strong or become
increasingly fragmented.
these trends continue and strengthen. sorship. Seigo Arai, a contemporary'
Ho-Sup Kim, the speaker from He said Japan was pleased with many Japanese businessman and an admirer
Korea said his country held !Ill ambiva- of the elements of its relationShip with of Shibusawa's ideaS, made a substanlent view of japan, seeing it as a source the U.S. but wanted to establish a more tial contribution to he1p establish the
of leaming and a partner, but also a equal partnership.
program.
"It's a dilemma," Arase said.
Shibusawa-Arai professor Allan
competitor, and at tUnes an exploiter
and security risk. It is a view he feels " LJapan] currently has a subordinate · . Bird lamented the fact that while
most of the Asian countries share, and position in a partnership with the U.S . Japan's is the second largest economy
he said he thinks Japan knows this, and that gives Japan a lot of things that it in the world, second only to that of the
has not participated fully in Asian wants, but it is not happy with that sub- U.S., many Americans know little
affairs because of concern for how its ordinate position."
about it Bird .said America's study of
actions would be perceived.
The Shibusawa Seminar is named history bas mostly focused on Europe,
When asked about the challenges after the famed Japanese businessman and it would be a mistake to ignore
facing his own country, Kim said Korea Eiichi
Shibusawa.
'Masahide Asia, which he said will be a major
must tackle its own internal clifficulties Shibusawa, Eiichi 's great · grandson, player in the economic gr:?wth of the
for the good of the entire region.
said the seminar's purpose was to look next century.
'The Korean peninsula is known as at Eiichi Shibusawa's vision and moti"If W'e fail to understand Japan we
the trigger of instability of the Pacific vations and their implications for today. fail to understand Asia," Bird said '1£
area," Kim said. "For the peace of that
'The main theme is to tal.k about we fail to underntand Asia, then we fail
region, Korea should try to maintain the Japan the nation and the world today to understand the 21st century."
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be bad for UMSL students and the St.
Louis area as a whole:
One graduate student said, "I think
basically you have to be concerned
\vith undergraduates. but merging the
two won' t do much for anyone or
increase the opportunities for undergraduates." He asked that his name

not be used.
In a random survey of 50 students,
25 rnaleand 25 female, none were in
favor of the proposal. Overall, 13
freshmen, 16 sophomores, 11 juniors,
eight •seniors and two graduate students were surveyed. Total overall
percentages were none in favor, 88

percent opposed, two percent undecided, and ten percent didn ' t know enough to comment on the situation.
The state General Assembly began
considering the proposal on Sept 24
and public hearings will be held each
month through December.

'"

A new beginning at
the .University of
Missouri St. Louis

On behalf of the over 62,000 alumni

Your UMSL Alumni Association
Congratulates .
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MASTERCARD· INTERNATIONAL
'JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENTS NEEDED -WEEKEND AND EVENING HOURS
Have some time after classes ani over. and want to earn some extra money??
'MalJPower at MasterCard International has needs for Customer Service Agents to
work in the Global Customer Service Center located in Westport. Qualified candidates will have:

~e~1 free to stop

by·the -new Student ·

Government Association office .
.
.
with com,ments, suggestions, or just
to come see it!
375f1illen'nium Student Center

*
*
*

*
*

.Previous customer service or caU center experience preferred but
not required
'
Windows 95/ PC skills
Data e~try/ keyboarding skills
Desire to work for a first c~ass International company
Availability to work evening and weekend shifts

DO 'YOU SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE??
WE CAN USE YOUR SKILLS TOO IN THE CALL CENTER
JUST CONTACT US!
Interested candidates should call Daphne at 523 - 75112 or Melonie at 542 - 3848 as
soon as possible to schedule an i'nterview.
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1984: ,Counf.-y club blossoms into schoo
The old club house
became the
Administration
Building as UMSL
grew on the site of
the old Bellerive
Country Club. In
1977, the
Administration
Building was tom
down to make way
for Woods Hall.

Liz Kraftf

" Do yo have sales in your blood?
•

---n

e

National Reservation Center
If you've set your sig'hts on some great work experience then consider becoming a
Customer Service Representative at our call center operations in st. Louis!!!!
We are looking for students with:
*Excellent Communication Skills *Customer Service Exp erience
*Motivation to Succeed in a Performance-Dr iven Environment

lbt! Currenl

April 12, 1984: The 12S-acre parcel of
land on which the canlpus sits began as the
old Bellerive Country Club, a playground for
its affluent members, They swam in the lake,
walked their goItcourse, and paraded through
their immaculate clubhouse during summer
dances. The course itself was formidable
enough for use in deciding two Western
Amateur Open golf championships---()ne in
1949 and the other in 1953.
However, desiring to escape the spreading
urban sprawl of St. Louis County, the membership of the club moved its facility to its
present location at Ladue and Mason roads.
In April 1958, with difficulties in selling the
old land mounting because of Bellenve city
ordinances, the land was offered to the
Normandy School District.
The school district was eager to purchase
the land and buildings, for it meant that an
elementary school and a community college
could be added to the stmggle of keeping up
with the explosion of a student population
within its district. A bond issue was presented to voters on Sept. 30, 1958, and passed
3,241 to 1,547. The bonds generated sold
quickly, and on Feb. 13, 1959, the school district acquired the title to the property.
As the country club began its withdrawal,
the Normandy educators surveyed their needs
and goals. Discovering a substantial interest
anlOng the junior and senior classes at
Normandy and other high schools, the district
established the University of MissouriNormandy Residence Center. UM agreed to
pay the faculty and provide a library; the
school district would furnish an administrator
and supplement supplies and maintenance.
The first classes held at the infant university were 011 Sept. 14, 1960. Four full-time
faculty members taught 215 freshman students. C.E. Potter was installed as the first
administrator, and he hired eight part-time
instructors to boost instructional capability.
UM President Elmer Ellis strongly desired
that
the
University
of
Missouri expand the facility to a four-year
branch of the UM system. He offered the
Normandy School District $60,(X)() for the
Residence Center, but a dispute over the bidding process ne{:essary in state land transfer
. stalled Ellis'5 attempts of acquisition.

Considerable lobbying by Ellis, the UM
Board of Curators and Governor John Dalton
sparked editorial support from the St. Louis
press, which "compared the local situation
with that of Kansas City, where the University
of Kansas City was also being sought as a
branch of the UM system. On Feb. 13, 1963,
Bill 115 passed through the state House of
Representatives by a vote of 150-3,
Instrunlentai in its passage were state Sen.
Wayne Goode (D-5th District) and Sen.
Robert Young, Dalton signed the bill autho'
rizing the sale on April 3, 1963.
The Residence Center 'had charged students $15 per credit hour, with a $50 down
payment required. Students outside the
Normandy district were charged an additional $45. The center was not adequately supported financially. It had virtually no laboratory facilities, was extremely overcrowded
into one building (the old clubhouse), and its
library was stocked with around 900 dusty
books.
However, students quickly organized their
first student government, which empowered
itself to collect a IS-cent parking fee and the
accompanying $1 fine for illegally parked
cars. As enrollment increased to 564 (Sept.
28, 1962), students had started the Tiger Cub
newspaper and formed chorales and intramural sports programs.
'
The gregariousness of the earliest students
is recorded by the Nov. 21, 1.962, issue of
Tiger Cub. A strong editorial urging the curtailment of drinking Oil campus, linked with a
ban on card playing in the school's only cafeteria, attest to some of the issues of the day.
Evidently things were out of hand, because
the faculty handed 388 out of 551 students
mid-term deficiencies. Adrninstrator Potter
also prohibited the wearing of bernmda shorts
on campus, because they were not consistent
with the school's dress code.
The early faculty persevered. Wayne
McDaniel (mathematics), William Hamlin
(English), Emery Turner (accounting),
Charles Armbruster' (chemistry) and Harold
Eichoff (history) were among the pioneers
who suffered through overcrowding and inadequate facilities to form the foundations for a
modern curriculum.

Join our advertisirlg team and help U.S. make money. The
benefits? You make money, too, and you have fun doing
itt Ca~1 Tom at 516-6813 today!

... message from the

StUdent
G overnment

We Offer:
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES that work for YOU!
Part Time • Work as little as 12 hours or up to 30 hours per week
Full Time - 40 hours per week
STARTING PAY of $8.25/hr with great career path
opportunities! (We promote from within!!)

Assooiation
There will be a meeting

Don't Wait ... Put some valuable work experience on your resume today!! Stop by
our recruiting table at the Student Center on Wednesday, Oct 18th or apply in
person M-F between 8-5pm at 2650 S. Hanley Rd., St. Louis, MO 63144
(we're 'at the corner of Hanley & Manchester Rd.) Questions?
'":all Kathy at 314-781-8232 ext 7858 or email ksydow@erac.com
EOE

Did Yo u Get the Letter?
Info. Table
11-2pm
Oct. 17th
University
Center 'L obby

Membership
Deadline
-Is
October
25,2000

When? Tuesday, October 24, 2000

*

Or Call us

@

@

smodglin @ goldenkey.com

516-GOLD (4653)

2:00 P.M.

Where? 3rd floor, Millenium Student Center
* It

Contact Golden Key

@

is important that all Student Representatives are present.

Students interested in Students Activity Budgeting Committee (SBAC)
should be present at this meeting.

*

For more information please contact Ayo @ 438-9778
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A look back at the history of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

·1 969: Gove.rnl11ent by sit-in

Thirty years of providing facts
Oct 16,2000: As a matter of general policy, The Cmrent avoids drawing any extra
attention to itself. Our purpose is to provide
our readers with a window into the life of the
UMSL campus, reporting events as objectively as possible while we ourselves remain
transparent. But in light of the fact that our
l OOOth issue was over thirty years in the
making, on this occasion we found it acceptable to break that silence-if only for a
moment--to say a few words about what we
do here.
The Current occupies a unique place in
the workings of the campus. Tn order to accurately report news and event, we must be
intimately acquainted with all sides of the
campus community. At the same time, we
must als\) maintain a certain distance from
the rest of the campus in order to retain our
impartiality.
Our position is that of the observer. We

believe it's important that someone be there
to watch events unfold and to report them
with honesty and fallness. It is a duty we take
very seriously.
Resisting the temptation to cross the line
from observer to participant is not easy, especially when we have followed a given issue
for weeks, months, sometimes years, and
have come to form our own ideas about it.
We are journahsts, but we are also human
beings with our own thoughts and opinions.
We may not agree with everyone we talk to,
but we endeavor to give all sides a chance to
tell their part of the story. TIle journalist, like
the scientist, the artist, and the rest of humanity, looks for the truth.
But truth can be hard to fmd. Often journalists find that the truth·is not the province
of one side or the other, but a line rurUling
somewhere between them, and \ve are left to
follow after it, a<; best we can.

That's a tall order for a campus that doesn't even have a journalism school. UNIColumbia is widely recognized for its journalism program; UMSL has several English
and Communications classes. And it has us.
There is something very satisfying about
the fact that we can hold our own, even win
awards from time to time, without an entire
department behind us. We learn on the go, a
process which is not always graceful, but
miraculously it happens. It has been happening for years and we are determined to make
sure that process continues for years to come.
But in the end, it's not about us. The
Current is all about you--the students, the
readers. You're the sole reason we exist!
Thank you for the privilege of letting us be
your source for campus news and infonnation for the past 1000 issues. We look forward to being here for a thousand more.

1980: Visit is feather in UM'S L's _cap
Oct. 9, 1980: We were astounded, as we
suppose eVeJyone else on campus was, when
we learned earlier this week that Jimmy
Carter will visit the university on Monday.
It was baffling news to students, faculty
and staff who, in the school's entire history,
have had to look to Muhammed Ali as the
institution's most prestigious visitor.
The new was particularly sweet to students who have long complained about
UMSL's non-competitiveness with UM's
Columbia campus in drawing high-profile
political figme .
Having the President of the United States
drop in transcends noteworthiness.
UMSL, despite its possession of facilities
well suited to tim OIt of activity bas never
had much luck attract.ing prominent political
pefSDnalities for free spe.aking engagements.
Hubert Humphrey visited the CarnpU5 in
1968 . Since then, we' ve played host to
numerous individuals running for positions

in Congress and the state legislature. Not
since Humphrey have we attracted a major
presidential candidate. Never have we
attmcted the President of the United States.
Carter campaign. ,vorkers say the
President win address the audience here for
about 10 minutes at the opening of
Monday's "town hall" meeting. The rest of
his 90 minutes on campus will be devoted to
answering questions from his public.
The President will speak to approximately 2,OOJ persons in the gym of the Mark
Twain Multi-Purpose Building at 7:30pm.
TIle audience will be composed predominantly of the general public, but some seatshopefully-will be reserved for UMSL students, faculty and staff.
Both types of audiences will be selected
on the basis of drawings: The general publi
will have completed coupons in the city's two
daily newspapers and on-campu listenem
will have completed applications at one of

three locations on canlpus.
We have to suppose that.a raffle system is
probably the fairest method of distributing
2,00J tickets to a metropolitan area with a
population of 2,5 million.
It's unfortunate tbat Carter doesn't have
the time to spend an hour speaking to Ul\lSL
students alone. No doubt many here \vill be
frustrated Monday knowing that Carter is
within til.. walls of Marl; Twaill but alsu finding it impossible to see binl.
But, although "to\vn meeting" may be a
misnomer for Monday's activity-it's little
more than a controlled media event-its benefits are immeasurable.
The fact that the general public is to outnumber UMSL students at Carter' speech,
while perhaps causing initial bad feelings
h re, will serve to emphasize the university's
commitment to the community jn that community' eyes.

May 8, 1969: The issue of converting the government here, something which MSL has not
bascment of the library into additional cafeteria had in the past Hopefully next year the council
space, or moving the physics laboratories out of will be working within the larger organizational
the "Physics Almex" and putting cafeteria facili- context of a University Senate or some other
ties there did not warrant tlJe sit-in which was University-wide body. Much has yet to be done
conducted .in the armex last week. Not, at least, in soh<ing the questions of representation and
when there were other effective charmels open definition of role in the University's affairs,
for presenting the demands to the administra- which will be time-consunling and tedious.
But in comparison with past student govemtion. Such charmels, we feel, do exist, despite
the sentiments to the contrary expressed by some mentsat UMSL; the Central Council has
demonstrated more effective bargaining power
students at the meetings following the sit-in.
The opinion of some of the students at the than before. For this reason we deplore the use
meetings was that the sit-in reflected a failure on of the sit-in last week. because it appeared a
the part of student govemment here to sympa- deliberate attempt to bypass the official channel
thize and present to the administration student· of student opinion.
It was particularly depressing to hear comopinion and demands. Such arguments, in our
opinion, are not valid. Those who expressed the ments about the inability of the Central Council
above opinion conveniently overlooked the fact here to "get anything done" or about the sit-in
that it was largely through the efforts of the demonstrating the need for student government
Central Council and its Chairman, Sam
While the sit-in was effective in getting stuBommarito, that the Chancellor made the deci- dents and officials of the admiuistrdtion together
sion to set up cafeteria facility in the library.
by tl}e lake and while it was orderly and wellThe drive for additional space began last conducted, the sit-ill itself did not seem to conFebruary, and consisted in letters written to the tribute much more than an ' .indetenninable
Chancellor, as well as i.nvitations to the President amount of rhetoric and high-sounding phrases,
and the Board of Curators to view the over- at best. At worst, it was a repetition of the same
crowded conditions in the existing facilities. In arguments for increased cafeteria facilities as
addition, arguments concerning safety hazards have already been presented by the Central
due to overcrowding, [L~ well as projected enroll- Council in the last few months.
ment increases were also brought to the attention
Furthermore, gove=ent is not entirely
of adnJinistration officials. In other words, since high-sounding phrases and rhetoric; it is also
February th.e Central Council has been acting as hours of dull and often discouraging work
a lobbying agent for attaining more cafeteria "Government" by pep rally provides much of
space for students.
the former, but unfortunately, donates little to the
We don-t propose that the Central Council as latter. If student gove=ent here is going to
a charmel for articulating student opinion and work and be effective, then students and organineeds is perfect; indeed, most of this year has zations should make an effort to work through it,
been spent in trying to set up a stable student not aromld it.
I

Apr. 24, 1969

1998: Failed predictions, future cuts
March 9, 1998: In the best of all worlds,
cut, like the ones handed down last month in
the College of Nursing would never happen.
Dedicated faculty would not be let go in order
balance bottom lines; students would not be
left in a curricular lurch.
But more troubling still than the direct
impact these most recent manifestations of
budgetary woes will have on students and the
campus, is that the "non-renewals" in nursing
last month, tlle "budget reallocations" allover
canlpus last year, the fear and trembling in the
hearts of many an administrator and faculty
member this year - all most likely could be or
have been averted were it not for the repeatedly failed promises of overly optimistic
enrollment projections.
Consider: for five straight years, academic units on campus have had some portion of
their budget "reallocated" to make up for
losses created by enrollments. that didn't meet
the expected levels. We don't pretend to
understand the larger force, be it sociological,
economic, cultural or a combination thereof,
that may have originally been behind these
vexing enrollment shifts.
But however elusive the initial propellant
may be tllat put enrollments on the tritz, one
thing's for SLlIe: the cuts that were initially
made to offset those first loses are contributing to a self-defeating, in fact, cannibalizing
process.
It works something like tills: there aren't
enough students coming in the doors, so we
cut a few instructors and reduce a few offer-

ings. And in the liliii!~~~~========:===r~~~~~iitl
process we reduce
the breadth and
appeal of the
University's offerings to potential
students, many
opting to attend
another school (a
community college, we suspect)
where they can
get what they
want. So we're
back where we
started:
there
aren't enough students coming in
.4, 1980
the doors and we
recycle this process again, only this time, the cials, state legislators and the "community" in
cuts are a little deeper and the effects a little general that UM-St. Louis doesn't need or
derserve the state funds. It's got partners.
more selious.
If the fallacy inherent to this line of reaAnd whatever the original cause of tile
soning
seems UfUllanageably paradoxical, it
enrollment shifts, it has now been subverted
can only be because it is. Witness the nine
by a very apparent, "unavoidable" we're told,
faculty let go in nursing.
.
reality of fiscal management: budgets must
There
are
after
all,
very
real
human
costs
keep pace with enrollments. Again, we're
involved in "reallocations," "non-renewals"
told that tills is not administrators' fault. UMand other snazzy, evasive telms. Unless
St. Louis suffers from its low place on the
administrators from the chancellor down are
system totem pole, which means fewer stable
ready to revisit the grossly inadequate stratedollars from the legislature.
gy currently employed to project budgets, we
But we wonder if, among other things, the
may
find ourselves at a loss for words, at a
chancellor's aggressive pursuit of "partnertime
when there is nothing or no one· Jeft to
ships with the community" is not creating a
reallocate,
not renew or reassign.
false sense of security among system ofti-

1980: Calls for disbandment of Student Government
Sept 18, 1980:
Dear Editor:
I've read with great interest and quite a lot
9f amusement the first segment of The
Current's excellent new column, "Face to
Face," the fIrst featuring an interview with the
leaders of the Sanders and Crone mob.
In my opinion both Sanders and Crone
failed miserably to answer the question put to
them concerning what constitutes the duties of
student government. They both neglected to
recognize that one of the key requisites of any
form of democratic government is to be
responsive to the people, in this case the stu. dents.
For the past three years student government on this campus has been nothing if not
responsible to the needs of the students. TIlls
is typified by the poor turnout of students for
governmental elections and student govern"
ment~sponsored functions.
Sanders and
Crone have both admitted to being involved in
studentgovemmentfor those three years. So

why should things be any different this time
around?
While Sanders and Crone both espoused
the achievements of this edition of student
government, they both ignored one of the
major shortcomings-that is that many of the
people on the Assembly aren't informed far
enough in advance or aren't notified at all
about the meeting dates. Is there going to be
another problem with attendance and the
expulsion of council members? Haven't the
politicians and executors learned a lesson
from last year?
.
The present student govemment is tremen"
dously bogged down in parliamentary procedure. As of this writing, there is not a set of
bylaws to the constitution. Wouldn't it be nice
if the politicos would forget the parliamentary
fable and concentrate on governing?
And, in closing, there are two points I
would like to discuss. First, the issue of why
students run for the offices of student government.

Most proponents of student . govemment
would have you believe that they participate
beCause they feel tlJey can achieve some good
for the student body, that there is some deep
philosophical reason that the body politic is in
need of a guiding light to lead the way out of
the dark tunnel of academic bureaucracy.
Bullshit!
Be truthful, Yates and Dan, isn't the reason
that you are involved in student government
because it looks good on your transcripts, and
makes great reading on your resumes? Sure
.
it is. '
Secondly, we've put up with ineptitude and
personal achieving on this campu.s' student
government long enough. Let's go out and do
something about it. Revolt! Organize, to
eliminate from this campus once and for all
student government, and let's all save ourselves some money.
Respectfully,
Gerard J. Steininger

1979: UMSL needs to form
new student government
Nov. 15, 1979: It has now been three months
since UMSL's student government has held
powe; . It is all too apparent that little has changed
from last year's disaStrous Central Council session, and that little will change.
In.the past-particularly last year-the group
has been rife with discord. When student body ,-,
president Paul Free resigned his post a year ago
last month, his vice president, Cortez Lofton,
moved into the presidency Without the full council's approval.
Rather than establishing a temporary govemment untiJ another president could be elected or.
officially appointed, Lofton assumed control, and
collilcil's meetings became a comedy of errors.
At the Nov. 12, 1978 meeting, the council submitted a list of nominations for the Student
Activities Budget Committee to Canney Kimbo,
then dean of Student Affairs. The meeting bad
not drawn a quorum, and an unofficial gathering
of representatives arrived at the names.
It was said at the time: "Given this type of
fiasco, it .is only a matter of time before student
monies are returned to faculty control."
History repeats itself. Council seems to have
made little improvement during the past year. It
was hoped that the Knollman-Sanders team
would motivate the group, but it seeminglJ' has
not.
Mark Knollman, student body president, lacks
the time and leadership skills necessary to handle
such a large group. Yates Sanders, though hardworking and well-intentioned, carmot function as
both the president and the vice president. He
should not have to.
Last Sunday's meeting wa~ exemplary of the
present state of Central Council. A quorum could
not be reached for the second consecutive week.
The group was trying, for the third tirne, to
approve a list of candidates for the budget committee. This is 'perhaps the most important stuclent committee on campus, in that it controls t1'](~
dispersal of student activities fees.
Council's committee recorrirnendations
should have been made in late October. By last
week, they stili hadn't been made.
'
The problem hils been solved, however. Julia
Muller, dean of Stndent Affairs, will name the
committee herself. Council blew it. Muller cannot be blamed for taking such action-the committee had to be named immediately.

Central Council was allocated $7,00J last year
(the fourth-greatest sum received by any office or
organization with student activities funds).
Knollman receives a salary of $2,000, whether
the group's meetings draw quorums or not.
Sanders is paid $1,500 per year.
Paying these individuals is no mistake, if they
have something concrete to show for their work.
But, quite simply, the only thing council has to
show for this semester is ,a poor revision of jts
constitution and 1,000 "Send Help" signs.
No group on campus has more potential to
help the student body, yet almost no group does
less. The. group's offices in the University Center
are habitually deserted, save for Sanders, who ·
transacts most of the business. Knoliman, in fact,
has been given a nickname by some group members-'the Invisible Pike."
Yet the biggest problem facing council is not
its officers, but its rep~esentatives. They
expressed the desire to serve on student government. Now, they must answer to their constituencies.
They haven't
Two weeks ago, for example, council members involved in the Minority Student Service
Coalition boycotted a special meeting called for
the purpose of nominating budget committee
members. Those members were disturbed
because they felt the slate of names proposed by
the rest of council was biased racially and sexually.
Instead of attending the meeting, voicing their
concerns and voting the way they felt, they simply didn't show up. The meeting was nullified
due to lack of a quorum.
Lofton' arrived at the door of the meeting
room, appraised the situation, and left.
Something has to be done.
Sadly, the most reasonable course to take is to
disbahd the organization and to establish a committee to develop a new form of student government.
Council is in its death thtoes. Participation
and interest in the organization is nearly non-existent. It receives student money that it neither
earns or uses. It is smitten with weak leadership
and misrepresentation.
It's time for the organization to face facts and
disband itseJf voluntarily, before it is caused to do
so involuntarily.
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University homepage. Call 5195 for
any additional information. -

.Monday Noon Series, sponsored by
the Center for the Humanities, will
be held in Room 229 of the J . C.
Penney Building. Clarence Morgan,
painter and professor, Art
Department, University of
Minnesota,' in Minneapolis, will
show sUdes of his pai ntings and talk
about his work. Call 5699 for
details.

. Tuesday, Oct. 17
.Sign-up Deadline for Men's &
Women's Volleyball Tournaments
and Racquetball Tournament: Both
VoUeyball tourneys will be held
Wednesday night, Oct. 18 in the
Mark Twain Gym with team arid
individual sjgn-ups welcomed. The
Racquetball, one week tourney, is
scheduled for Oct. 23 through Oct.
27. It is ~ single-elimination tournament for men and women with
Advanced , Intermediate & Beginner
divisions. Sign up for these events
in the Rec Office, Room 203 Mark
Twain.

-• Premiere Perfor~ance Event presents Stephen Salters, Baritone.
The event will begin at .8 and run
until 10 p. m. at the Ethical Society.
There is a fee and for more information call Katie Matsumoto at
5980. For tickets call the Premiere
Performance Ticket Office at 5818.

·UM-St. Louis Blood Drive, sponsored by Sigma Pi , will be on the
3rd floor of the Millennium Center
from 9.a.m. to 2 p.m. both
Tuesday, Oct. 17 and Wednesday,
Oct. 18. for more questions or to
make aan appointment call Jeff @
426-0078.

.Coed Volleyball Playoff
Tournament. wilt be held in the Mark Twain Gym from 7 to 10 p.m. ·Assessment Center Open House,
hosted by the Center for Academic
Development, will be held in Room
412 of the Social Sciences and'Business
Bullding from 1 to 3 p.m. Faculty, staff
and students are invitedd to tour the
fadlities and become familiar with
services provided. Additional information on testing services is available
under "AssessmentiCampus" on the

·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m.
at 8200 Natural ' Bridge Road (located across from the West Drive
entrance to North Campus. For
more information call 385-3455 .
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3 women plus as many subs as
desired . The Coed Volleyball league
is a 5-week, Tuesday night, intramural league beginning Oct. 24.
Coed teams consist of 3 men &: 3
women plus subs. To sign up for - either Floor Hockey and or
Volleyball , go the Rec Office , 203
Mark Twain.

-·Cultural Respect Dialogue, a panel
presented by Multicultural Relations
Academic Affairs, will be held in
Room Century A in the Millenium
Student Center from 11:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. Fqr more information, call
Linda Sharp at 6807. -

Wednesday, Oct. 18
ThLirsday,

-National Alcohol Awareness Week,
is from Oct. 16 to Oct. 20. Come
view a video that discusses the
serious and potentially dangerous
effectss. of binge drinking at the
Women 's Center, 211 Clark from 12
to 1 p.m. The gathering is free. For
more information, contact 5380. -

Oct.

19

·OUT! presents the first of 4 films i n
its Lesbian , Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Film series , _ttThe 1st
100 years of Ruth Ellis." All shows
are free and begin at 7 p.m. in the
Kaskaskia Room (located in the
basement of the Honors College).
Everyone is welcome and for directions and more information call
5013.

-E. Desmond Lee Collaborative, Dr.
Douglas L. Turpin, will give a lecture from 12 to 1 p.m. in Room 205
of the -Music Building. The lecture is
free and for niore information call
5980.

Frida y, Oct. 20
.Sign-up Deadline for UMSL Family
Fun Night: This is an annual event
set for Oct. 27 from 7 to 11 p.m . at
the Mark Twain Gym. It is a free
night of sports, contests , socializing, and fun for the whole family.
including children'S gam-es , dancing , bingo &: door prizes. Call 5326
for more information.

_.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection , from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Normandy United Methodist Church,
8000 Natural Bridge Rd. Sponsored
by Wesley Foundation Campus
Ministry. All are welcome. For more
information call Chris Snyder at
31 4-409-3024 or Roger Jespersen at
385-3000.

Saturday, Oct. 20
-UMSL Indy 500 will begin at 10
a.m. at the Woods Hall Speedway.
Register in the Student Ac tivities
Office Millennium Student Center
by Oct. 18. The event ;s free to
UMSL Students, Faculty, an d Staff.
For more information call 5326.

·Pre-Med Society will have their
meeting after the Biological Society
Meeting a't 11: 30 a.m. in the Project
Room 337 in Millenium Building. '
Officers will be elected. All are welcome to attend, but the meeting is
. mandatory for Pre-Med Members. For
more information contact by email
address: premed@jinx.umsl.edu.

.

Sunday, Oct. 22
-Senior Recital: Denise Wil liams,
Soprano, will perform in the Ch apel
in the Marillac Provincial House (on
South Campus) from 7:30 to 9:30
p. m. For more inf orm ation call
5980.

.Sign-up Deadline for Floor Hockey
Leagues, Coed Volleyball League:
Floor .Hockey, men's and coed divisions , games will be played in the
Mark Twain Gym on Monday
evenings beginning Oct. 23 with
coedd teams consisting of 3 men &:

-Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.
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Linda Wendling
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Steve K1earman
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Mike Lowe

1973
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ternities
including, but not
philanthropic activities
Throughout the history of UM-St. Louis the Greek system has grown and evolved, but its purpose is still the
same.
Currently there are five National Greek organizations represented on one of the University of MissouriSt. Louis campuses, although in the past there were two
additional recognized fraternities recognized, Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity (TKE) and Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity (PKA) . Those organizations still on campus
include: Alpha Xi Delta Fraternity for Women (AXD),
Delta Zeta Sorority (DZ) , Sigma Tau Gamma
Fraternity (STG), Sigma Pi Fraternity (SP) and Zeta
Tau Alpha Fraternity for Women (ZTA).
.
Typically the process of forming a chapter of a
national fraternity or sorority at a University can be
very lengthy and requires the hard work and dedication
of that chapter 's founders.' The first step is to bring
together a group of people with the same desire to
become a Greek organization. Then, once recognized
on campus, they become a local fraternity and
must fmd a national fraternity, with
which to affiliate. National fraternities come to the campus
and present their values and
ideals, scholarship opportunities and philanthropic fund-raiser
and events. After the· presentations, the local fraternity chooses a
national fraternity with which to
affiliate. The final step in the process
is to receive a charter, which means
the colony has been accepted as an
offiCIal chapter of a national Greek
organization.
The first Greek organization chartered
at UM-St. Louis was Alpha Xi Delta
Fraternity for Women. Alpha Xi Delta
started out as a local sorority under the
name of Alpha Epsilon Omicron. The local
sorority officially affiliated with Alpha Xi
Delta Fraternity for Women on Jan. 27, 1968,
as the Epsilon Xi chapter of the Alpha Xi Delta
National Greek Organization. In the 1980's, the
chapter had a house on Natural Bridge but it was
sold because it was not on University property. Alpha
Xi Delta recently began renting a chapter apartment
from Mansion Hills Condominiums. Their national
. philanthropic mission is Choose Children and they volll.I\teer with many local charities.
.
The second ' chartered chapter was Delta Zeta
Sorority. Delta Zeta was originally organized as a local
sorority, .under the name of Delta Theta Kappa, and was
the fIr st local sorority to be granted campus approval in
March 1965. With help from the Delta Zeta chapters at
St. Louis University and Harris Stowe Teachers
College, the twelve founding members received colony
status in September of 1967. On Mar. 2, 1968, the
Delta Theta Kappa colony became the Iota Xi chapter
of Delta Zeta Sorority, and the second national sorority
at UM-St. Louis. Delta Zeta is also currently renting a
chapter' apartment at Mansion Hills Condominiums.
Delta Zeta Sorority volunteers locally with St. Joseph's
Institute for the Hearing and Speech Impaired, and
nationally with the Delta Zeta Foundation.
Sigma Tau Gamma was originally organized as a
local fraternity, under the name of Sigma Epsilon. With
help from the Sigma Tau Gamma chapter at Harris
Stowe Teachers College, the group received colony status on Jan. 27, 1968. The Gamma Theta chapter of
Sigma Tau Gamma was established on Dec. 14, 1968:

0
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The
chapter currently resides at a
chapter house on Natural
Bridge Road. Their national philanthropic organization is Books for Kids.
The Sigma Pi chapter at l&l-St. Louis originally
began as Sigma Kappa Phi Alpha, and was chartered
by the State of Missouri. Tough competition ' from
national organizations caused the local fraternity to
search for a national fraternity, with which to affiliate .
On Feb. 25, 1968, ' the group became a colony of Sigma
Pi Fraternity. A year later, the colony received its charter and became the Delta Zeta chapter of Sigma Pi
Fraternity. Sigma Pi has a chapter house on 8645
Natural Bridge. The national official philanthropic
organization Sigma Pi is the American Red Cross. The
Delta Zeta chapter of Sigma Pi organizes an annual
blood drive on campus among other philanthropic pro,
.
jects.
On Apr. 24, 1977, group of young women formerly known as Beta Sigma Gamma were pledged to Zeta
Tau Alpha Fraternity for Women, thereby forming
Theta Kappa Colony of Zeta TilU Alpha at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis. The pledge colony
celebrated the semester's end with a party in May, fea~
tilling singer Terry Beck. The excitement and anticipation heightened as initiation in August grew closer.
Initiation of 29 pledges was followed by the installation of Theta Kappa Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha on Aug.
27, 1977. The next day a reception was held. Some of
those in attendance to welcomt< the new Greek organization were Rick Blariton and former Chancellor

a

Amolu B. Grobman. The Susan G. Kom€:n Breast
Cancer Foundation is the national philanthropic organization Zeta Tau Alpha. Jhe Zeta Tau ,Alpha
Fraternity for Women sponsors the survivor tent at all
Race for the Cure events.
For thirty years, Greeks have danced to the music of
Summit, Trilogy and Elegy at social events. They have
aotively participated in Fall Formal Rush, spaghetti
dinners, fall pledge trades, hayrides, and hosted many
holiday cel~brations; including the annual Halloween
parties at the fraternity houses. Homecoming formerly
included sign'competitions, car decorating contests and
the' annual fraternity football games. It is now held in
the .,spring during the basketball season, and includes

the Big Man on Campus compassi0n hosted by the
sororities on the UM-St. Louis campus to raise money
for AIDS Awareness. The titles of Homecoming Queen
and King were both given to membeJ's of the Greek
community. An annual Sorority Winter Tea was the
preamble to the Inter-Greek Council Christrmls party
when new members went caroling around the Bel-Nor
neighborhood .and · returned to the fraternity houses
where they were welcomed by-good food, hot chocolate and warm smiles. The school year is wrapped up
in the Spring by a variety of Greek Olympics known as

Sayi g goo

AND THE POINf IS."
ANNE PORTER .

Tonight I stroked the peppered
black hair of my dog Char, as the
vet injected anesthesia into lier leg.
The tears slid down . my cheeks,
unwillingly, as I thought this would
be the last time I saw my puppy,
Char was not really a puppy. In
reality, she had lived about seventeen years on this Earth.
Char could riot really hear too
well anymore or rummage through
the trash, like she used to when she
was younger.
I remember that I loved her the
first time I met her, but at that time
, she was Josh'sLabrador retriever.
Josh, my junior high frienp"
Jived off Ridge . Road in West
County. In 1993, when the flood

took over their homel Josh aJtd his
family had to move to an apartment
where they could not have large
.
dogs.
I have always had a weakness
for taking in dogs when they needed a home. Ask my parents-they
will tell you all about it.
Since where I live I cannot have
dogs, my mom and dad take care of
them on my behalf. (The cat I support IS enough to sneak around the lease agreements.)
,
I guess I had an idea that Char
would not be around for much
longer, but I didn't like to allow
myself to think like that.
The realization sank in really
quickly, when last Wednesday J.

talked to my mom on the phone and icky look in ber eye.
The vet asked if we wanted to
she said Char couldn't walk. She
When my mom returned home, stay, and we did- we all stayed for
took Char to the vet, and he . gave we all discussed that Char was not the anesthesia. I desperately wanted
her some prednisone shots and leading a. fulfilling life: she could to stay for the whole proaedure, but
antibiotics to take fot seven-to-ten not cause mischief nor could she I couldn't find the strength. I didn't
days.
sniff every tantalizing smell
want Char to die alone, but I knew
Two days later she could. walk .
We got the car ready for the trip I couldn't be with her.
My throat wa~ so tight that I '
up the stairs. It seemed like Char to the vet. My mom and dad carried
would make it.
Char to the · back . of the station couldn't speak.
When I walked into the house wagon, then my mom, dad, \;)rother . ' I cried more than anyone else
tonight and found Char laying on a and I all crowded into the tight and I felt foolish , but I loved Char
towel , I began to tinderstand it was seats.
like a member of the family that I
in mer best interest to put her to
On the way, we discusse'd work. was 10sii1g. After we went home,
sleep. I stroked her forehead , but schoo!-everything but Char.
we ordered pizza. I picked up milk
she did not lift her head. She could
At the vet, my lUom and dad car- and a healthy. mum on the way to
not move at all.
ried her 80 pounds. My m0m the the pizza place. When I told my
My mom said earlier that morn- shoul ders and my dad the posterior. mom that the mum was in meinory
ing Char had been having trouble Char ' twisted helplessly, just like . of Char, my parents said they
.
would plant it by the mailbox.
breathing, and that she had a pan- her body was two different parts.
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A look back at the history of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

I EFS
Expo has a long
history

two decades,· internationa
s face-similar experiences

1977· New
group set
buslJuess adminis-

. 6,
one thinks
difficult taking one of UMSL's foreign language courses, imagine going
to sehool in another country. Many of
us would panic at the mere thought of
it.
However,
Toyotoshi
(Tom)
Teratani decided that studying
English in Tokyo, Japan was not a big
enough challenge. He realized that
being fluent in English would be an
asset, as he wanted to become a
Japanese businessman. According to
Teratani, the best way to become fluent was to go to college in the United
States,
After much correspondence \.vith
an American friend,. Teratani decided
to make his dream a reality. Also, he
spent many hours in the Amelican Japanese Culture Institute learning
about American schools and getting
valuable information of our country
from the counselors there.
.
Afte.r passing the English test
(TOEFL) and praYing to the Japanese
government that he would be able to
support himself, Teratani was off to
the United States. He was destined for
St Louis because Teratani's American
friend made arrangements for him to
stay with some of his cousins.
First, Teratani went to Florissant
Valley Community College and
received an Associates degree.
Now he. can be seen around
UMSL. He is presently a senior and
plans to stay in this country to get a

Fortunately,
has a good
English background. Still, he finds '
many foreign students have serious
communication problems, unless they
came from a country like Indi.a where
English is one of the official languages,
Some foreign students find their
biggest problem is loneliness.
Fortunately, Teratani is a very open
type of person. "I like to talk to anybody," he stated. "Even if someone is
sitting far away, if I fet;l alone, I will
go and talk to him. He advises foreign students to take some initiative as
he said, "Most Americans are very
friendly,'
Teratani feels this is also true in the
classroom. In Teratani s experiences,
other students have been available to
answer questions and to share class
notes when needed.
Unfortunately, he has found some
faculty members not as friendly.
"Teachers should be more understanding, not by giving the foreign
student an advantage. but attention
when necessary," he said.
Generally speaking, Teratani does
not feel UMSL is meeting the special
needs of foreign students. Finance.~
are one of the biggest problems. "You
know," he said, .. we are paying three
times more tha.T\ a resident for tuition.
I know we are not paying taxes but
tuition itself is ahnost the same as a
private school."
Also, Teratani mentioned the need

to start
BY .JUDY EISFELDT

Debt'a Knox De termann/

Suhandan UgurJuj from Turkey (left) talks w ith Toyotoshi Teratani
from Japan

for housing, more counselors and a
greater unity of foreign students,
L.ast year, Teratani tried to organize a club where foreign students
could get together and share problems
and experiences.
With others, he plans to reorganize

1998: Visitors find life in
G . O . AKURA
special to The Cun'ent
BY
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Pend a Ndao

The CUTTellt

FEB. 9, 1998 - Peucla Ndao and
Daba Niang are 6.000 miles away
from home and they now live and go
to school in a country where everything - the land, the climate, the language and the culture - is strange.
They come from a continent seemingly misunderstood yet still romanticized in the West. Their homeland
has a palpable, albeit sad historical
connection with their host country,
the United States.
Ndao and Niang are two international students from the West
African country of Senegal. Ndao is
a senior biology major who will
graduate in May- She transferred
from St. Louis University to UM -St.
Louis in 1996 after meeting
Chancellor Blanche Touhill at an
event at the St. Louis Science Center
celebrating the twin cities of St.
Louis in . the United States and in
Senegal. Niang is a senior mathematics major and college algebra
teaching assistant.
Their American experience has
been a challenging journey where
they have had to navigate obstacles
not just limited to taking exarninations and writing term papers at
UM-Sl Louis. For these Frenchspeaking West African women, there
is the additional handicap of doing
all their course work in a foreign language,
"When I arrived in America,
'yes' and 'no' were practically the
only English words. that I knew,"
Ndao said. It was frustrating when I
could not express myself well in the
English language during class discussions and in my written work.
What was even more annoying was
when I would turn on the television
to catch some news and I would not
understand a word of what was
being said."

a club this year for both foreign and
American students 'wbo would like to
learn about other cultures.
Ter-atani added,. "UMSL students
can really learn something from their
foreign students about culture and a
different kind of friendsbip."

Us.

OCT. 6, 1977: A planning meeting for UMSL's newly-formed
International Student Organization
was held on Oct. 5. The purpose of
the meeting was to discuss plans to
establish an organization which
would meet the needs of foreign students on campus.
According to Sushant Sinha,
president of the club, " The purpose of the organization would
be . to provide a place where
we'll discuss any personal
problems about the (foreign)
student getting used to the
American culture."
Although its primary goal is
related to foreign students, the
club is open to all members of
the UMSL community who are
interested in cross-cultural relationships. Events could include
-international dinners, art displays, film festivals and other
cultural events of interest to the
UMSL community,
Si.nha recalled his experiences
when he came to the United State.
five years ago from Aranchi, Bihar
India. He said, "I have faced some
difficult problems and I am aware
of how I went through them. If 1
would have had any kind of guidance, it would have made my life so
much easier."

challenging

The first fe w months of their stay well defined where women do most
in the United States were difficult of the domestic chores and men are
for Ndao and Niang, who are of the the
bread-winners.
Wolof speaking pe{)ple of Senegal. However, contemporary
• Upon enrolling for the English as a men prefer their wives to
Second Language program, they met be educated and to pursue
other non-native, English-speaking professional careers outstudents from countries such as side the home.
Japan, Malaysia and China who
One cultural practice
were in the same predicament. The that many Americans find
students from other French-speaking difficult to fathom is
countries and students who practice polygamy, the practice of a
the Islamic faith also helped make man taking many wives. In
the transition a little easier.
Senegal, polygamy is
Making friends with students acceptable and practiced.
from different countries enables Although Ndao and Niang
Ndao and Niang to appreciate other may not agree with the
cultures, Although it takes time to practice of polygamy, they
make really close friends, they have accept it as an aspect of
learned that Americans are very their culture that has its
friendly. They have also realized that own merit since women
Americans value their privacy and have always outnumbered men in
independence, whereas in Senegal, demographic data.
"Being an Islamic country, a man
there is a lot of sharing and closeness, especially within the typically can take as many as four wives at a
large extended fannly.
time ,. as long as he can afford to,"
"Friends and family can visit at Ndao said.
any time and if they find us dining, it
For many people in Africa who
would be rude for them to decline are exposed to imported American
joining the meal," Ndao added.
television programs, such as "The
Ndao and Niang have had to . Fresh Prince of Bel Air" and MTV,
answer tons of questions about American culture and hip-hop style
Africa and Senegal from curious is the dominant cultural mode. Many
Americans. Some of the questions, young Senegalese aspire to come to
like 'Where is Senegal?' and 'Are America to study and to experience
you planning to go home when you first hand the culture that they only
gI-aduate?' are mildly irritating to see in films and on TV On the other
them. Senegal is on the westernmost hand, many African-Americans have
point on the bulge of Africa and is visited Senegal in droves, attracted
roughly the size of South Dakota by such historical sites as the Goree
and her plans to go home are, well, Island Museum of slavery.
her business.
.
"[The museum] has the chains
Coming from an Islamic country and other things that were used durin Africa where the social structure ing the slave trade displayed at
and relations are still governed by Goree," Ndao added.
These cross-cultural interchanges
strong ultra-conservative rules that
favor men, the education of women and visits between Africans and
and women's roles in society are Americans can only help to break
issues these women face daily in the the chains of misunderstanding and
United States. According to Ndao, bridge the gap of communication in
roles within the home are still very two very diverse cultures.

New and returning students had
the opportunity to view over 40
various student organizations and
campus services at "Expo 80" held
this past week.
"Expo 80 was a big success,"
said Dill} Wallace, assistant dean of
Student Affairs.
Last Friday, the Student Affairs
staff met to critique the event while
"it was still fresh in their minds,"
said Rick Blanton, coordinator of
student life and Student Activities.
"We all like the concept,"
Blanton said, but added that mainly
cosmetic changes must be made.
"We were experimenting," said
Wallace. "It was the first year for
thi s. "

- Issue 374, Sept. 4, 1980

Now look what it's
become
" ... we started with probably 10
or 12 tables around a tree and now
we have this,"
Rick Blanton,
of
director
Student
Activities said.
"EXPO
has
just exploded
in the last 10
years, not just
as a student
event, but for
all of campus."
Blanton
said,
"This
year was the
biggest
and
best
EXPO
ever, which I
gauged by the
length of time
that people were participating."
'The UPB was great about organizing this tremendous event, keeping with the history and tradition of
EXPO," Blanton aid.
-Issue 961, Sept 7, 1999

Dessert anyone?
Imagine, if you will, a mountainous ice cream sundae,
13,204 p ounds of ice cream to be
exact. Add 848 pounds of chocolate syrup , 200 pounds of
chopped nuts and 75 pounds of
strawberries,
cherries
and
pineapple and you are looking at
the
world's
largest
rce
cream sundae .
Members
of
UMSL's chapter of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity built the sundae Aug, 21 at
the historical
Laclede's
Landing, setting a new
world's record
for the world's
largest
Ice
cream sundae.
The sundae
was built in a
14 foot wide' by 4 foot deep aluminum swimming pool, over
which a sanitary plastic covering
had been erected.
This gargantuan sundae was
created in an almost record
breaking time of 20 minutes and
35 seconds.
Amid cheers from the spectators and their own shouts that
"lee cream is our life," "We did
it," and "lee cream is in our
blood," the new record makers
emerged victorious but covered
with chocolate, strawberry and
cherry syrup and ice cream.
Another feature of this historic day, especially pleasing to
the children in the crowd, was
that the ice cream sundae was·
sold in "all you can eat" portions
for $1.
All of the proceeds from the
ice cream sale as. well as the fees
paid by the contestants in the ice
cream eating contests were
donated to the St. Louis chapter
of
the
Cystic
Fibrosis
Foundation .
-Issue 427, Sept. 2, 1982
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Beam me up,

professor

xhibits of Gallery 21 0 give
o campus culture at UMSL

1981: Gallery 210

celebrates ten years
BY SHARON KOBUSH

Sept. 10, 1981: In September of
1972. Gallery 210 first opened its doors
to the public with an exhibit entitled, .'A
Faculty Loan Show From UMSL
Faculty's Personal Collections," which
included art objects from the personal
collections of the UMSL faculty members. That was ten years and SL"<.ty
exhibits ago, but Gallery 210 is still a
well-needed and blight focal point of
the tmiversity.
Jean Th6ker., who
one of the
gallery' originators, was then acting as
the Coordinator of Art, division of the
Department of Fme Arts located at
Benton Hall. A folding screen located in
the hall was used as the only visual art
exhibit area on campus. During the
planning of Lucas Hall, it was asked
what was needed on campus. Tucker
quickly drew up a request for a visual art
exhibition area and was granted an 18' x
30' classroom and a small budget which
was to be used in converting the room
into a gallery. After adding grid lighting,
some caIpeting, and wall coverings that
would be suitable to hang artwork on,
Gallery 210 became a reality.
The name Gallery 210 was given
because of the location, room 210
Lucas. One of the most famous galleries
in New York., Gal IelY 291 located at291
Fifth St., also features numbers in its
name. It is owned by Alfred Stieglitz,
one of America's pioneers in photography. Steiglitz has had many photographs exhibited in GallelY 210.
During the past 10 years, the gallery
has exhibited the works of such artists as
Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Motherwell,
David Hockey, Philip Perlstein, Carolyn
Brady, and many others. Works by several photographers have been seen in
the gallery. One-person shows by Ansel
Adams and Imogen Cunningham from
St.Louis Collections were organized
here in 1976. The Adams exhibit has
brought the largest crowd so far, over
1,000, to the university's campus. It was
Adam's first exhibition in St. Louis. His
major exhibition at the St. Louis Art
Museum didn't take place until July,
1980. Three exhibitions originated in
Gallery 210 and subsequently traveled
extensively, through funding by the

Missouri Arts Council and the National
Endmvment for the Arts. Aspects of
American Photography, 1976, Group
64, 1978, and Light Abstractions, 1980
were seen nationally and catalogues for
those exhibitions have been sold internationally.
The present exhibition, "A Decade
of Collecting: Master Photographs from
St Louis' Private Collections," will be
running until Oct 2. It is a collection of
photographs that were loaned to Gallery
210 through the generosity of 50 private
collecto in ~ t. I.oois area.
focus is upon masters of twentieth century photography whose artJstry an
i.nnovations in creating photographs
have been broadly recognized as having
contributed to the rich development of Jean Tucker and Ron Edwards unpack materials for the "Group f64"
the medium.
Tucker served as tlJe ,,'urator for this
exhibit although she is no longer the
gallery's coordinator. She is presently at
the Center for Metropolitan Studies.
Sylvia Solchek Walters, Art
to put posters up," Tuckt'J'said
Department Chairperson said of the
BY ANNE PORTER
GalleIY, "We have a two-fold pUIpOse.
Terry Suhre, .the curator of Gallery
staff editor
210, has helped to create a name and
One is to bring to the campus [What] we
feel are high-quality exhibits which are
\Vhen Jean Tucker, a photographic place in the St Louis art scene.
''It was just a place, just a locking
not otherwise available to the St. Louis
historian in the Public Policy Research
you find objects in for stUdents to
case
area, and the other is to provide a teachCenter, first stepped on the UM-St.
ing institution for students in art history
Louis campus, she was on a missiOrL look at," Suhre said.
as well as studio art."
That mission and that case about 30
That mission was to educate students
Both Walters and Tucker feel · the
and faculty about art and thus began the years later has made names and taken
need for larger appropriations in order to
honors. In fact, in the Riverfront Times
idea of Gallery 210.
continue the standard of exhibits that
Gallery 210 was not much to see at Best of St Louis armual publication,
has been presented in the past. Tucker
first. Tucker came to UM- SI. Louis in Gallery 210 was honored with the Best
said, ''It is difficult to produce a show on
1968. She set up a folding screen which Gallery, Best Exhibition and Best
the present budget." The number of was located on the fifth floor of Benton Curator. Suhre received an e-mail from
shows per year has decreased from six
and filled it with newspaper clippings, Ivy Schroeder one day at home. At first
he thought it was asking for validation
to five and includes an annual student pictures and ideas about aIt.
show. "One thing we try to do,"
'The dean asked me when Lucas of a fact for a story. Suhre was pleased
Walters explained, "is to use the Hall was being built and the art depart- to discover it ' was something much
resources of the community. The public
ment was to be housed there what we more surprising. Tom Kochheiser, the
has been very helpful in filling the
needed. I told him first and foremost an former curator of Gallery 210, greatly
gallery and helping out with loans and . exhibition gallery," Tucker said.
impressed Suhre.
"Kochheiser has set the standard that
grants." Walters also expressed her
Tucker was given a budget of$1,5oo
this
gallery is about art," Suhre said.
gratitude for the support of the Missouri
in the new building to change a classSuhre stepped into Kochheiser's
Arts Council and the National room into gallery. With that money, she
Endowment for the Arts.
had cabinets and lighting installed and place in 1996. Suhre, before becoming
Tucker feels that the gallery not only
she disguised the classroom walls with the current curator, was directing a small
gallery in North Carolina Kocbheiser
provides important art works for the
burlap covered masonite panels.
campus community, but it also works as
'When all the new buildings moved to a position at Greensboro and .
a kind of a goodwill ambassador to the
appeared with miles of walls to put pic- Suhre took his leadership at Gallery
public from the university. For each
tures on all over the campus, we could- 210.
''I literally talked to him that day I
exhibition, 2,500 public relation notices
n't afford pictures, but we could afford
left North Cawlina," Suhre said.
are sent to an off-campus mailing list.

There she is ...

photo courmsy of Ron Edward

exhibit in 1978.

2000: Gallery 21 0 wins azuard
One issue that Suhre does not like
about Gallery 210 is the location.
"Our location is not convenient to
our people," Supre said.
In order to overcome this problem
and build a gallery, Suhre talked about
the importance of total staff involvement.
"It has to be everyone involved. I've
had terrific support from the art department, overall the faculty has been supportive, the English, Philosophy departments," Suhre said.
Not only has the staff been
helpful.
'The people I work with I
just have a blast with. They are
outstanding gallery assistants. It
seems just about the time this
wonderful person leaves somelxxIy else steps up and these
people I trust to run the gallery,"
Suhre said.
Gallery 210 is located in the
second floor of Lucas Hall and
this week will open a new
exhibit of Michiko Ititani,
called "Radiant Space."
'T d like to encourage all the
people to take advantage of the
gallery and of all the visual art in St.
Louis," Suhre said.

2000:Jean Tucker's PPRC exhibits St. Louis Arch display
BY ANNE P O R TER

staff editor
Since the beginning of Westward
expansion, St. Louis has been known
as the "Gateway to the West." So what
better symbol to represent St. Louis
than an arch, which serves as a launching point to all who enter its limits.
'The Arch as Symbol," an exhibition now on display at the Public
Policy Research Center, located on
the third floor of SSB, displays many
stolen glimpses of the Arch.
The works of photographers Arthur
L. Witman and Joel Meyerowitz provide entirely different captions of the
arch of steel.
Jean Thcker, a photographic historian in the Public Policy Research
Center, coordinates exhibitions that
focus on social issues.
'This year is the 35th anniversary

of the Arch, and every fiv~ years we
have an exhibition to commemorate
that anniversary," Tucker said.
"Everyone knows it's built the way it
runs, it is called what it is, as a symbolic gateway to the West We know
that."
.
St. Louis began as a village. The
area of this settlement was in the
vicinity of the Mississippi riverfront,
right about where the Arch stands
now.
In 1933, in order to celebrate the
movement West into the Louisiana
Purchase, a park was created.
The actual keystone of the
Gateway Arch was placed on October
28, 1965. This makes this year the
35th anniversary. Eero Saarinen
designed the Arch with a height of 630
feet and 630 feet of area at the base.
This makes it the tallest monument in
the United States.

"People have spoken when I've with a purpose of art, Meyerowitz to
had these previous shows, and they've take pictures that would have an aesspoken priroaIily about the Arch as an thetic quality. Witman is documenting
art sculpture. Is it a sculpture? Is it the process of building it, but both
architecture? But no one has spoken were such good photographers."
about what it means. The PPR Center,
Witman took photographs for 35
our chairman director being experi- years. Born in 1902, Witman worked
enced in urban redevelopment, tllinks . for the St. Louis Post Dispatch beginof it symbolically the way vertical and ning in 1932. At the Post, Witman revelevated forms have been in history: olutionized the industry with the use
aspiring toward something. If that is of 3S-mm cameras.
our symbol for our hopes and aspira"Witman was a wonderlul phototions. What are they? To make a better journalist for the St. Louis Post
city," Tucker said.
Dispatch. His assignment was to phoOne reason Tucker selected both tograph the Arch every day it was
Meyerowitz and Witman's pictures is being built," Tucker said.
to commemorate UM- St. Louis' colWitman, the only photographer
lection.
that was considered a fixture at the
'The University owns them. They Gateway Arch, took a picture every
are part of the University Collection. day . .Witman even took dangerous
One is foil arrangement against the extremes and donned a hard hat and
other. They hang well together," overalls for the period between 1963
Tucker said. "Here you have a man and 1965.

Several weeks ago a crew of 3S
students walked into a typical classroom in Lucas Hall at UMSL and
were transported through time and
space into the future 'On board the
starship, Enterprise. Their mission
was to exp10re ,the re!1lllS of the can-'
celled television show, Star Trek,
and to discuss these episodes in
class.
"Star Trek was not only a good
science fiction series but ,an excellent
continuing series v.'ith a terrific cast
of characters," said Barbara Relyea,
who teaches the class. "Our discussions have touched upon philosophy,
the sOldy of reality, religion, physics,
anthropology, morality, astronomy,
ethics, music and art. One of the students has written a 12-page script,
others have drawn cartoons and
painted pictures dealing with Star
Trek. One is arranging to exhibit
futuristic artwork and another has
made a Star Date calendarutilizing a
computer."
The course will be offered again
during the summer and next fall.
Assignments consist of watching
one Star Trek episode each week or
reading one of James Bliss's Star
Trek adventures and discussing its
various aspects in class.
-Issue 172, Apr. 19, 1973

Witman's equipment weighed 30
pounds and consisted of four cameras
with eight lenses. One Nikon that
plunged 400 feet was his only alleged
loss.
For the collection of Witman's
photographs that are displayed in this
exhibition, Witman took these with a
specialty camera, called a Panox.
Witman said it was the only one in St.
Louis.
The Panox covered 140 degrees
and used two negative frames to make
one picture.
Before his death in 1991, Witman
donated part of his archives to the
Western Histori.cal Manuscript
Collection at UM-St. Louis.
"Witman was good enough to give
his whole collection of negatives, 30
see ARCH, page B6

The Steamers Club is now
accepting applications for the second
annual Miss UMSL contest. Any
girl who has a 2.0 grade point average and has been at UMSL for at
least two semesters is eligible to run.
All candidates will appear before
, the selection bo.ard Monday
November 10. The five finalists will
be introduced at Meet the Rivennen
NightFriday, Noyember 14, and1be
new Miss illv1SL will be crowned
by her predecessor Miss LaRoyce
Stevens at the basketball game
December 1.
Voting will take place MondayWednesday, November 24-26.
-Vol. 4, Number 8, Nov. 6,
1969

UMSL leaps forward
Although the first frog jumping
contest at UMSL yesterday wasn't a
sky high success, it took a leap
toward becoming an annual event
'Patterned after the Calaveras
County event, the contest was simple -- the frog that travels the farthest
in three jumps wins.
So with that
rule in mind,
you
would
expect weeks of
secret training
and
esoteric
diets to put extra
inches into each
frog's spring.
How did the
winner,
an
unnamed entry
sponsored by
freshman Sue
Ellenger
of
Delta
Zeta
sorority, claim his crown?
"We took it out of the bucket and
made it jump," exclaimed a ~y
Sue. So much for all the theories
about lessening dynamic resistance.

-Vol. 5, Number 4, Oct. 8, 1970

Beer beginnings
Free beer was served to patrons
of the "Comedy hnprov at the
Summit" last Friday night.
The event marke4 the first time a
student organization bad requested
and received approval to serve beer
at a campus function. Members of
the Pi Kappa Alpha frate~ty made
the request to serve alcohol during
the pwgram. The fraternity is a c0sponsor of the Improv.
"We have a very strict alcohol
control policy on this campus," said
UMSL Chancellor Arnold B.
Grobman. "But this request met all
the details of the policy. Really, it
was a routine approval."
In order to pwvide a safe, o.roerly evening the fraternity restricted
each patron of legal drinking age to
no more than three beers.
-Issue 481, April 12, 1984
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BRIEFS
Gas ' crunch

Flore ·brings prose o UMSL

1987 'People's poet'

broadens horizons·
BY LYNN STAPLES

reporter
Feb. 18, 1987: Shirley Bradley
Leflore is a writerlreaderlpoet!
singer/performing artist and, recently, a guest speaker at UM-St. Louis .
Robin Mack, a one-time student of
Leflore's and a current teacher at
UM-St. Louis, invited her: on' campus to share her poetry.
LeFlore describes herself "as" a
"people's poet." She describes the
sixties- as a movement, while the
seventies, ''People were in love with
a whole lotta stuff. What cause do
you love? People were gettin '
JDixed up. The poet has to fJ.1ter out
what they feel and envision in the
world. It's recreation; there is nothing new under the sun."
Her work has involved women
in the penal system, the homeless
and the abused. She was invited as
part of the celebration of black history month.
She writes of black women: she
says, ''Blacks are America., but it's
not institutionalized yet. Since 1954
alotta things are not done. Our education system is miseducated. We
pay dues, but we should not have to
sacrifice. Every male population in
the world has had a black woman,
be it Australia., Russia., or Cuba.
They were never asked to go there,
but we have sustained. Young people need to raise their level of consciousness. Reborn, the eighties
could be better than tile sixties
were. ·
"Don't waste. your energy with
someone you feel uncomfortable
with. Broaden your base. We
[blackS]1are a separate culture, not a
separate history. We cannot go
back, we can make· no one pay, but
we can mCik:e the difference. There
is no separation between church and
state. What you do in the church,
you should do in the state; and what
you do'.in the state, you should do in
chmch. No hypocrisy.
It is not the blacks. LeFlore
speaks for alone. She says, "We are
a universal people; we should quit
departmentalizing ourselves. Don't
fear Russia, fear for yourselves. The
decisions are being made by people
that are too far away to see reality
up dose. The .cuts in social programs such as education affect both
poot whites and the blacks. The less
education, the more pain and des. peEation tiJat lead to crime and
abuse. There is a need to keep a positive force from a human advantage;'
Leflore started doing her craft at
the age of nine. She. says" "There
Were lots of times I·was in the classroom doing poetry, when I
should've, been paying attention. All
• education is something you: do to
get to somewhere else. Then you
relearn; it i!s your experiences and
sensitivity that make you.
"I was shy as a child, so I would
malte up ditties' and perform them io
help· lose my · shyness.~-My gFandmother was well-educated, and she
inspired me, but I never really had
mentors or teachers. I reaillly started

writing in my late teens and early ·
twenties. In the sixties, I was part of .
a creative movement; I have been
fortunate to have worked with SOIne
·of the greatest artists just starting
out. I'm not gonna drop names.
When I got started I didn' t call
myself a poet, others did. I would
talk about my culture, folk tales,
and story-telling.
My poetry involves so much of
my Visual and performing experi. ences from '67 and '68. I first got
printed in '72 at the age of 29. In
'78 I was a speaking poet with
musicians of jazz, gospel and spiritual. It was my lifeline," she said.
Leflore's education is vast, having .studied at Lincoln UniversitY,
St.
Louis
University
and
Washington University. LeFlore has
spent 20 years of her life as a performance poet She has spoken at
st. Louis University ' and
Mississippi State, among countless
others. She has also brought her
poetry to San Francisco, Chicago
and New York. in New York,
Leflore worked with Indians.
Her poetry is her financial sup.port. She says, '1 was basically
forced into it, and I like to keep two
to three community projects." One
of her biggest breaks came in 1982;
when she received a grant from the
Rowe Program to write a stage pro- .
duction involving .adolescents
between the ages of 12-to-l1. The
teens were from diverse social
backgrounds: some inner-city, some
suburban. She currently works for
Robert L. Williams and Associates,
of which she says, "I feel very lucky
to be allowed to practice my own
interpretation of psychology involving artistic liberation. Art and emotions are so close."
When asked what inspires
LeFlore to write poetry, she says, ·
. "My three kids will ask me questions I feel I have to answer in
depth. There are many sides to orie
thing. My poetry comes from being
sensitive. Poetry is the art of creation. My art is never a conscious .
thing as much as it is spontaneous . I
write like I t:a!k."
When asked if her family supported her, LeFlore quotes her
grandmother, "They will understand it, by and by."
She also stiltes, "You do get discouraged by your family. Your talents are God-given; whatever
comes in, got to go out You took it
from him, now you got to give it
away."
In the future, LeFlore would like
to write more about men and what
they feel. She says, "time is emotion; you can't see change while it's
going on." During her performances
, she speaks' of American society
with its drugs, sexuality, commer, cial glitter and the free spirits also. .
She's currently writing plays.
One called "A Cup of Black Coffee,
Three Lumps of Sugar and a Spot of
Cream" is being performed by the
Metro,Circuit Theatre at Edison
Theater. On March 26 the play will
be performed by .the Missouri
. University Theatre.

With gas becoming harder
and harder to find, and with
prices shooting up to nearly one
dollar a galion, UMSL students
and faculty are finding it
increasingly difficult to get to
school.
Because of this, students may
become more reluctant to attend
programming events on campus,
such as films, plays and concerts. The UMSL student body which is already relatively apa- thetic towards extracurricular
on' campus activities - could
become even,more uninvolved.
Administrators, faculty and
students have come up with several ideas which would hopefully relieve some of the problems .
the shortage creates.
According to Julia Muller,
acting Dean of Student Affairs,
events are planned so that students do not have to make more
than one trip a day to attend
them.
"We tend not to program
events at night," said Muller,
"and we have experimented with
programs at noontime."
The Task Force on Student
Development has suggested a
Stop Hour, in which no classes
would be scheduled around
lunchtime, providing a time
when students and faculty could
attend events or just get together.
''With the gas shortage," said
Mulier, . "the idea (of a Stop
Hour) becomes even more
viable. '
Other ideas which are being
encouraged by the administration are carpools, private shuttle
services provided by UMSL, and
the Use of Bi-State buses .
-Issue 343, lIme U, 1979

Leno in th e house

Shirley LeFlore in 1988

1998: LeFlore'sfascination
luith words brings clarity
environment, she also realized the
beauty of language.
"People in
the African Feb. 16, 1998: UM-St. Louis American community spoke in
adjunct professor Shirley LeFlore terms of the effect of song, churchdefies easy classification.
es, sermons," LeFlore said . "There
She teaches literature,. is a poet was such an element of rhythm and
and a spoken-word artist. She has repetition."
an advanced degree in psychology
As a child, LeFlore was already
and specialized training in drug creating artistic works. On weekand alcohol abuse. Her work has ends, she and other children in the
been published in literary antholo- nejghborhood would put on plays
gies and appears on recordings.
on a backyard stage, charging a
She has performed everywhere, nickel or a dime to get in. Sbe also
from back-yard theater as a child to found she could express herself
blues festivals to an appearance at through poetry.
"1 think for me, · poetry always
Carnegie Hall in 1994.
Altbough the forms LeFlore's was a way to give voice to my
work takes may vary, the inspira- . imagination. my feelings, and also
tion for much of it is the same: her to things that I'm around socially,
fascination with language and culturally," LeFlore said.
She \\Ient on to graduate from
pride in her African-Americ.an herSumner High School and attended
itage.
"I was always fascinated by Lincoln University in Jefferson
words, the language spoken in my City, an African-American college..
communitY," Leflore said. "The S~ later earned an advanced
verbal dexterity, the clich6s, the degree
from
Washington
songs and music itselL"
University and was assistant dean
LeFlore, a native St. Louisan, of students at Webster University.
LeFlore also began to get .
describes the environment she was·
brought up in as a creative one, involved in the local arts CommUcoming from a family whose mem- nity, joining the Black Artists
bers were writers, poet.s and musi- Group, one of the major organizacians. She recalls being exposed to hons of its kind in the St. Louis
a wide range of music, such as tra- area, and then by forming her own
ditional, classical and gospeL
group, Free in Concert, Free in
LeFlore says her family was Spirit. Unlike others who simply
also active in the cominunity as write poetry, Leflore performed
members of the NAACP and with hers .
"The whole new tb.ing in. the
their . involvement in the African
Methodist Episcopal Church. As · nineties is the spoken word, but I
she developed an awareness of her . remember as a kid people read
BY MARY · LINDSLEY
.-... -.... .. .......... ... ......... " ............... .-

staff write,'

.•.....

poetry to music," Leflore said. "It
was just some thing you did, and
certainly in the sixties when I started being active in the arts that
way."
LeFlore later moved to New
York, continuing with the work she
had started here . Her poetry
appeared . in numerous publications, including Aloud in 1995 and
a Syracuse University anthology
the follo wing year. She performed
in a variety of musical genres,
including classical, African and
jazz. In 1994, she toured with
blues festivals across the country
. and j oi ned the performing arts
. group Spirit Stage for a performance at Carnegie Hall.
LeFlore refurned to St. Louis in .
1995 when she agreed to fill in tor
a University professor on sabbatical. Although she had intended at
the time to stay for only a year,
LeFlore remains on the faculty,
teaching courses III AfricanAmerican literature.
LeFlore says she would like her
students to be well-learned in
works beyond what have traditionally been considered classics; she
hopes that someday the "specialized" types of courses she teaches
become a more inclusive part of
the curriculum. In tl1e meantime,
she tries to convey to students the
same benefits she's received fwm
her love of word .
"I allow them to express themselves .and to understand , through
literature, the importance of giving
a voice to themselves."

Who would have believed a
comedian as popular as Jay Leno
would have appeared at, of all
places,
UMSL's
"Comedy
Improv at the Summit" ? And
. w.ho would have believed that he
would give not only one performance, but two - that's right, two
in one night?
.
Well, believe it or not, on
Friday, Dec. 7 of last year, Jay
Leno did just that, much to the
delight of approximately 800
Improv ticketholders.
Leno, who appears frequently
as a guest on "Late Night With
Da vid Lettermen" kept his
Improv
audience laughing
throughout the entire nigbt.
Christopher Daniel, a senior
at UMSL, was one of the many
who appreciated Leno 's performing on the UMSL campus.
"He's. on David Lettermen a
lot, and he steals the show."
Daniel said of Lena.
.
For Jacqui Poor, who originally thought of the idea of hav- ·
ing an Improv in the spring of
'83, when she was a student here
at' UMSL and was working
actively on the University
Program Board, the results of the
Leno Improvand other previous
Improvs make her feel good
inside.
-Issue 501, Jan. 17, 1985

Landmark decisi on
Gay Lib has won its four-year
fight for recognition on the UMColumbia campus, following an
Eighth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruling on June l.
According to the court, the
First Amendment rights of the
group were denied by the university's refusing to recognize it.
The organization appealed an
earlier decision by the U.S.
District Court.
Formal recognition of the
group will entitle the organization full use of campus facilities
for meetings and to apply for
financial aid from student activity funds.
The majority opinion, written
by Judge Donald P. Lay, cited a
1972 Supreme Court case that
said a coUege may not restrict
the free speech or association of
an . organization because it finds
the groupls views abhorrent.
-Issue 283, June 14, 1977
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r of Spiro's ,h as ·Iink to .UMSL.

1996· Greek food
.good as always
BY M nCHAEL ... URNESS
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en tertain11U ..YJ7t e dit o1'

BY THOMAS T A SCHINGER

September 11, 1975: What would
you do if you graduated from UMSL
with a degree in history and couldn't
find a job? Instead of getting
depressed or accepting a job not con, nected with your studies, you might
consider opening your own restaurant. Does that sound far-fetched?
Well, that's exactly what Spiro
Karagiannis did . Since March 19
there has been a restaurant just west
of UMSL on Natural Bridge called,
of all things, Spiro ·s.
Spiro, 30 years old, received his
masters degree in Modern European
and American history from UMSL
last spring. And it is hardly news to
most liberal arts students that teaching jobs are few and far between. But
instead of letting the situation get the
best of him, Spiro started a business
in which he and his family had a lot
of experience.
"1 worked my way through school
as a waiter," Spiro said. "My brothers
and I have worked for some of the
fi nest restaurants in St. Lollis. Among
tis we have over 50 years expelience.
So it was only natural that we choose
a restaur,mt for a business venture."
And "we" is indeed accurate, for
Spiro's Restaurant is a family affair.
Spiro's parents, brothers, and
nephews make up Ihe staff, resulting
in its obvious specialry, Greek food.
Spiro was born in Greece and came
to the United States in 1958.
Spiro describes the menu as basi-

Spiro's Restaurant in 1996.

cally European, specializing in Greek get my PhD., ' he says. "In fac t I
cllisine. In addition 10 the standard chose a location for my restaurant
fare of steak and potatoes, one can close to UMSL so that I wouldn't
find such exotic Greek delicacies as lose touch with academia.
mousaka, baked meat and eggplant
He intend to continue hi ' educawith a zucchini sauce, dolmades, cab- tion while gradually giving control of
bage leaves stuffed with chopped sir- the restaurant to his family.
loin and marinated in a special wine Ironically, now that be has a successsauce, and the classic shish kebob, ful bm;iness going, he received a
served without the skewer for easier positiou as a part-time instructor of
and safer eating. And Spiro insists American bistOl), at Notre Dame, a
that the traditional Greek salad with Catholic girls college in south St.
Greek cheese, anchovies, and olives Louis. But if this position had been
is worth a trip to his restaurant alone. available last spring, the taste"' buds of
Spiro has no regrets about choos- . many St. Louisans would have been
ing the type of education he did. "I deprived of some unusually good
still plan on going back to school to Greek food.

Sept. 23, 1996: Founded by the
Karagiannis family some ~o years
ago the Spiro's restaurant at 8406
Natural Bridge Road has become a
North County ' landmark . The
award winning eatery feature,s
authentic Greek cuisine as well as
a relaxed Mediterranean atmosphere..
"It i.~ and has been a family
affair from tbe beginning,' said
Spiro Karagiannis of tbe ,estaurant s beginning. "My older brother Tommy and his wife are responsible for developing many of the
sauces and main entrees on the
menu. [Spiro is a 1974 graduate of
UM-St. Louis and was honored
last year as a distinguished alumnus.]
.
Tommy al}d Spiro are two of
f our brothers-in-law, and are
responsible for the day-to-day running of the f amily s four restaurants.
The lunch menu includes ,
among others, dishes like pastichio
(layer s of long macaroni and
ground beef, topped with bechamel
sauce), mousaka (layers of potatoes , eggplant, zucchini and
ground chuch , topped with
bechamel sauce), and dolmades
(ground chuck and rice wrapped in
grape leaves and topped with egglemon sauce). Traditional appetizers, salads and desserts, including
the widely heralded baklava, are
also available.
Greek cooking, for those who

hil.Ven' t bad the pleasure, is long on
oregano and feta cheese and, it
relies heavily on special sauces,
Appetizers at Spiro's are also
authentic Greek. While waiting for
my lunch companion to arrive
Thursday afternoon, I was startled
when the' server just a few feet
away poured brandy into a pan in
which she was preparing an order
of saganaki (flaming cheese). The
flame went almost to the ceiling.
We began our lunch with the
appetizer platter. It includes portions of saganaki, spanakopita
(spinach pie), tiropita (feta cheese
pie) and salisicca (sausage) . I
enjoyed all, especially the
spanakopita with its flaky phyllo
dough and tasty spinach. Next
came the salads. The Greek salads
are tossed at the table.
Most include feta cheese and
black olives. My simple dinner
salad was simply extraordinary.
For amain course, I had one of
the specials, salmon with dijon
mustard sauce. The fish was fresh
and well-prepared, and the zesty
sauce was a nice accompaniment.
The entree was served with newstyle potatoes and green beans.
The only problem was the green
beans. They were carmed.
There are two other Spiro's
locations
operated
by
the
Karagiannis family. One is at 3122
Watson Road and the other is at
1054 North Woods Mill Road at
Olive. In addition to the three
Spiro's locations the family also
operates The Tenderloin Room at
232 N. Kingshighway.

.

The Homecoming Dance,
held Oct. 23 at the Country
Manor Banquet Center in
"Ellisville, lost $675 because of
a sharp decrease in attendance.
According to Curt Watts,
assistant director of. Student
Life, the $675 loss resulted
from 75 extra dinners that the
Homecorlling Commi.ttee paid
for.
The hall haS been rented for
. 300 people, but only 175 actually attended.
"When we saw that we were
going to fall short, they
(Country Mauor) were willing
to cut it back to 250 dinners,"
Watts said, "Had we gotten 250
people, we would have broken
even."
This year, $1,250
was
received from the Student

Activities Budget Committee
for the Homecoming activities.

Total revenue, including tickets
.
sold, was $3 ,300.
Homecoming
The
Corrunittee received its budget
last April, but did not receive its
actual money until July 1, J'l'hen
the new fiscal year 'Starts. This
budgetary delay hurts the
Homecoming Corrunittee.
-Issue 436, Nov. 4, 1982

Packwood Visit
Senator .
Robert
W,
Paclnvood (Rep.) Oregon, who
defeated four-term incumbent
Wayne Morse in the 1968 election, will speak on "Case Study
of a Candidate" as part of a day~
long program Saturday ' in
Benton Hall.
The program, sponsored by
Republican
National
the
Committee, is part of the
"Opportunities Unlimited" conference which will bring students from 2 8 colleges around
the state to' participate.
Other speakers .include
County Supervisor Lawrence
K. Roos, Joseph Badaracco,
president of tbe Board of
Alderman; and Elmer Smith,
chairman of the Missouri
Republican State Committee;
Admission is free . The limcheon costs $1.75.
-Vol. 3, Num. 25, June 14,
1977
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Lecturers tell uplifting .
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Greek Week. The titles of
"Princess Athena," Greek God,'"
"Greek Goddess," "Greek Man
of the Year," "Greek Woman of
the Year," and "Greek Scholar"
are all given to the most dedicated and athletic Greeks. The
week is concluded with the
annual
Greek
. Banquet.
Trophies and awards are given
to the winners of individual and
team sports.
For over three decades, the
Greeks on the University of
Missouri-St. Louis' campu§
have encouraged school spirit
and,
promoted friendship
through sisterhood and brotherhood . They have extended
themselves to others in need by
voluriteering with local and
national philanthropies. They
have met and exceeded national
standards for their groups by
attaining commendable grade
point averages.
Being Greek means having
the opportunity to be a lead~r in
your organization, school ' and
communiry.
The true meaning of being .
Greek is best said by the Greeks
themselves.
Ryan COImor, is a member of
Sigma Pi Fraterniry and newlyelected President of the UM-St.
Louis Student ' Government
Association.
"I like being a part of the
Greek system because it Was an
easy way to get involved when I
first came on campus. I never
got .homesick because there is
always a lot going on. I also got '
close to a lot of the people I
met,!' Conner said.
Jamie Holder is the President

.

·stories-from Holocaust
era of European hiStory
BY MARCELLUS

'·. ""··..·. ·. ·".

From left, Dr. Alan F.J. Artibise explains a/lout the exhibition to Frank Popper who attended
Artibise's lecture.
.

~~.'?~,.!r.?rl!. P/3fj~. 1?1. . . ........ ........ ,........... . . ........ . . ..............,........ .......... .,
years at the St. Louis Post Di.'>patch. project on St. Louis. What he decided
. They are in our archives for Shldents to do was what he called "St. Louis
and scholars to make use of them," . and the Arch'~. First and foremost,
. Tucker said.
Saarinen's Mch. He then finds the
Meyerowitz, on the opposite end Mcb in places like the stad,iurn,"
of the spectrum, came from the Art Tucker said.
Institute of Chicago. James N. Wood,
In response, Meyerowitz comthe Director of the Art Institute of pared his work on the Mch to that of
Chicago, also happened to be the for- Hokusai's Mount Fuji project.
mer director of the St. Lpuis Art
"A persistent tremor in the light at
Museum.
that particular point in our geography
Wood sent Meyerowitz with the where St. Louis rests: There is no
miSsion to take photographs of what other place like it," Meyerowitz said.
be found visually alluring in St. Louis.
With the 35-mrn ' camera that
"Meyerowitz was hired to do a Meyerowitz also used in street pho-

tography, Meyerowitz utilized his
Deardorff 8" x 10" view camera to
capture the Gateway Arch. TIlls 'collection of 12 photographs named '''The
St. Louis Arch" was donated the
Schonwald family in 1977. All photos
are 16" by 20".
'''The Arch as Symbol" will 'be on
display through Nov. 23, 2000 in the
Public Policy Researcb Center. For
more information call (314) 5165273.

A~ CHASE

~~ff ~·~rite;.

.... ". ·" . . ·..·;. ·

Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m.
Williams
continued,
"We
[uMSL] have an endowed chair in
Japanese Studies a,nd [also one in]
Greek Studies ...We were 'trymg to
identiry some acts of courage [in'
those cultures, in that era}"
Speaking on the Greek underground, Dr. Mark MazQwer [from
the University ' of London and
BirkbeckCollege] will visit UMSL
on Dec. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
.
Chiune Sugihara was a Japanese
• diplomat who chose to act in complete opposition to what was then
Japanese diplomacy and policy. He
is author of the book "Visas. for
Life" and is credited with saving
over 6,000 Jewish lives from the
death toll of the Holocaust. His SOn
Hiroki Sugihara will speak at
UMSL on :Jan. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
The final speaker in the series '
. will be Dr. Stephen M. Berk of
Union College (Schenectady, New
York). He will discuss the efforts of .
Raoul Wallenberg who successful. Iy rescued tens of thousands of
Hungarian Jews. Berk's presentation will be held lat the Holocaust
Museum on Mar. 1 at 7:30 p.m.
An lectures in this seri.es are
free, but do require reservations.
Reservations can be obtained by
calling the Holocaust Museum. and
Learning Center at (314) 432-0020
ext. 3711 or by calling the Center
for International Studies at (314)

Students enrolled at UMSL are
frequently offered a vallety of
activities to paI1icipate in . These
activities can take the form of parties, ci4b meetings, fraternities,
sororities, study groups, interest
groups, concerts, etc. Perhaps one
of the most overlooked options are
the forums and colloquiums that
are held on campus nearly every
day. The purpose of this article is to
inform you of an upcoming lecture
series.
The University of Missouri-St.
Louis will host two of the lectures
in a series titled "Courage and
and ,
Conscience:
Rescue
'Resistance During the Holocaust."
The UMSL Center for International
Studies is 'C oordinating with the
Holocaust Museum and Learning
Center to present fOJ.lr lectures over
the next six: months.
Terry Williams, senior coordinator at the Center for International
Studies, said, "A former faculty
member brought to our attention
[the. publication of] a book called
'A Quiet American: The Secret War
· of Varian Fry. II' The book was written by British author Dr. Andy
Marino and is about the humanitarian efforts of American Varian Fry
· during World War II. Marino is the
first speaker in the series. He will
speak at the Holocaust Museum on 516 -7299.
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Annua faU ·treat for film fans app

aching fast

BY

CATHERINE
M ARQUIS-HOMEYER

..................

Darren BruneI Tbt! Cumru

The Tivoli Theatre, locat ed in the Delmar Loop,'is one of three
venues for the St. Lou is International Film Festival this year.

· ·· · 'si~jj ~diio;

..................... .

After the trick-Dr-treaters of
Halloween are gone, film fans have
one more treatto go.
For those who love film, One of
the best parts of fall in St.Louis is
the annual St. Louis International
Film Festival (SLIFF). This year's
festival, the ninth annual, runs for
ten days from Noy. 3 to 12, a week
later than in past years, but continu· illg its grand tradition with an assortment of fe.ature-Iength narrative
films, documentaries, and short
films from all over the world.. The
Festival is geographically a little
more compact this year, with three
· venues dose to each other, the
Tivoli Theater, the Hi-Pointe, and
the St Louis Art Museum, which
might actually add to the festival
feel oithe events. If you've attended
the festival in the past, you know
what fun is this rare chance to view
so many different and unique films,
but if you've never been to the festival; this year might be the one to try
it.
The ·Festival organization went
through a number of changes this
year, with the change to a new director, Shirley Martin, and the loss of
many key personnel who had guided the festival in the past, including
the very able Audrey Hutti. But new
people and former volunteers
stepped in mid-year, including film
program director Chris Clark, and
full-time staff expanded to meet the
challenge; the festival offerings for
this year look as strong as ever.
Recently, I was able to speak with
Chris Clark, who gave me ,a preview
of the festival.
While many of the festival's
offerings are independent or foreign
films. and may feature actors or
directors you're not fanliliar with,
these films are very strong on story
and originality, either highly entertaining or startlingly thought-provoking. And not all the films are out
of the mainstream, with potential
Oscar nominees and other muchanticipated serious films in the.mix
as well. Among these is "Shadow of
the Vampire," about the making of
the silent fIlm 'Nosferatu," the first
vampire fIlm, by eccentric German
Expressionist (the style of the classic "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari")

Darren BruneI The Gm"lI!

The Hi-Pointe Theatre, located at 1001 McCausland Ave., is one of
three venues for the St. Louis International Film Festival this year.

filmmaker FW. Mumau, and stars
John Malkovich and Willem Dafoe,
an especially appropriate film for
just after Halloween.
The Festiyal brings a variety of
filius to St.Louis that have never
been shown here before. According
to the festival's film program manager, Chris Clark, most of the films
are from this year, and many of them
will return to area theaters later in
the year, while for others this will be
•the only chance to be seen in St.
Louis, although they may play other
U.S. cities. Clark pointed out that the
emphasis of the Festival is on high
quality films, which offer 0l1ginality, artistic merit, and something for
the thinking fiJmgoer, and perhaps a
look ' at other cultures. Most of the
films are in English (from the US.
England, Canada, and Australia),
but about a third are in foreign languages with subtitles, from a wide
range of countries. The fIlms vary
from serious dramas to the lightest
of comedy, and in addition to the
nall'ative fIlms, both short subjects
and documentary films are presented.
/'.. lot is going on at this year's
festival according t() Clark In addition to the many films showing,
some special programs and events
are running as well. This includes
the New Filmmakers competition, a
showcase of the work of new directors, as well as a series of seminars
and panel discussions about filmmaking. The emerging filmmakers
compete for a festival award juried
by a panel Df experts, and the show-
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case allows filmgoers to see work by
directors who may be own their way
to bigger things. This particular
aspect of the festival has gained a lot
of respect and attention for the festival as a whole in the world of indie
filmmaking. Other events taking
place include the African Ame11can
film sidebar, which this year .bonors
the work at' dancer/actor/singer
Sammy Davis, Jr. Other events and .
parties are scheduled as well, ' and
the end of the festival gives a number of awards. The awards include
Audience Choice Award (chosen by
audience votes), Leon Award for
Be.st Documentary (also by audience . vote), Best of Festival Short
Film Award, Interfaith Award, and
the Emerging Filmmaker Award.
One of the best things about the
Festival in my opinion is the chance
to see excellent documentaries and
short films , two genres that have few
outlets here. Chris Clark pointed out
that documentaries are occasionally
shown at area universities, 'sometimes with a lecture, giving people
the impression that all documentaries are scholarly and dry, when
this is in fuct not true at all. Many of
the documentaries I have seen at the
festival in the past are quite entertaining. often offering fascinating
glimpses into some portion of society or comer of the world rarely
seen. One of the most intriguinglooking documentaries on this list is
"American Pimp" from the directors
of "Menace II Society"
"Dead
Presidents," and described as "a
shocking yet hilarious peek into ...

and

,the .seamy underside of American
cu!tw1c." Another appealing documentary is "Coming to Light:
Edward S. Curtis and the North
American Indians," about the successful fashion photographer at the
. beginning of the twentieth century
who dedicated his life to chronicling
Native Amelican life as it was vanishing due to forced assimilation and
who produced memol1l.ble portraits
of Native Americans still frequently
reproduced today. For the offbeat,
thece's "Mental Hygiene," a hilari·GUS compiJation of bealth fIlms from
the l'9:50s and 1960s.
The festiv·al's program of short
films is anotller special treat with
few regular outlets in. the area. This
year 's series of shorts programs
include the nominees for last year'tl
Academy Awards, and range from
comic to startling, <some animated
and some live action. The shorts
vary in length from 3 to 20 minutes,
and Chris Clark pointed out this
. often where you see the first work of
upcoming filmmakers, since if you
can make a film that hag impact in a
short amount of time, you might be
able to do the same in a longer film.
There are four programs of short
films s.hown together, and S~lIpe of
the short films are shown before a
feature during the festlval. One of
the most intriguing titles in this
group is a five-minute .film entitled
"Titanic: The True Story.".
With so many good films to
choose from, I asked Clark whioh
filins he thought were the "mustsees," of the festival. While he said it
\vas Ieally hard to chose, he did
finally mention a few : 'The Frame,"
a Japanese drama/thriller about a
woman who works in "tabloid TV,"
who ruins. the life of one man, and
how this man responds to this careless action, in this swipe. at t:affioid
journalism; "Sordid Lives," a dark
comedy that is very quirky and the
winner of se\'eral Gay!Lesbian festivals, which may also be a top CODtender for the Iuted'ajth Award;
"George Washington' an intriguing
look at the effect of one incident on
the lives of some African American
children, vel)' thought provoking;
"Beau Travail," a visually beautiful,
minimalist French film; and ''Dinner
Rush ., ,a comedy that was a big hit
at the Telluride Film Festival.
see SLlFF, page lOB
J

Aesop's Cafe provides .lively atmosphere, friendly senrice
.

.

'

available, like coffee cups and mugs, biscotti and chocolate cookies, as delightful combination of cheese,
·teas and snacks. Instrumental music well as cheesecake from Hank's pesto sauce and sweet tomatoes
with a Middle EaStern flair greets Cheesecakes. Other offerings on the topped with spices that did not overAesop's Cafe is an established guests as they walk in. Orders are menu are a variety of appetizers like whelm it; and was a delightful surcollege-student hangout. In the late placed at the counter, then you may hummus, baba ghanouj, and cheese prise, ~specially because i don't realaftemoons and evenings, many of the sit where you want, provided that garlic bread. Salad offerings include a ly like pizza that much.
side salad, Southwestern ranch,
For dessert:, I ordered the white
students from area colleges go to space is available.
·
The
evening
I
arrived,
many
of
the
Caesar
and
Greek
salads.
They
have
chocolate
raspberry cheesecake
Aesop's to eat, drink coffee alone or
($3.50), which was a creamy, smooth .
with friends, aud study. Some tables in the rather small but cozy nine-inch European-style pizzas,
evenings, all the tables are occupied cafe were occupied with students wraps with chicken" turkey or veg- . combination of strong raspberry,
with students studying or sqcializing. studying - midtelTI1S are coming, you etable combinations with cheese and white chocolate and dark-chocolate
Live music from local bands is fea- know. The crowd size varies through- assorted vegetables. They also offer a crust. It was not heavy or filling, and
variety of sandwiches with a variety was . a nice ending to a satisfying
lUted on weekend nights. Aesop's out the day.
Aesop's Cafe opens at 7 a.m. and of toppings and accompaniments.
combination of eclectic food.
Cafe began as just a coffeehouse, but
The hummus ($3.75) was a mildThe atmosphere at Aesop's Cafe is
now it has beCome a cafe with an features a continental breakfast that
eclectic menu, providing good food includes bagels, danishes, toast and ly sweet delight, served with two casual and pleasant with'friendly sertoo. Recently, RFT chose their hum- croissants: Fresh brewed coffee, slightly-oilen ,cut pitas. You can stuff vice. Since it is well established as a
espresso arid cappuccino are offered, the pitas with the hummus or scoop it college:crowd hangout, it's a perfect
. mus as the best of St. Louis.
with the pitas. The hummus had a . place to eat, drink coffee, and spend
There are booths, arid while the too.
The menu feahlIes a vallety of hot · slight sweet pepper aftertaste that time studying too.
weatlier is still nice, people may sit in
Aesop's Cafe is located at 6611 .
the patio in front of the cafe. The and cold drinks like Italian soda and makes it a unique flavor experience.
I had a caramel apple .mocha cap- Clayton Road. Hours are 11 to midtables and chairs outside have blackberry iCed tea. Lunch specials
umbrellas. Inside, there is a mural of are available and there are different. puccino ($3.00). It has a sweet candy night on Monday,- and Tuesday to
a lion on ' the wall, and framed pic- combos from other offerings on the apple flavor that was nicely balanced Sunday from 7 a.ill. to midnight. The
tures and prints hanging thrOllghout menu Monday · through Saturday, with the less sweet food like the hum- phone numberis (314) 727-0809.
the dining room. A display stand in from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Their desserts · mus and the pizza I ordered.
Aesop's Cafe, located on Clayton Rd., has a nice outdoor dining
The pesta pizza ($6.25) was a
. atmosphere.
the back has different merchandise include baklava., chocolate- dipped
BY D EREK EVANS
.... " .... ...... , ...... ......... ...

staff
writer
... .........
.... " ....

and

~· Trip

through.archives turns ·up historY, c om_cal 'reviews

I

MARQUEE RAMBLINGS
CATHERINE

MARQUiS-HOMEYER

n preparation for The Current's and reviewing restaurants, conlOOOth issue, the section edi- certs, and movies, so we looked a
tors were asked to look through little further. We looked at a num~
the archives of old issues and find ber of articles, including an appeararticles about famous people or ance of an incredibly young-looksignificant events related to their ing Jay Leno on campus iIi the '80s
sections.
.
and comic Richard Lewis, also in .
Since A&E is actually the the ' 80s.
newest section of The Current(it's
But I thought it might be interonly been a separate section for esting to look back at the earliest '
two years!), there wasn't much . issues, to find the first arts and
· archival material to go through. entertainment articles that ran in
However, The Current (and its pre- this newspaper. I found them, and
vious incarnations, the Tiger Cub they are curiosities indeed. Now,
and Mizzou News) do have a excluding news report-like coverc
longer history of covering the arts age of plays that were scheduled to

take place on campus, these were of this book was hot stuff indeed.
the first arts reviews, an area that is The ' book was later ·p.1ade intp a
definitely in this section. We movie that set the stage for countthought it might be interesting to less· spy and disaster thrillers that
re-run these archive articles . .
. followed it. It just turns out that our
The first A&E article ·was a paper chose for its first review a
book review in 1962. 'the book .book that couldn't have been more
was "Fail-Sat-e:~ the original Cold representative of its era. Read the .
War nuclear war thriller, the fore- review for an interesting look back
runner of countless spy novels, as to another world. Curious indeed.
well as military thrillers like the
The next A&E article we came
ones Tom Clancy writes. Now, to across was a movie review,. and
play historian for a minute here, this is better yet. This was a review
1962 was the height of Cold War of what sounds like a sci-fi Bparanoia, ncit too long aftertlie movie, long since fqrgotten, of the
Cuban Missile Crisi~, so the topic type popular in the late 50s and .

early 60s-some experiment with
a brain. Ainazingly,rbe reviewer
regarded this teen thriller as lofty
stuff in his revie'r and as yoti'll see
when you read it. the review is as
comically bad as the film probably
was. HDpefully, The Current has
come up quite a bit from that!
Hopefully, you will also get to
read a reprint otour first restaurant
review in the then-newly-separate .
A&E section, "The King and I" 'o n
South Grand. I hope you will like
this look back at the A&E past of
,The Current, arid we'll try to do
even better in the nextl(XX}issues:
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A look back at the history of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

1961: Book review, 'Fail Safe'

1963: Movie review ,'Brain from the Planet Araus'

Once again, Eugene Burdick, coauthor of THE UGLY MvIERICAN,
has shown tremendous insight into the
political problems of a modem world
as he and Harvey Wheeler combine
ideas to create one of the most thought
provoking novels of this decade,
FAIL-SAFE.
The title, FAIL-SAFE, is derived
from the Strategic Air Command term
which denotes a fixed point in the sky
where SAC bombers are ordered to
rendezvous and orbit for retaliatory
purposes in cases of national emergency.
In an underground war room, locatOmaha,
Nebraska,
ed
near
Congressman Raskob has arrived to ·
inspect the national defense installments. General Bogan, representing
the Strategic Air Command, begins to
explain the infallible, accident-proof
machinery to the visiting dignitary.
As the tour begins an unidentified
flying object is reported off the coast of

Oct. 11, 1963:' Hollywood has
fmally made a movie that appeals
to our teen-age intellect rather that
our teen~age emotions. In ''The
Brainn from the Planet Araus,' a
spine chilling investigation of
truth, two nuclear scientists, Dan
and Steve discover . a previously
unknown cave on Mystery
Mountain,
These two great
humanitarians know every foot of
the mountain and since there is no
record of a recent explosion or any
other explanation of the cave's
presence, the two are intrigued to
the suspense filled point of taking a
look-see. Cautiously they enter:
Before they can travel twenty feet a
giant monster brain attacks them.
The power hungry Brain whose
name is Gore, kills Dan then takes
possession of Steve's body fOF the
purpose of conquering the universe,
Gore and Steve's body leave the

Newfoundland. SAC
bombers,
armed with nuclear weapons, are
ordered to their fail-safe points. But
something has gone wrong! 1bree of
the bombers have streaked past their
fail-safe point-their destination,
Russia.
From this point, the authors develop a plot which captivates the reader
with its suspense. Tension builds as
the reader witnesses the reactions of
top military and political leaders as
they perform duties and make momentous decisions under the most dire conditions.
In FAIL-SAFE, Burdick and
Wheeler have skillfully portrayed the
delicate balance of power and the
international tension in the world in
which we live. To create the dilemma
present in FAIL-SAFE, they· allowed
one seemingly insignificant mistake to
occur in the StOlY in order to demonstrate the ridiculous fallacy of believing a machine to befool-proof.

cave and go to the home of Steve's power on the next Friday during
girl Sally, who notices Steve's the scheduled A-bomb test. Still
strange behavior, She and her unknown to anyone but Sally and
father, also a nuclear scientist, pro- her father Steve tells the military
ceed to Mystery Mountain after dignitaties present for the test, that
Steve leaves; they want to find the he has the power of a million Aanswer to Steve's behavior prob- bombs and promptly demonstrates
lem. 'Upon discovering and enter- by staring through glassy eyes at
ing the cave they meet another the whple test area and demolishcreature named Ball who explains ing it instantaneously. He then
to them that Steve is possessed by instructs the awe stricken observers
Gore: He reveals that Gore has to summon a representative from
escaped from the planet Araus and each major world power within
he (Ball) must take him back to sixteen hours or he will destroy
their large cities,
prison.
Ball goes home with Sally and
When his wishes are granted,
her dad where he takes possession Steve (Gore) melts an airplane for
of their faithful dog, George. . their edification with a quick stare.
George knows Steve, so it will be He tllen outlines his plan to enslave
easy for him to get close to the pos- the universe,
sessed man. Every twenty-four
Then Gore returns to the laborahours, Gore must leave Steve's tory to rest for a few hours, he
body, resume his true form, and get leaves Steve's body for his supply
oxygen. Ball (George) hopes to of oxygen and chats with Steve,
Sally has been hiding there and
nab Gore at this time.
Gore plans his flrst display of suddenly screams, She is then

attacked by the evil brain, Just
then George, man's best friend,
who is still possessed by Ball saves
the day and captures Gore before .
he can kill Sally. Steve, who is at
last freed from the evil brain,
embraces Sally, Gore is taken captive by Ball and is off to Araus to
meet his fate,
The significance of this story is •
profound, There are two forces
seeking to control man. At one end
of the continuum is greed, indifference to morality, and concern for
the self. At the other is righteousness, morality, and selflessness. :
Gore's concern for the self seeks to
destroy, and Ball, the virtuous
brain, seeks justice and hruillony.
If this movie is any indication of
things to come, we cM see an end
to movies emphasizing sex and
physical attractiveness, At last the
emphasis is on brains and their
great powers, Hollywood realizes
that we have truly grown up,

· 1999: A meal fit for a king
BY AMY LOMBARDO
.. . " .... _. . . ... , . ... ........ . .. " ... , _" .... . . . _.. _. ... . .. . ... _. _., .. _r _
~

staff editor

Nov. IS, 1999: There are few eateries in St Louis that combine quality
food, service and ambience together
into an all-around enjoyable eating
experience.
Fortunately, King and I Restaurant
is one of those.
This establishment has been dishing out Thai food from its two-story
nook on South Grand Boulevard for
years. From the outside, it could be
mistaken for an average place, but
inside it is hard to miss the rich colors
of authentic Oriental fabrics , furniture,
and decorations. Don't let the classy
look scare you away; everyone is welcome whether they are in casual or
dress wear.
The food is, at the risk of sounding
overly enthusiastic, fantastic, All I can
say is "Try it, you'll like it"
For those who aren't familiar with

Thai food, there's enough variety for
everyone, There's unique choices that
feature those Thai staples--cilantro,
curry and lemon grass. The seafood
selections include shrimps, mussels,
crab, catfish, steak fish, white promfret, and even squid. There's beef,
chicken, and pork for those individuals
who easily become 'sea sick.'
Vegetarians also have more than 10
meat-free picks to choose from, You
can have appetizers, noodles, fried
rice, soup, and salad. The menu is split
up into organized sections, and the
dishes are numbered in the typical
Asian-restaurant way for easy-ordering, I recommend the 'Pan Spicy'
which is prepared with your choice of
meat (chicken. pork. beef, or shrimp),
bell pepper, basil leave~ with a touch
of ground chili, garlic, and wine·. Thai
food is known for its spice, and the
customer picks the desired level of
fire-mild, medium, or hot. I had
'medium' and, believe me, it was plen-

ty hot.
As if this were not enough to make
King and I a new local favorite, the
prices are reasonable and the service
was great, The appetizers were on the
table in no time, and the main course
arrived right as the last crab rangoon
was finished. Plus, the staff is polite
and friendly.
One thing I did not enjoy was the
blaring of "Happy Birthday" for a
patron over the speaker system. It
seemed rather crude and out of place
in an otherwise quiet, relaxed atmosphere. The slice of cake with a lit candle was nice enough by itself,
I was also slightly puzzled by the
absence of chopsticks with the meals,
Perhaps only using forks (no knives or
spoons, either) is a sign of
Americanization,
, On the whole, it was. as near to perfect as a dinner can come, There is little chance that anyone would regret
checking it out

CON GRATULATIONS
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. Melting Pot offers
unique fondue
dining experience
.

BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

·· · ····· ···· · · ···· · siajj;~1ite;··

.... ............

The Melting Pot is one of the few
fondue restaurants in the area For
those of you who do not remember
the days of fondue madness (as I didn't), fondue is a process rather than a
food. To fondue, you get a steaming
pot of dip, or cheese, or whatever,
and you use long forks to dip your
food in the sauce.
This can be a fun experience as
well as an educational process,
though the education often comes
painfully from the table- mounted
heating coils.
The Melting Pot is a fantastic
place, with only the finest ingredients for dipping as well as dip. The
sauce is prepared at the table and in
front of you by helpful staff who
spend equal time cooking and
instructing diners on how not to bum
themselves. The cheese fondues are
casual food, served before the main
meal. The atmosphere facilitates
lighthearted conversation as diners
dip apple wedges, breads, and vegetables in their favorite cheeses. If
you go with great friends, as I did,
you may appreciate this part of the
evening the most
Dinner options are varied according to taste. Shrimp and lob-ster tail
are available for fans of seafood,

while filet mignon, tenderloin, and
other excellent cuts please meat
lovers. In addition to the vast array of
food, their selection of non-scalding
sauces is beyond compare. While not
enough good things can be said
about the dinner, The Melting Pot
truly shines after the main course.
The desserts were so decadent
that I felt guilty just being near them.
Chocolate sauces with names like
"Cookies and Cream Marshmallow
Dream" delight the palate beyond
known levels. The joy of smothering
delicious cheesecake with legendary
chocolate' is something every human
should experience at least once in a
lifetime.
One word of warning though,
bring your checkbook with you to
dinner and look at the prices before
you order. You may think the cost a
bit steep, considering that you do
most of the work, but it is worth
every penny, even if you have to eat
ramen noodles for a month to make
up for this one indulgence.
I had a great time there, and an
experience that was truly unique.
The Melting Pot should be your next
stop if you've got a big date, anniversary, or want to try something different from your typical burger routine.
The Melting Pot is located at
6683 Delmar, in the University City

Loop.

Pearl Jam show.lacks excitement
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

.. ·· ..·.... ·........ ·..

··~i;;ii~;riie;

...... ··· .... ·...... ·· ..

Pearl Jam frontman Eddie Vedder

hllS to be among the luckiest men in
. America' He's the only guy I know
who can show up to work an hour and
a half late, looking like he just woke
up, and still get a standing ovation. The
concert of Pearl Jam at Riverport was
packed with adoring fans, braving the
chill of a cold October night in
Missouri.
Their cover band wasn't anything
to get excited about--the crowd certainly didn't-but repeated cries of
"Pearl Jam" came pealing from the
people sitting in the front rows. When
Vedder and crew finally took the stage
(more than forty-five minutes after the
opening band finished) the crowd went
wild, a result of the deadly combination of beer, sugar, and Pearl Jam.
While the band sounded good, the
stage was conspicuously bare. No
exciting centerpiece, complicated costuming, or expensive backdrops for
Pearl Jam, just hardcore rock. The
band played for nearly half an hour
before Vedder introduced himself and
the band, an act unnecessary to most of

the crowd, but then did something
Itruly extraordinary. Seeing that the '
interpreter for the deaf was on a small
platform to his left, Vedder .invited her
to come up on the stage to join .the
band, claiming that, 'What she ',5 dQing
is a hell of a lot more exciting to look
at than we are!"
Sadly, this wa., entirely true, and
there was really DO eye candy at .all for
dedicared fans. The people I felt truly
sorry for were those out in the la\\·n
seats. The gargantuan televisions, the
ones that broadcast a music-videoesque view to those in the cheap seats,
weren't even on for this show.
The band is named for Vedder's
great -grandmother . Pearl's famous
jam, which supposedly has hallucinogenic propertiel). Maybe the show
would've been more entertaining if
they'd handed the stuff out beforehand. I decided to beat the traffic by
heading out a little early and listen to
Vedder at home on my computer. With
Wmamp I got pretty little color msplays to go along with the music, less
distortion, and I didn't have to endure
the hazy cloud of happy smoke that
seems to perpetua1ily hover over concerts like this one.. .

Darren Brone! Tbe CII17'e1l1
Eddie Vedder sings at the Pearl Jam concert last Wednesday at
Riverport.

SLIFF,jrompage BE
If you want more information
about the Festival's films and events,
brochures are available at the Tivoli,
Hi-Pointe, and AMC theaters, as
well as at Blockbuster Video stores.
The St. Louis International Film
Festival website, www.sliff.org. also
has lots of details. According to
Chris Clark, the big, beautiful programs that the festival issues, with
all the details and descriptions of
films, will be out soon. Unlike years
past, there will be no festival passes,
but tickets for individual shows can

be purchased in advance for each
show, starting Oct. 20, at the Tivoli
and at the beginning of each show at
the the.ater showing that film.
I know I'm going to be at the festival!

CORRECTIONS
In issue 999, Deborah Burris was misidentified in a
headtine.

..

The venue listed in the rtHamtet» advertisement that
appeared in issue 999 shoutd have read "J.e. Penney
Audjtorium. "

Ask about our
Conference R.oom

for ButiMss ~lgs
,&Small Gatheringsl

We regret any confusion these errors may have caused.
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"The Current"
on issue
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Help Golden Key

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
in the lives of the Homeless
ON SAT. OCT. 28th 9 am-- 1 pm
VOLUNTEERS & DONATIONS

Great new location!
Same. 9reatservi ce!

Need a better job?
Visit our new office
"

Needed to help St. Patrick's Center
Contact Us

@

Smodglin@ goldenkey.com
516-GOLD (4653)

Co ngratulations to
Tbe Current
on its
.
milestone!

Career Services
327 Millennium Student Center - 516-5111

'office: 5,6-5158
emergencies: 5,6-5' 55 or 9"
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This is your chance to visit the Millennium Student
Center, meet the folks who make The Current, get fed,
and have a-little -fun between classes!
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Ken Dunkin

1995-99

Rob Goedeker

1994-95

Pete Dicrispino

1994

Cory Schroeder

1993-94

Jack Wang

1993

Russell Korando*

1992

Christine McGraw

1990-91

Melissa Green

1990

David Barnes

1990

Mike Van Roo

1989-90

. David Workman

•

Tom Kovach*

1988-89

Steve Ward

1988

Pam Watz

1988

Diane Schlueter

1988

Dave Brown

1986-87

Dan Noss

1985-86

Jim Goulden

1985

Daniel A.

Kimack~'

1983

Lacey Burnette

1982

Jim Schnurbusch

1981-82

•

·1981

Jeff Kuchno*

1978-81

Ted Kraizer

1978

, Sam Smith

•

1983-85

Curt Melchior

Kirk Deeken

•

· 1989

1978

Jim Schnurbusch

1977

K ent"Terry

1977

Lucy Zapf

1976

Jim Shanahan

1975-76

Charles Snow

1975

Brian Flinchpaugh

1974-75

Tom Wolf!'

i974

Gary Piper

1973

Kevin Slaten '

1973

Matt Mattingly*

1972

Darrel Shoults

1972

Mike Olds

1970-71

Marty Heudin

1968-70

Doug Sutton*

1967-68

Jack Connors

1966-67

Dave Depker

1965

_-
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BY DAVE K,NWORTHY
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hall of
,fame for
alumni

The Riverwomen's soccer team
has hit the stretch in the season
where every 'Great Lakes Valley
Conference matchup is crucial to
the seeding for the conference tournament. UM-St. Louis must have
known that the matches against
Kentucky:
Wesleyan
and
Bellannine were important as the
Riverwomen swept tQ,e pair from
their foes to improve to 6-2 in the
conference, good for fourth in the
conference with only two conference games to p1ay,
In the , first
game,
the
Riverwomen defeated Kentucky
Wesleyan 4-0 w.ith an equal distribution of,goals with two in each half.
The goals were scored by Emily
Karl, Corinne Chit, Lindsay Jones,
who notched het team leading sixth

EiY DAV E KINWORTHY

staff ed itor
The WvI-St. Louis Athletics
Department announced that the
school will begin a sports Hall
of F ame next year,
According
to
Athletic
D irector Pat Dolan, the Hall of
Fam e will bring more alumni to
the Uni ver ity and give the present-athletes a sense of the history of UM -St. Louis athletics.
" It ill bring back some tradition," Dolan ·aid. "I think it is
impOltant fo r an athletic program , any uni versity or any
organization to have a history to
'01t of bring them back on campus , I think it gives life to the
kids who are playing now, ' the
student athletes, that they wrote
the history and that back in
1973 they won the national
toW'nament or ten years ago, the
,men 's basketball team went 226."
The Hall of Fame will also
bring a little more tradition to
the UM -St. Louis athletic programs and ins till a sense of
what the program are about to
the currentp layer ,
"Wh en you look at some of
your maj or institutions, we are
not a Univ rsity of Michigan or
a Notre D ame, but the history ,
stuff is really important to kids
that are playing now and the
coaches," Dolan said. "We are
tr in g to go back and re-open
those years when maybe they
weren' t given the accolades,"
Dolan also talked about the
su pport that the Alumni
Relations on campus have given
towards the starting of a sports
Hall of Fame.
"This is a joint venture by
the Alumni Ass ociation and athletics to bring · alumni back on
c am pus and rejuvenate their
athletic experience," Dolan
said. "It w ill give athletics more
visibility by exparlding it. The
bigger the program is, the better."
The UM-St. Louis Sports
HaH of Fame will induct its first
class on June 9, 2001 at the new
M illennium Center and tbe
guest speah r will be Lou
Brock.
The Hall of Fame inductees
will fall into one of three categories- student athletes, coaches
and individuals who have proe
vided distinguished service . to
the athletic programs of the university. N ominations will be
accepted from anyone at any
time , and should be directed to
Dolan, who will in tum hand the
nominations over to a Selection
Cori:unittee where' a majority
vote is required for induction
into the flrst class of the UM-St.
. Louis Sports Hall of Fame,
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R-men tie Bellatmitle,
brings record to 3-10-1
the post a lot. We have gotten in
there, outshotthem and outcomered
them. We have ,gone the extra mile
The UM-St. Louis men's soccer to get back to the perfonuance of
program continued its scoreless the component."
Najjar- pointed back to tbe roadstreak as the Rivermen were defeated by Kentucky Wesleyan 0-2, but trip to Kenmcky as a sign of a team
tied Bellarrnine 0-0 to stretch their that has bonded over the course of
goalless streak to seven games and the season wi.th hope for the future
fell to 3-10-1 overall and 1-6~ 1 in of Riverrnen soccer.
"We played really. really good
the GreatLakes Valley Conference.
The problem with the Rivermen games," Najjar said. "The ball
appe,ars to be the bffensive produc- movement and the cohesion of the
tion and abilities to get shots as team have just been great. 1 think if
UM-St. Louis could only muster we played like thi~ earlier .in the seaeight shots on goal in the nvo game son we would not be w.heI§ we .are
road trip_ Head Coach Hannibal in terms of wins and 10 'ses ,"
UM-S:t. Louis ho ted STUNajjar believes that the team is com- .
ing together to\vards this last stretch Edwardsville this p ast weekend and
of the season and the offensive woes Najjar noted that SIU-E should not
be a team to take lightly for the
could soon be cured,
'"The offense, althQugh we have Rivermen.
come up empty again this weekend
"'With SIu-E coming in, 1 know
in a loss lmd tie situation we have that ibis is a big game traditionally,"
had a lar'ge increase in the chances Najjar said. <l.;Ve have a lot to look
at goal," Najjar said, 'We are get- forward to and I think that the guys'
ting a little bit more than in.the first
half of the season so far. We have hit
see SOCCER, page C -{
BY DAVE KUfWORTHY
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The Riverwomen lost their match against Quincy University last week. This brings their record to 45 in the Great Lakes Valley Conference and 10-10 overall.

Riverwomen fall to Quincy on road
BY DAV E KINW ORTHY
.... " ..... ................ . .., _.-

-

~

staff edit01'

The Ri~rwomen 's volleyball
squad lost the fiFst tw o games
against Quincy Uni\'ersity in a heated matchup, while the third game
bn(wed controversy as UM-St.
Louis dropped the third game to fall
to 4-5 in the Great Lakes Valley
Conference and 10-10 overall in the
season.

In the
first
game,
the
Riverwomen fell behind 0-4 and
came as close as 5-6 and then 7-10
before the Hawks of Quincy took
control with their hard hitting kills
and defeated UM-St. Louis 15-7,
"I think that there were nvo big
problems," Head Coach Denise
Silvester said. "We warmed up really well and everybody was pumped,
It almost appeared from the first

whistle blow that we were almost

bUrnk, deer and headlight . We ju'St
froze, I don' t know ifit was a matter
of us realizing how pivotal this
game was in terms of our conference
standings or what affected the girls.
I don't know if they realized that
they were in for a battle. Quincy
served extremely aggressively,

see VOLLEYBALL, page C 4
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Hockey team
opens season 2-0
notch in the second to take the lead,
and we never looked back," said
staff writer
Head Coach Deric Schaub. "For a
The 2000-2001 Rivenuen Ice lot of these guys, it was their first
Hockey squad opened their season, game at the collegiate level and
home ice and Mid-American nerves were tense."
UM-St. Louis would add three
Collegiate Hockey Association conmore
goals onto the board to win the
ference play against a fresh face, the
University of Iowa Hawkeyes. · opener.
The following
night,
the
Carrying momentum from a pair of
Rivermen
and
the
Hawks
agai!J.
victories in exhibition play, the
Rivermen downed Iowa 7-3 and 11- faced off on the chilling ice of
Wentzville, this time with a better
4, .
feel
of each other. With a strong
In the fust contest, the Rivermen
found themselves down 3-0 to the crowd looking on, the two teams ,
Hawkeyes before rebounding in the played sandlot hockey until the
second"period to score four goals in 14:00 mark, with freshman Matt
a five minute span.
"We came out flat in the fust
peliod, but. turned our game u'p a
see HOCKE'r' page C 4
BY N ICK BOWMAN
... ,., ..." ......... " ....... ,.......................

Darren Brune Tbe Current

The Rivermen hockey ~h,lb took two victories 'in exibition play last week against Iowa. The Icemen
have made a strong effort to keep the team alive after hav!ng lost much of their budget this year.

A tale of a sports 'w riter a nd ·
T

L 4TEST Scoop

goaJ of ilie season, whicb i.s good
enough for eighth in the GLVC and
treslunan Rachael Helling.
'
UM-St. Louis scored the four
goals with only five shots on goaL
In the se.-:ond game, UM-St.
L{)Uls defeated Bellamue in t!he
fust balf with three unansweI'ed
goals and· heM on with soUd ·
defense to win 3-0.
.
The goals were scored by Alaina
O'D<;mnell, who ·alsp added two
.assists, Dana Tho;mpso~ and SheHy
Dixon,
With the tWOSlllltouts oyer the
previol!ls weekend, goaHellcier
Kathleen Henling lowered her
goals against average to a r,emarkable 1.30 for tbe season,
The Riyerwomen will host 1JMRolla Oct. 17 and then re~UIDe conference piay while hosting
Southem Indiana Oct, 20.

hroughout the history of UMSt. Louis sports, the .sporting
section has had a little bit of
history behind it as well, Although I
have only been going on four years,
The Current itself has changed dramatically through its coverage of the
UM-St. Louis sporting tearns.
When r started at The Current back
in 1997, the paper itself was a tiny little ploy to boost and report on what
the campus, was doing. Since then, it
has broadened its hOlizons as it now
looks mto more detatl on every event
and covers their agendas accordingly.
The sports section has seen a more
active approach within the last four
years and now has become a hot topic
in the athletes' minds, Previously, the
sports section was small arId towards

the back of the newspaper with little
coverage on the teams and a lot of
coverage on intramurals to fill the
sports section. Now, we have a ~om
bination of both and try to be fair on
what we do and do not run each w~k.
The readers judge what is newswolthy for the sports section to publish. Who will be featured this week
and how at'C the sporting teams doing
are some of the questio.ns that 1 hear
each and every week The comments
that we recei've each week from the
coaches have been nothing but inspiring for us as writers.
The athletes and coaches themselves, altho.ugh at fuSt appearing
intimidating, have' shown a willingness to sit down with the sports section and give us the time that, we need

to ' conduct our business. "Our business" should be cons~dered the "athletes' business" as what we report on
shows exactly what is happening up to.
the date of each weekly publication,
I remember when I was a freshman
and the managing editor by the name
of Bill Rolfes talked to me about writing for the newspaper staff. While I
was the editor at my publication at
Christian Brothers College -High
School, the thought of writing for a
college . newspaper honestly SCl,lfed
me. We put out a publication that went
to the school every two to three weeks
compared to the once a week in college, _
Ken Dunkin was the sports editor
and Brian Folsom was the associate at
The Cwrent ,when I arrived. The two

of them, although a~ petty as Dunkin
was, were my mentors to the position
that I posses light now as the sports
editor. Those two encouraged me
while r was a freshman to continue
wtiting atld opened my eyes to the
athletics of illvlSL.
Then carne the day wh'en '1
received the position of sPOlts associate in the Spring of 1998 under
Dunkin as the editor. Joe Harris, the .
former editor in chief of The Current
last year, was a writer below me in the
following yeat·, He even applied for
the editor position in sports when
Duncan moved_up, but I beat him (JUt.
Somehow, Harris was not ' content
underneath me and he mo~ed ahead
of me. But r still have the edge on
Harris and will always on myoid

Mizzou counterpart,
The past three years at The Current
have been a great experience in the
sports section. Hanis t:].ught me a lot
about the beat reporting that you see in
the newspaper each week now. He
also taught me that "A man without
patience can become patient over time
with your writing,"
While the readers look at alL of the
history from The Current and UMSL,
the histo.ry I have had With the newspaper and the ex periences witllin the
athletic department that have occurred
have been nothing but positive for me
during my tenure at illvISL, Thanks to
all of the coaching staff and the athletes who provide UMSL with the
best section in the newspaper: sports.
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A look back at the history of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

Rivermen basketball star·Bobby
Bone excells as coach, player
.

.
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staff writer
The 1973 Rivermen kickers are
victorious. With a 3-0 win against
Cal State-Fullerton in the second
. annual National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II championship, Head Coach Don Dallas ·will
take .home the first national title for
UM-St. Louis in any sport.
Springfield (Mass.) College hosted the match, ' housing the 2500
screaming soccer aficionados in
attendance.
Cal State came out firing; with
Raul Raygoza firing on Rivermen
goalie Frank Tusinaki from 10 yards
out.
Tusinaki showed his AUAmerican form, stopping the shot ..
short ~f the net. At the 32nd minute,
Titan kicker Rafeal Ramirez came
down the pitch on a fast breakaway
before Tusinaki again thwarted another Cal State scoring opportullity.
Tusinaki only faced 6 quality shots .
in the contest, with solid defensive
games from halfbacks Steve
Stockmann (father of current
Rivennan Chris Stockmann) and AI
Rudroff and Make Caraffa and Jim
Creamer.
The Rivermen's offense, without
key striker Tim Smith, who played
only sparingly due to injUlY, responded to the Titans, with junior Kevin
Missey finding the net at the 40: 14
mark, feeding off of a pass from Ed
Fleming who played in place of
Smith. Missey scored on an 18 yard
blast that beat Titan goalie Juan
Magellon on the low side.
Three. minutes later, sophomore
Mark LeGrand corralled a loose ball
over the high side of Magellon., scoring from 25 feet out to set the score at
2-0 entering the half.
The UMSL defense remained
solid ~oughout the second half,
while the offense racked up 25 shots
in the conteSt. The Rivermen would
add to their lead, when at the 79:50
mark Missey woq{d chalk up his second goal of the night on a free kick
that caromed off of the crossbar and
into the net~ successfully capturing
the '73 NCAA championship for '
Dallas and his Rivermen.
Besides the'championship trophy,
this year's rendition of UMSL soccer
will leave many marks on the record
book that will not soon be erased. The

As one of the most prolific scorers
:in UM-St. Louis history, Bob Bone
can still be found hitting the court
. every evening as the head .coach of
the Collinsville Senior High School
men's varsity basketball team.
Bone; who fO\.lnd the basket more
times than 'any other man to ever
done a'Rivermanjersey, attended that
school, where he honed his basketball
skills as a four year starter with the
Kahoks. After his senior campaign,
he was recruited by many collegiate
programs, including Chuck Smith
and the Rivermen.
''1 was pretty heavily recruited
coming out of high school, but I really wanted to stay in the area," said
Bone. "The program had enjoyed
success, and Chuck was a great person and a great coach."
Add to' that the fact that the
Rivermen were coming fresh off a
21-5 season that included a trip to the
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association tournament and a no. 16
ranking in the AssOciated Press poles,
the decision was not hard for the 5-11
guard to make.
Unlike most freshmen, Bone was
used fairly early, mainly due to the
absence left by the seven departed
seniors. But Smith recobuzect talent
when he saw it and slowly geared an

offense that would feed Bone the ball. "
"As a freshman, I really didn't
know what to expect," said Bone.
. ''But as the season went on, we started to develop an offensive set that set
me up for a lot of shots."
As the seasons passed, Bone
found the ball in his hands more and
more. He averaged, in order of freshman through senior years, 21, 27, 28
and 30 points per game. In fact, Bone ·
broke cun'ent UM-St Louis Head
Coach Mark Bernsen's record of 42
points in a game twice in the '77 season, scoring '46 against South
. Alabama and William Jewell, all
while setting the high mark for career
points at 2,678.
"Our offensive system 'was good
then, but to score that many points in
a game is amazing," said Bone.
''Those guys were great at feeding the
balL"
Borie, a three-time All-American,
rev.Tote the record books in his stay at
UM-St. Louis, setting 19 individual
records in his career as a Riverman.
Although his high SCOl1ng mark do
not show this, Bone also holds the
records for most assists in a game,
season and career with 13, 139, and
446 respectively.
''The attack was geared to my
game and that put a lot of pressure on
myself as a player," said Bone. " I had
to be sure to play very well every
night. I waS expected to play at a cer-

tain level and to play at that level
every time. But that's all part of the
game."
'.' After his career, Bone was picked
up as an assistant coach for
Carbondale, where he enjoyed success before moving up to Saint Louis
University, and finally to his hometown of Collinsville, but he will never
forget his time as a Riverrnan.
''There is . nothing greater than
being able to get a great education
and paying for it by playing basketball made everything that much better," said. Bone. "I have so many
Il1emories from. my playing days and
when I look back on them, they mean
more to me now than when they actually happened."
In his senior year, Bone and his
Riverrnen suited up against Indiana
State and a young, curly-haired point
guard by the name ofLany Bird. Jim
Goessling, one of the better defenders
of the '75 squad, was handed the duty
. of defending the future Boston Celtic.
In that game, Bird lit the board for 50
points.
"1 pulled Jim aside during that
game and asked him 'what the heck
are you doing wrong out there?' ,"
said Bone.
"J played good," responded
Goessling. "He's scored more than 50
. against everyor,e else in the NCAA."

sru-

Rivermen acquire new facility
File Photo TbeCumml
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

UMSL goalie, Frank Tusinski, played a big role in the success of
the Rivennen soccer team.

..................................................... , .................
staff editor

first undefeated season (the Rivermen with 21. He ,">ill also share the record
finished the year at 11-0-3), the first for most shots in a season with fellow
championship tearn since the inaugur- striker Tim Kersting . . Both Kersting '
al 1968-1969 season, most goals, and Smith fired 60 bullets on net this
points, and assists in a season (39, 31, year. In addition, Smith, in a 8-2 rout
and 70 respe.ctively), most shots of Washington University, tallied four
attempted (400), and most assists in a goals and six points, both single-game
game (eight against Washington records.
Dallas, in his six years as head
Uni'lersity), just to name a few.
Smith, who was an integral part of coach, has compiled a 39-12-4>overall
the offensive .front, set individual recDed, standing at a .765 win percentrecords in five categories, including . age.
most goals in a season with 13, most
assists with eight, and most points

There's no place like home,
there's no place like home. After
years in the making, the 1972 UM-St.
Louis basketball Rivermen were
finally given a court to call their own.
No more trips to Florrisant Valley, no
more bus rides to Normandy Senior
High SchooL No more practices in
the junior high and scheduling around
their host's games.
. Head Coach Chuck Smith and his
all-senior starting line of Ron
Carkhum, Greg Daust, Mark
Bernsen, Jim Buford and Glen
Doody Rohn openetl the new house

against the high-fueled arrack of the
University of Arkansas, one of the
upper-echelon teams in the NCAA,
both then and now.
"It felt so good to open the new
building," said Bernsen., now the current head coach of the Rivermen.
'We had seven seniors on that squad
and most of us had been playing
together for two or three years and
never had a home court and suddenly
we have our own house."
The Rivermen, entering the home
opener with a 0-2 mark on the season
with losses to Saint Louis University
and Southwest Missouri State, started
to wonder about playing a third
Division I team in a row.

"Here vie are, opening a season
where we are supposed to be good
and then we lose to SLU badly, and
then to Southwest by a point and we
are really starting to wonder," said
Bernsen. "And then Arkansas rolls
into town, fresh off of the heels of a
loss to Mizzou, and we think if we are
going to beat them (Arkansas), we
have to be as good as MU."
But the Rivelmen were much too
high on energy to let the heavilyfavored Razorbacks ruin their homecoming, especially not the first game
in Riverman Hall.
The Rivermen defeated the Hogs,
85-76.

1987: ·Netters set record, finish second 2000: R-women
go to NCAA

'\vins, Silvester wasn't looking for
this year to be a banner season. This
year the team played a greater num1987: The Ll1vl-St. Louis ber of matches and against stiffer
Rlvenvomen volleyball team fin- competition.
"If we can win 28 matches, tbat
ished out the season on somewhat of
a sour note, as they lost last weekend would be a great accomplishment.
to Central Missouri State University . We're ready for the challenge,"
in thefmals of the conference tourna- Silvester said earlier in a preseason
interview.
v
ment.
According to Silvester, the
The Riverw()rnen finished second
in the conference behind the Jennies biggest letdown for the coaching
for the second consecutive season. staff was the fact that they were not
Th.e ne·t:ters posted a record of 49-9 demanding enough on the team in
,setting a new mark for wins by any practice . .
"You oniy get out as much as you
team in UM-St. Louis sports' history.
The previous record was held by the . put into it," Silvester said.
Losing three starting seniors may
baseball team who won 32 games-li
be a problem for the Ri verwomen
few years ago.
"Overall, the season didn 't go next year. They will lose Julie Muich
exactly as we had plaJIIIed it. The ~d Sharon Morlock, both hitters,
defense failed in the· last third of the and Chris DeHass a setter.
"Next year is crucial; we have to
season," said Head Coa~b Denise
make the girls stronger, quicker and
Silvester.
One of the disappointments for more agile so we can advance to the
Silvester was the team 's 'inability to' nex t level:' Silvester said. 'We have
keep the ball of the floor on defense. to make them better athletes to win
Cedric R. Anderson The CUJ7Wl
"The.re is Jeally no gJory in. ' against tougher competition."
Senior hitter Sharon Marlock goes up in the air to put the ball
If Silves-'ter can keep getting qualdefense, but you. have to make three
over the net. Marlock was named the Missouri intercollegiate
of every five chances, not one of ity recruits and "everything goes
Athletic AsSociation's "Co-Player of the Week." With 75 kills,.
right," she predicts that the
five:' Silvester said.
10 blooks and 27 digs, Morlock shared the honor with Joyce
Another disappointment for Riverwomen will break into the top
Ann Macj(enzie of Sout.hwest Baptist.
SilvesEer was the team not beating 30' teams in the nation.
"Volleyball is a 12-month, a-year
so.ine of the tougher competition
j ob if y~u want to be at that level and .
thwugh the year:
before her arrival, she turned it Now they know we are for real.
"The, girls, still dorr' tknow what it Ihat's where-I want tei be. There is no
around to win 28 l11atche s bet first They will be gunn.ing for us next
is like tQ kn(jCk off a top ranked Feason that UM-St. ' Louis can't be
year," said Silvester.
year and 49 this year.
tearn," Silvester sald. "I wOlrl'd like there," Silvester said.
''The competition thought we
After Silvester assumed control of
them to know that feeling ."
were a flash in the pan this year.
After last year's season with 28. the squad that was 9-34 the .season
BY STAN WISNLEWSKI
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tournament
the court and 28 percent from the
three-point line.
Tawanda DanieL who was
Mar, 13, 2000: On Thursday named to the Great Lakes Valley
night, the 1999-2000 University of Conferc:nce first team, scored 25
Missouri-St. Louis women's bas- points. Sarah Mauck chalked up 34
ketball team took a giant leap into points , and All-GLVC lOurnament
the future .
player Amanda Wentzel shot perAs they stepped onto the floor fectly from the field, hitting 5-5,
of Regents Hall, the women including 4-4 from three-point
stepped into the flrst round of the range, as the Riverwomen extendNational
Collegiate
Athletic ed their season into the second
Association Division II women 's round.
basketball tournament. They faced
UM-St. Louis , the no. 6 seed in
a familiar foe in the first round the GLVC regional, paired off
against Ferris State University, a against no. 3 Northern Michigan in ·
team that the Rjverwomen lost to the next round. Tbis game ended
73-76 earlier in the season.
with the Riverwomen dropping a
"We feel very comfortable 97 -73 decision to NMU.
against Ferris State," said Melanie
Northern Michigan had five
Marcy, an assistant coach. "We had players in double digits. Sasha
a disappointing loss to them earlier Leverentz scored 19 , Jill Goebert
i.n the season, a game that we could . 14, Carrie Dykstra 13 and Shari
have won."
Rehmann and Leigh Ann Dalton
T,his rime, the Riverwomen each scored 11 in the win.
exacted revenge, defeating Ferris
The Riverwomen, however, errd
State 90-77 to advance to the sec- their season on a high note , being
ond round of the tourney.
the first UM-St. Louis women's
As a team, the women shot 56 basketball team to ever reach the
'percent from the field, going 9-12 NCAA tournament.
from three-point territory, while
holding Ferris State to 31-77 from
BY NICK BOWMAN
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Winkler scoring his first of two would score four goals in the We ne·ed to stick to our game."
goals in the period, beating ' the . remaining two periods in route to
More of the same would comIowa net-minder and setting the the decisive win.
mence . in the . third period, with
pace. The Hawkeye's offense
"The guys reaHyset me up well W,ear scoring three minutes in with
would
respond,
barraging tonight," said Wear. "I feel like I fit a feed from Winkler. Iowa would
Rivermen goalie Dan Schuerman into the system really wei\."
try to answer, but a lone goal from
un'lil hitting a wrap-around goal at
His first, at the 18 :00 mark, Berger was not nearly enough, as
9:26. Iowa would go up on the came from the point off of a feed the Riverme~ would score three to
Rivermen shortly after, scori~g on from Winkler.
Ryan · Craig, a make up to point spread.
the powerplay at 6:45 and on a perennial top-ten scorer, found the
"It's a shame ' that in conege
breakaway off the' stick of Scott top shelf seconds later, all while the sports that you have to beat up on a
Berger less than a minute later, defense held Iowa. without a shot team to get noticed in the national
on goal for the first six minutes of rankings," said Craig. "But we did
would take a 3-1 lead.
UM-St. Louis would respond the period.
our job, and now just hope for the
.
After failing to score on a two-- best."
just moments later, with Joe Kuene
redirecting a Ben Gilbertson shot man advantage,. Wear would score
The team will have a bye weekand knot the game at 3~3 when his second goal . on a breakaway end upcoming, followed by another
Winkler scored with under one with under 45 seconds in the peri- exhibition
weekend "against
od, beating Iowa's back-up goalie.
Belleville"
.
minute to play.
"We played out of our system,"
"There must be something that I
"We'll probably try a couple of
said Schaub. "Nobody stayed in a said between the first and second different looks
against the
zone and we had skaters every- periods that I don'.t say beforehand, · Blackhawks," said Schaub. "Our
where. (It was] very undisciplined " Schaub said.
defensive lines aren't quite set and
"I think that we don't play our we still have a couple of kinks in
hockey."
Something Schaub said must style from the beginning,:' said the system."
have lit a fire in the Rivermen, Craig. ·"Rather, we try -to analyze
especially freshman Jeff Wear, who our opponent and stop their game.

are going to come and gi ve their best.
I think with the better strike· rp.te that"
we have been having over the past
few games, luck has to come some
time. The frustration is on the entire
team. We have not had a fair share of
luck. The harder you work, the more
luck you seem to get. Some way in
there, we ai-e going to find ourselv~s .
The boys are continually talking like
it is going to happen."
Najjar credits change to the way
the Rivermen have stepped up in the
past few weeks and played better as a
whole.
~'I( was not so much changing the
system, but we changed the personnel," Najjar said. "We moveq. people
around from one position."
The Rivermen, after the SIU~
Edwardsville match, will host UMRolla Oct. 17 and then host Southern
Indiana Oct. 20.

MOIDDY DOES IUAKS BETUR!
Darren Brune The Cum!7lJ

The UMSL Rivermen lost another game against Kentucky
Wesleyan 0-2, but tied Bellarmine 0-0. This brings their record to 16-1 in the Great Lakes Valley Conference, and 3-10-1 overall.

COUNCIL TRAVEL IS OPEN!
G)sto p student t.ravel shop
V@lUJ ~

®JrLUJ(5)§fW], ]'MW$lk §U[f?§@],®
StudentiYouth Airiare
ISIC (Int'I Student 10 Card)

®
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Hostels & Hotels
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Tours for 18-35 year bids
- Work Abroad Programs
Foreign Language Programs

'Wml@n Travel

~

565 Melville-University City ,
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www.counciltravel.com
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which tot?Ily took us out of our
offense and we did not appear to
make the right adjustments to recover from that. "
The second game was played
with more aggression on the
Riverwomen's side as the score was
even at 9-9 with a solid serve' from
outside hitter NIichelle Pasieka.
Quincy then took the advantage as
they ran the soore to 9-12 in favor of
the Hawks before a service error
ended the three-point run.
The Riverwomen evened the
score at 12-12 with a big kill from
middle hitter Michelle Hochstatter. '
Holly Zrout got the River'!Vomen to
as close as 13-14 with a kill, but
Quincy earned the game winning
point on a lift from middle blocker
Kathyrn Freeman and secured the
second game IS-B.
During the third game, a call was
made when the score was 10-\1
which gave Quincy the ball back on
a replay after the Riverwomen had
recorded a side out.

40~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." ' • .• • •

"They called that the linesman ball that was clearly in-bounds,
was in the way of the Quincy player . allowed Quincy to receiv.e the sidetrying to get to the ball," Silvester out and the Hawks cruised from
there with a ace to clinch the third "
said.
The third game stirred up sonie game 17-15.
"We won the game," Silvester
controversy when the score . was
even at 12-12 on a sideout kill from saip. " Quincy hit the ball out of
Susan Kleinschnitz. The UM-St. bounds. We were celebrating, ready
Louis squad was issue<) a yellow to switch sides and the offioial"said
card and lost possession, allowing no, that the ball had been touched."
The battle between Quincy and
Quincy to serve again.
"The team got a delay," Silvester \ UM-St. Louis was closer on paper .
said. "We were having some confu- ti}an appearing in the three game
sions on substitutions and it was the loss that the Riverwomen suffered.
second delay of the game so we lost · Silvester felt that her team should
the ball. We were getting different have came out more aggressive
pieces of information from the refer- . instead of being passive.
ee in what we had on our chart on
"We have lots of areas that we
how many subs we had used."
can work on to make our team better
UM-Sl. Louis retaliated with a· on this final stretch to the confersideout and moved the score to 14- ence tournament, " Silvester said.
12 on a kill from freshman Melissa "What we need to do is not insurFrost.
mountable, it is just going to take a
The Riverwomen then served for rededication to improve in some key
the third game and appeared to have areas that we just haven't made
won the game on a kill,. but a con- big enough improvement up until
troversial call from the referee on a now."
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Stop by The Curre~t's new office at 388 Millennium Student Center
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Do ,YOIU want to bec ome
involve_~._

campU$,

stat-.. ,. If. so, then join .
(ASUM),
future;

The St.

L..V""""',,,,",,

Spqces still (lVq il qble
For more informqtion ~qll
(314) 516-7500 or visit our website
·wwW.campushousing.comJumsIlumsl.htm

Surf the web page @ http://web.missouri.edu/-asumwww, or
Contact Joshua Stegeman @ Hyperconjugate@go.com ..
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.Harriers Win Urban Meet
BY PAT FREEMAN

staff editor

,
Nov. 7, 1968: ''I was amazed but
. happy we won! The times were very
good--ea€h runner improved one
minute more on his times," exclaimed
Coach Berres.
UMSL traveled to Chicago to compete in the Urban Alliance Meet last.
Saturday, and returned horne as meet
Champions. In field of 6 schools,
scoring went as follows: UMSL 51,
University of Chicago 61, Wayne State
and University of Wisconsin (tie) 68,
. University ~fillinois at Chicago Circle

a

97, and Ferris State 163.
''I was very pleased that our five
. top runners finished with times under
22 minutes. There were only 24 seconds between the second place and
fifth place time, which shows great
team work." Coach Berres believes the
big time difference was the facr that
the course was a flat surface when the'
Riverrnen were accustomed. to a
rough, hilly terrain.
Randy DaNis paced the RiverrnetJ.
finishing fifth in a field of 56 runners
with a swift 21: 17. Bob Hudson came
up next with a ninth place time of
21:22 while Ted McQueary closely

followed with a 21:33 fur a tenth place they have matured since the opening
position. Jeff Davis and Kerry of the season. r m proud of th(lID."
Robinson completed the scoring for .
Seeking for revenge from the preViUMSL by captuting the thirteenth and ous defeat by Principia, the Rivermen
fourteenth places with 21:53 and'21:57 traveled to Elsah, illinois, on October
respectively. Other UMSL runners 30, to try and even the score. But evic
competing were L. Joh.i1son 22:58, M. dently Principia had different ideas as
Guenther 23:30 and Dennis Joiner they handed UMSL a 17-42 defeat.
. With the absence of. Bob Hudson,
25:06. First place went to Arthur
Bogdonovevjce with a 20:40 for who was ill, the Riverrnen were ledby
University of Illinois at Chicago . Randy Davis who finished fifth. Ted
McQueary came in sixth and Kerry
. Circle.
. Coach Berres added, "I believe that . Robinson captured ninth place.
this win just goes to show how much
experience the boys have gained in the
preVious ten meets and just how much

Rivermen advance to College·World Series
followed by a walk to Mike
Masoiangelo , the team began to
staff editor
rally.
Second baseman Dan Chinnici
The Riverrnen's baseb.all team
finished off their record-setting sea- then hit a sllcrifice fly to make it 9son with an appearance in the 4. Josh Banks came through big,
Division IT College World Series.
singling to center scoring Stennett
The Riyermen . were eliminated and Masciangelo maki.pg it 9-6.
Catcher Todd Schmidt and Ryan
. after two games in the double elimination tournament. They fInished . Reeves singled bringing in Banks
making it 9-7. Tim May then hit
37-9 for the season.
The first game was a heartbreak- into a double play ending the game
er for the team. They lost the game and the season'.
"We certainly made a game of it
20-5 to St. Joseph's. Although the
score js deceiving, the Rivermen at the end," Brady said. "We were
were still in the game, trailing 5-4-, only a hit or two away from winning
before St. Joseph's rallied . and the ball game." '
Mike Simmons went.six and onescored eight times in the sixth
thlld innings picking up the loss.
inning.
Part of the team's problem was The Riverrnen out hit Tampa 13-10.
. The way the team made it to the
errors: they made five.
"Our defense really let us down series was more like the Rivermen
today," said Jim Brady, Head Coach style.
In the first ·game in the NCAA
for the Riverrnen. "Defense wins
Regional, the team defeated
championships ."
Trevor Whiteman went five Mankato State 9-5. Whiteman went
innings getting the loss for the seven and a thlld innings for the victory. As a team, the Rivermen had
Riverrnen.
. The second game against Tampa, 18 hits .
In their second regional match,
44-14, turned out to be clo'ler. The
Simmons started for the Riverrnen
Riverrnen lost 9-7 .
"We didn't take advantage of our against Central Missouri State. He
opportunities early," Brady said. "It would go nine strong innings to earn
the victory. The team slugged .11
made it very difficult in the end."
Seven runners were stranded in . hits on the way to a 4-3 victory.
In the regional championship.
the game for the .Rivermen.
the Riverrnen played
The team made the game inter- game
The
esting in the ninth inning . . They Mankato State again.
were down 9-3. But with singles by Riverrnen.won 9-7. Cory Sivumaki
Chad Belding and Mike Srennett, went six and a thlld innings to get
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

<'

~

.,

the win. The win qualified the team
for the College World Series.
.

The total of 37 victories seta
'school record.

Rivennan outfielder Josh Banks is tagged out at the plate in a
game against SIU-Edwardsville, The Rivennen won the game 22-11,

1981

1970

r"

RE~D

T H IS! .

Advertisements are essential to
any free newspaper. Businesses .
or organizatiop.s purchase adver- '
rising space and that money is
used to pay for the production of
the newspaper. How that space is
filled is left almost entirely up to
the. advertiser.
These are just a few of the
advertisements The Current has
accepted over the past 37 years.
None of them are still in use,
therefore offers contained in these
ads do not still apply.

•

Sept. 8, 1981: Women's soccer Madison, along with area kickers
and
Washington
makes its debut at UMSL this fall Quincy
as ' Coach Ken Hudson will be University.
leading the Ri verwomen in a . The reason for Hudson's high
schedule that includes twelve hopes rests in the 20 women he
games and their own two-day has assembled.
tOUl'Uainent.
"Any girl on our team could
Hudson, who played soccer for start on any other team," Hudson
four years at UMSL and was a said .
The sister combinations .o f Jan
starter on the 1973 national championship team, guided an amateur and Joan Gettemeyer and Patty
women's soccer team to the 1978 and Neen Kelley headline a list of
Missouri state championship. He eight returning players from last
has also coached the UMSL field year's outstanding club team. Jan,
hockey team since 1977, posting a who plays striker, was the leading
career record of 24-29-1.
scorer on last year's team and is
Soccer took tbeplace of field expected to be the top scoring
hockey for the fust time in 1981. threat this year. Her sister, Joan, is
CQach Hudson says,' " There is just as potent offensively and will
increasing interest in women's start at one midfield spot.
. soccer in the St. Louis area and
Patty Kelley, another. starter at
soccer allows for greater participa- midfield, is also certain to contion . tban field hockey. More . tribute to the offense as is Neen '
women get to play because there is Kelley, who will probably start at
one outside forward position . .
greater freedom of substitution."
Another forward who retums .
Coach Hudson started a club
, team last fall, which played, six from last year's team is Karen
games and outscored its opposi- Lombardo, also a fine · scorer.
tion 48 goals to one. Similar suc- Other returnees include Arlene
cess is expected this year as the Allmeyer, Karen Gettemeyer and
. Riverwomen take the field com- Kelly Farley.
peting in theAIAW (the governing
There are 12 newcomers on the
varsity roster, including seven
body of women 's athletics).
"We should be one of the top freshmen. Foremost among the
five teams in the country," Hudson rookies are goalie Cindy Hickel,
said, "along with North Carolina backs Jeannine Basile, . Cindy
at Chapel Hill, Central Florida and Deibel and Sue Richert and for. a team from New York State." .
ward Theresa Klaus. Hickel has
Hudson recruited heavily from been a standout for the powerful
high school and area amateur River City amateur squad the past
teams. So, although his whole . few years, and Klaus was the leadteam is comprised of freshp1en ing scorer at Riverview High
and sophomores, with a couple of School last year. The other three
juniors, he will have experience .
freshmen are all outstanding
Hudson · feels one weakness defenders.
could be the lack of competition
Other newcomers expected to
since very few St. Louis soccer see playing time this fall include
teams field a ' women's soccer forwards Maureen Lee and Sue
team.
McLaughlin, midfielders Peggy
"I tried to schedule the best K eough and Sue Paul and defendteams I could," Hudson said.
er Cindy Scher. Keough is the
It seems thilt the coach suc- daughter of long-time St. Louis
ceeded, for UMSL plays such out University men's soccer coach,
of town teams as the University of Harry Keough.
Wisconsin at Milwaukee and
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Evolution of Rivermen 1981: UMSL drops wrestling;
two-year reprieve failed
Tennis Team
Reasons for this included injuries.,
academic problems and financial
staff writer
aid.
Despite these obstacles, the
July 21. 1981: UMSL is disconachieved
considerable
tinuing its intercollegiate wrestling squad
program effective immediately, improvement during that year.
according to UMSL Athletic UMSL fielded a complete team for
two matches and at least seven
Director Chuck Smith.
"The sport is tieing dropped wrestlers for each match, thus combecause of a general overall lack of piling a 3-7 dual meet record for the
interest on the part of students and year.
What could have been a great
athletes toward the wrestling program at UMSL," Smith said. "This and enthusiastic season in 198(}'81
disinterest has resulted in the though, ended in disappointment.
inability of the wrestling program No dual meet wins were registered,
to complete all of the weight divi- primarily because less than a full
sions that make up a full team. This team was fielded for each match.
failure to field a complete team has The squad, which originally started
resulted in many forfeited weight with twenty members, dropped to
four during the second semester.
classes the past several seasons."
The Athletic Committee,sup- Individual progress was made,
ported by administration of the ath- however in that the four wrestlers
letic department. originally planned who completed in the season, all
to drop the wrestling. program after . fInished with winning record.
This is the fIrst intercollegiate
the 1978-79 season. However. the
program was granted a two-year sport dropped at UMSL without
reprieve, appointing Tom Loughrey· another taking its place. Earlier this
year, it was announced that
as head coach.
Loughrey, who had accepted the women 's field hockey was being
position as head coach at a relative- . replaced by women's soccer in time
ly iate date in the recruiting season, for the fall 1981 season.
"1.Th-1SL is not de-emphasizing
was able to attract nine new candidates to supplement the five return- athletics," Smith pointed but. "The
ing wrestlers for the 1979-80 sea- decision to discontinue the
wrestling program is simply comson .
But as is expected in all pro- mon sense. The history of the sport
grams, not alI recruits stayed on the at UMSL has been very disappoip.tsquad for the entire season. ing and there just does not seem to
BY KIRK DEEKEN

BY NICK BOWMAN

staff writer
In October '95, the UM-St. Louis
athletic department took a huge step
in reviving a charter sport when it
hired Rick Gyllenborg to head up the
dying men's tennis team.
The team, which was quickly losing
face
in
the
Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association,
had been slowly declining since its
heyday in the early 19905 and mid to
late 70s. Men's tennis has participated intercollegiately since 1966, the
charter year for Rivermen athletics.
In the previous seasons leading up to
the '94 season, less and less scholarship money was being apportioned to
the squad, with as little as $250 going
to top-quality tennis players.
"When I first came here, I inherit ed an extremely frustrating team,"
said Gyllenborg. "It was hard to get
guys to stay here because they could
get better scholarships elsewhere.
But the guys that did stay were an
incredibly dedicated bunch."
With the hiring of Gyllenborg
came many changes to the athletic
program. Patricia Dolan was hired as
the new Athletic Director and at the
beginning of his fIrst full season at
the helm, UMSL ended its affiliation
• with the MIAA, instead accepting a
bid to compete in the Great Lakes
Valley Conference.

"It was a good time to. come
here," said Gyllenborg. "After the
SpIIDg games, I was able to stan my
fIrst recruiting class for the Fall '96
season. \Ve were fmally getting out
of the MIAA, where we had become
the ugly .step-child, and were finally
able to get more scholarship dollars
with the hiring of Dolan."
In their [ust year of affiliation in
the GLVC, Gyllenbourg and the
Rivermen's tennis team improved
from dead last in the MIAA to fifth
out of 11 teams in the GLVC. With
the added money, Gyllenborg was
able to recruit such area talents as
Scott· Goodyear, Andy Forinash,
David Crowell and even draw
national prospects. like Townsend
Morris
from
Haverford,
Pennslyvania. Also, he re-signed
Rich Durbin, who had taken a twoyear hiatus, and stole prospect Stein
Rotegaard from Rick Meckfessel and
the men's basketball team.
"When I signed those guys, I
made sure that they knew that they
were going to be part of something
special," said Gyllenborg, "They
were going to be pioneers and take us
into a new direction."
As the years progressed, so did
the calibur of the squad. In '97 and
'98, UM-St. Louis held steady at no.
4 in the GLVC, and last season the
Rivermen broke into the top three.
"We are starting to get recoglli-

tion," said Gyllenborg, who is also
the a'isistant athletic director. "The
progression shows in the improvement of the facilities, uniforms,
morale; there were times where students had no idea that UM-St. Louis
had a tennis squad, and the team had
been here for three decades ... we are
slowly fixing that."
In fact, Gyllenborg hopes to even
further improve on last year's performance as his men suit up for the 2000
spring season.
'There is no reason why we can't
finish on top," said Gyllenborg.
'The GLVC is a vastly improVed
conference from a year ago, and the
proof will lie in how much we have
progressed compared to the tearns
that fmished above usa year ago .'
In addition to his duties as assistant athletic director and head men's
tennis coach, Gyllenborg will also
take over the women"s tennis program, a position which was vacated
by Lisa Schuitto a year ago. If history repeats itself, as is has before,
UMSL can expect .to host another
winning sport. The team will return
to competitiDn in the fall of 2001,
with a fresh look and fresh players.
"I am really looking forward to
tbe women 's position: '
said
Gyllenborg. "I've been recruiting
heavily aroi.md the area, and I hope to
parallel the sueces, that I had with
the men"
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be enough interest to keep ,it
going."
. To keep wrestlers interested,
you need money. Coach Loughrey
considers lack of financial support
to be the major factor in the demise
of the program. The actual dollar
amolmt given to the wrestling program at Ul",ISL was the lowest for
any MIAA school. In computing all
program expenses, such a'> coaching salaries, athletic training and
medical expenses athletic grants,
other special scholarships, equipment and travel expense, three of '
the 10fIAA schools were near or
over a figure of $20,000.
Loughrey 's budget was only
$5,138.
Five partial athletic grants are
permitted for wrestling to cover
incidental fees for two semesters.
The total dollar amount was
$4,150. 1f Loughrey were to follow
this department policy and award
the five partials, be would have less
than $1,000 for equipment, officials
and travel for the entire season.
According to figures from
UMSL's 1980-81 operating budget,
the total dollar expenditure for the
athletic department was $265,376.
Thus, the $5,1 38 wrestling budget
accounted for only 1. 93 percent of
the total budget.

1976: Tankers close season, anticipate favorable .f~ture ·
BY DAVE KI N WORTHY
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Mar. 11, 1976: It was not the best
showing possible, but it was a
promising note to end the season on
as UMSL's swimmers took fIfth in the
Washington University Invitational
meet Feb. 27-28. Winning the meet
was William Jewell, followed by
Principia, Washington University, and
Behind the
lllinois College.
Rivermen in sixth place was SEMO,
followed by St. Louis University in

seventh.
Bill Wilso.n with a fifth place fmish in
'The results of the meet show the 50 yard freestyle. In the relay
promise for the future ," commented event~ UMSL's 400 yard medley and
Coach Monte Strub. "Considering freestyle relay grabbed fifth place
that only six of our swimmers were [mishes, while the 800 yard free relay
entered, and that the top three teams took fourth .
in the meet were among the toughest
T he Invitational closed the
UMSL has competed against., we Rivermen's swi m ~on, and as any
had some good pedormances."
eason ends, the inevitable question
Individual winners for the must surface: What about next year?
"Some of our biggest weaknes es
Rivermen included sophomore Tim
Moore, who took fourth in the 200 this year will become assets in the
yard butterfly and sixdl in the otX,l-.coming years," said Strub. 'Our team
yard (mile) freestyle, and freshtn 1
thi year was made up almo t COITl-
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A Salute to
Student Journalism
At the University of Missouri-St..Louis ·

pletely of freshmen, and it was diffi- did fairly well," said Strub, himself a
cult for them to complete ·against "freshman" - a [ust year coach who
swimmers from other schools who previously swam for UMSL and had
are either juniors and seniors, or who held most of the records broken thi
are swimming for those schools on year,
scholarships."
.
One of the problems with attractStrub pointed Ollt that, out of the ing a large enough team is the team's
team's losses, all but three of them lack of any king of financial aid for
were by very slim margins, and that team hopefuls. "Our swimmers ',',;ark
the team is already vastly improved . for the satisfaction of doing better
over last year. "TIle group has set· than they have ever done before,"
four school records, and every swim- Strub stated. "Swimming inyolves a
mer .vill be back next year. lot of time to get in shape, and many
ConsidelIDg the size of the team, we students on thi s campus, especially

those with jobs, feel tlmt they don't
have the time. '
Strub has already had some success in recruiting swimmers for next. .
year, including Dave Barnes, a "fast"
breaststroker
from
Meramec
Co-mmunity College.
The squad is also planning on
beginning workouts earlier in the year
and raising money for a two-workouts-a-day
Florida trip over
Christmas break. "The.re are obstacles," concluded Strub, ''but UMSL
swimming 1S going to move up ."

Look for a greater
selectio'n of UMSL
apparel, gifts, comuters, accessories,
andjust ·about
everything else.
Stop by and see
our exciting new'
store!

Congratulations on The Current's lOOOth Issue
. and to ·all the students we have worked with oyer the years ·
Your friends. in
U ni versity, Communications '

November is
"Student Appreciation" Month
The Bookstore & Comp'uter Shop Will
Have a Drawing foro· Prizes (FREE STUfF!)
Eve~day i'n November!

C7

U M·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds ·are FREE!!
200

CXbemise
' classijieds tIIl/st be prepaid fII' cbeck,.
_ ' classijied advertising is 110for 40 words oIess.
r . All
nUl/ie)' orrieror'
amd card.Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior fo publication.

1

The Pulliam Journalism Fcllo\\,ship

p: www.thecurrentonline.com/adsads@thecurrentonline.com

Jump-st~Jt your. new~paper journalism 'career wilh

<l s'olid program that boasts
four Pulnzer Pnze winners among its alumni - the .pulliam Journalism
Fellowship. The Fellowship oITers myriad career opportunit ies: in r<jet. a Pulliam
Fell(~w from our first, class t)f 1974, Barbara Henry, now serves us president 'and
. pubhsherof The lndlWllIptlliJ Sw/', Moreover, a new graduate of our year 1000
class has JUst been hired as a full-time staff reponer at The 111(/i{l/wj);'/ix S,a ,..

\

SPRINCBRE!lK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL .TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
Operator, Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
. www.gospringbreak.com

Readers/WritersfTest
Assistants
for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on a limited basis, for
.qualifiecj students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
Dutieslnclude: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, reading for an exam.
Interested? Please contact .
Marilyn Ditto at 516- 5228 or
come to 301 Woods Hall.

Internet • Marketing/W~b
Pa ge Deswgn
International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required.
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
~,
information.

Sport s Offic ials
REC SPORTS OFFICIALS
needed for intramural flag
football, soccer, floor hockey,
and volleyball this semester.
Afternoon and evening games.
Pay is S7.50 per game.
Knowledge of and interest in
the sport is required. Apply in
, the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain. CaU 516-5326 for
more information.

Spring Break!
,
Deluxe Hotels,. Reliable Air,
Free Food, Drinks and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica,. Bahamas,
Mazatlan &. Fton"da. TRAVEL
FREE and EAR~ CASH! Do it on
the web! Go to
StudentCity.com or cat! 800293-1443 for ih.fo.

EVEtning Coli'E!ge Council
needs a responsible peFSon to
run thei.r Kaffee Klatch. No
experience necessary. KotJrs
would be M-TH' evenings 48: 30 PM: and miscellaneous
times. Please direct Inquiries
to Evening College'
@. 516-5161.

Wanted! Spring
Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Jamaica &. Mazatlan. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations
for a free brochure and ask
how you can organi·ze a small
group &.. EAT, DR ~NK. TRAVEL
FREE Ii EARN CASH!
CaH 1-800'-777-4642 or e·maH
sales@surnbreai<s.com
Loca~

Branch of
Intern.at'ional Firm
need's Part-Time pos)tions,
filled'. $12.50 Base-appt .
Customer Svc Re ta,il! Sales.
Hex-time sched u(fng, 10-35,
Hours per week available.
100 Corporate Sclh.olalfShips.
All. Majors may apply,.
(a U 822-0009.
www.workforstlUdents.com

Employment' & Financial
Opportunities
Strategy. com offers individu als with integrity and ambition a ,Global Solution to '
access greater wealth and privacy:
Highly rewarding Referral
Compensation Program
Offshore Banking,
Offshore Trust Fund
. www.iiStrategy.com-

Two bedroom
oak Hoors and millwork.
Screened in porch, carport
and garage. All appliances.
Backs to park. Walkout basement. Immaculate condition.
All in "friendly Ferguson."
Call 314-496-6960.

'89 Cavalier
Black with gray interior~
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cruise, fold-down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytiC converter, muffler, fuel filter, EGR valve.
Maintenance records. Perfect
for college or high school student. Leave message at '
(217) 496- 2482

Go o d Quality Cat
Furniture
Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your eat witl love
you. Call (314) 841-0785.

'92 CEO STORM GSI
4-CyL 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AlC, AM/FM
Stereo ,Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, AlloY' Wheels,
rear .spoiler, White exterior
with unique body customizing. Excellent condition.
Looks sharp. clean interior.
new tires
ask for S2500/best offer
(314) 426-5963
Hurry up, don't miss this
great ,deal.
1988 Grand Am 2 dr
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and rooks great, b[ue with
blue int., state s~fety inspection,S1Z00 abo, 427-7548

Looking for Roommate
Apartment close to UMSL.
"'HUGE ·CLEAN ·CHEAP
·S290/month·
utilities not included.
1 bedroom +.
Call Shannon Bouma
725-8842

Wanted
Roonimate to share three
. bedroom house located only
five miles from campus ·$300
monthly plus half utilities,
serious people only
please, write to
valgame 79@hotmail.com

Autos f or Sale

R-a ise $1600·$7000 + Get
Free Caps, T-Shirt s &
Phone Cards!
This one week fund raiser
requires no investment and a
small amount of time from
you or your club. Qualified
callers receive a free gift
just for calling. Call today at
1-800-808-7442 x. 80.

Double Popazon Couch
$125 OBO, New $250
Call after 6 p.m.
314 989-1517
Ask for Diana

1998-2001
TOM WOMBACHER
Thomas Wombacher

1998·

Ru~scll B..Pulliam. Director, The Pulli am Fellowship, P,O, Box 145.
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0[45
.

Brian Wall

1997-98

Josh Tobin

1997

Monica Senecal .

1996-97

Trish Braucksick

1995·96

Michael O'Brian*

1994-95

Matt Forsythe*

1993-94

Christine McGr aw

1992-93

Place a Persona Is Ad
.

Meet people
Free to Stwdents, .
Faculty, and Staff

C ANC UN -'AMAICA
FLO RIDA · S . PADR.
,

:

516-5316

. Dave Bari

Pregn.a nl,?

Ready to try something different?
Euer thought of joining an ftene Research Study?

1991

Shelly Steinberg

1991

Thomas J. Kovach*

1990-91

Felicia Swiener

1990

Cathy Dey

1989·9(}

Steve Luczak

1988

Mike Luczak

1986-87

Yates W. Sanders

1983-86

Tom Straughan

1981-82

Yates Sanders

1981

Rick Jackoway*

1980-81

Mike Villhard

1980

Chris Castelli

1977

Bob Richardson*

1975-76

Bill McMullan

1975

Paul Fey*

1975

Gary Hoffman

1974'

Mike Lowe

1974

Mimi Fuse

1973

Mike Timmerman

1973

Larry Harris

1972

Greg Sullens

1971-72

Steve Dagger

1970·71

Benefits of participation:

=*= Study related scheduled doctor uisits at no cost

Pre-Med Societ y
Wed. Oct. 18th 11:30 a.m.
Project Room 337 Millenium
Bldg. •After Biological Society
Meeting Officers Being
Elected. All WelcomeMandatorY for
Pre-Med Members
premed@jinx.umsl.edu

ADVERIISING DIREaDR

Visit our Web site
at http://wwwstarnewscom/p,;foremal'IF•
•
..
• •
J
- II ows'h'Ip d'Irector
Russell B. Pulham at russeILpulJiam @stamews .com for an application packet.
You also may request a packel by writing:

Typing Done
Excellent Work
$3-$7 per page depending on
length, style, etc.
Leave message
314-841-0785
or 841-8712

*=*=

Study medIcation at no charge
Participants receive compensatIon for each study uislt.
Uisit our website:

CaU for information:

1-800-243"': 3859

www.ftcneTrial.com

This message brought to you by Radiant Research,

Inlo Systems

Can't find that girl/guy
you ran into at The
Underground?
Take out a personal. It's a
free resource to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
, for the rest of the semester
for not being able to remember the phone number of that
girl. Call 516-5316 to find
your destiny.

Buy police impounds

Cars from $500. All makes '
a models available.
For listings call 800-719-3001
ext. C213.

Traditionally, our fcllowships havc been open onl)' to oraduatill" collcoc S ' '0
I 200 I
'11
e
e
e ' em rs.
.n .
. we wr ~ ex pandi~g eligibility to include college sophomores and junIOrs as. well as semors pursuing a career 111 newspaper journalism. We will be
accepting applicallons for our Summer 200 I program in September 2000,

Busy Persons Retreat
Join us Oct. 15-19 fora
retreat built around your
schedule! Thirty minutes of
personal prayer and thirty
minutes meeting with your
director each day at anytime
that woi"ks for you. Call Fr.
Bill or Amanda at 385~3455 or
email at cncumsl@aol.cQm
to register.

Adobe Photoshop 4;0
for W indows. Greatest design
software ever made. Brand
new. Opened once to check
for contents. S90 OBO.
Call Tom @ 739-0711

t 992 Ford 'F·150 XLT
VB, 5.8 Liter, Automa.tic
Trans ., 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, A/C, Cruise Control,'
AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards.
$9,500. Call Shauna
(314) 324-7137

Now entcring its 28th yc~. the 2001 Pulliam Journalism Fell owship helps build a
bndge from the cla.~sroom to the newsroom. Fellci,ws are assie ned to The
_
lndillllllpo/is Sill,. or The Arhmll
Repllhlic in Phocnl'x for I O~wee ks cac h summer
as staff reponers, We award 20 fellowships annually. The stipend is $5,775,

Secret Admirer
would like to wish
Marcellus Chase a Happy
Birthday on 22 October.
Thank You to all
those students, faculty and
staff which have made these
issues possible. Here's to
another successful thousand .

Ride The Wave of Success
For over a decade, W ave Technologies has pioneered Innovative and
fully-integrated training techniques lor technology in virtually every industry, From con~enttonal classroom training to interactive learning tools such
as Job task Simulations on CD-ROM, our. creative and cutting-edge approach to business has made us the leader in the IT training ind us try and
an excellent place to build a career. We seek a creative. flexible individual
to s~rve as .

WEB DESIGN INTERN
.

(Paid Position)

In this positi?n, you'll assist with the art, layout, and maintenance ola newly
creat~d deSign for our growing e-commerce web site. You·1I gain valuable
expeflE!nce :n the most curren! web development hardware and software
and enJoy the opportunity to work with some of the best and most experi~
enced web .d eslgners around. This position would be suitable for a single
Intern working a 5-<iay week, Of two interns with complementary schedules .. FleXible hours ~re available for the right candidate(s) . This position
requtres expenence tn manual coding of HTML, Photoshop and graphic
deSign, Flash and ColdFusion a plus,
For immediate consideration , please send your resume (incl ude URLs
and' re!7rences) to: Tawna Agee-Hanslick, Wav& T ec hno l og ies
Intematlonal, Inc" 10845 Olive Blvd. , Suite 250 St. Louis MO 63141
'
Fax: (314) 692-1909 E-mait : hr@wBvetech.com EOE

•

\NAVE
THOMSON LEARNING

Jerry VlShy

•

1969.70

Neil Friedman

1969

Isaac Lipshitz

1968-69

J im Drabelle

1967·68

Jim Cacciabando

1967

Thomas Strecker

1967

Elliott Lesevoy

-1967

www.wavetech.com
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TJ]e 2000-2001 staff af The Current would like to thank all the staff members who carne
before us and paved the way.
Adams, Angela
1998
1970
Adams, Bill
1978
Adams, Paul
AQdoh, Carla
1990
Aherron, Thomas
1984
Ahm ed, Wanasmad 1991
AI-Bawazeer,1 nshi rah 2000
Aiam, Shazia
1993
Aibers, Greg
1993
Aldy, Laurie
1986
Ali , Alfie M.
1993
All britten, Roger
1967
Allen, Phyllis
1987
All ma n, Amy
1993
Alu, Vilo
1986
1990
Amaro, Paulette
Anderson, Carla
1979
Anderson, Cedric
1987
Anderson, Dan
1973
1967
Andrews, Judy
Anselm, Thomas
1967
1991
Appel, Fred
Appel, Todd
1997
1976
Apple, Tom
April, Paul
1973
Arbini, Maggie
1975
Arciniega, Virginia
1993
1992
Arledge, Joceyln
1976
Arnett, Cindy
Amold, Doug
1972
1995
Autry, Deana
Ayers, Andy
1977
Bagby, Mick
1992
1977
Bagley, Mary
Bailey, Brent
1993
1971
Baire, Joseph
Baldwin, Charles
1972
Bal!, Juiie
1995
Balle, Bonnie
1975
Bange, Paul
1969
1975
Banks, Eric
1995
Bannerman
Bar III, Brady
1975
1977
Barber, Anne
1967
Barclay, Ray
1986
Bardgett, Mark
Bari, Dave
1992
Barnes, David
1990
Barnes, Don
1996
Barnes, Greg
1983
Barnes, Kandra
1992
Barr, Diana
1974
Barrett, Jill
1995
1961
Barrett,Judy
Barsellotti, An nette 1977
Barth, Bru ce
1973
Bates, Roger
1984
Bauer, Janet
1979
Bauer, M a~orie
1986
Bauer, Rex
1984
Baugher, David
2000 .
Baugher, Mark
1975
1967
Baumer, Mike
Beaudean, Barbara 1989
Beaudoin, Adrlenne 1969
Beaver, Eileen
1971
Becker, AI
1963
Beiser, Carol
1965
. · 1984
Belford, Linda
1981
BeH, Tony
Bellville, Jim
1960
Belobradic, Elaine
1985
Belsky., Gary
1983
Belter, Edward
1998
Benton , Susan
1996
Benz, Gerry
1971
Benz, Gerry
1971
Benz, Steve
1977
Berardino, Lallra
1992
Berkley, Barbara
1985
Berlyak, Heidi
1984
1960 ·
Berman, Sandy
Bemsen, Mike
1963
Bernstein, Chad
1998
Berry, Anthony
1981
Berry, Jerry
1969
Besgrove,.David
1981
Bewig, Matt
1983
1974
Birkenmeier, Jim
Bironas, Teri
1991
Bishop. Bev
1975
1991
Black, Fera M.
Blackwood, Cory
1998
. Bland, Nancy .
1964
Block, Scott
1985
Bly, Jim
1969
1983
Boddie, Don
Bohringer, Doug
1987
Boone, Philip
1981
Bordeaux-Reddick 1977
1967
Boughman,Gerri
Bowdem, Mike
1995
1983
Bowman, Michele
,Bowman , Nick
2000
Boyce, Bev
1966
Boyd, Allison
1980
Boyd, Kevin
1989
Boyer, David
1967
1992
Brais, Paul
Brand, Marilyn
1983
Brandes , Donna
1967
Brandt, Scott
1990
. Braton, Jan
1986
Braucksick, Trish
1996
Braun, Barb
1990
Brawley, Steven L. . 1987
1990
Bray, Cami
Briggs, Bobbi
1975
1987
Briggs , Linda
. 1976
Brinkley: Donna
Britt, Sue
1998
Brogan, Dan
1975
Brooks , Betty.
1961 .
Brooks, Dan
1973
Brown, Dave
1987
Brown, Diane
1989
Brown, Ron
1969
1988
Brown, Sheilli
Bruce, Nanette
1984
2000
Brune, Darren
1994
Buchheit. Jason .•
Buckholz, Bob
1972
. Buckley, Kevin
1998
Buckner, Mimi
1992
Buschardt. Erik
2000
Buggs, Marcus
1993
Bunce, ChriS
2000
Bunkers, Laurie
1984
Burke, Ted
1985
Burlison, Barbara
1974
Burnette; Lacy
, 1982
Burns, Bill
1966
Burns, Bryan
1970
BurnSide, Steve
1970
Burrell, Bennie
19('5
Butin, Denise
1988
Butler, Jim
1970

Byington, Bob
Downs, Sally
1976
Hall, Matthew
1983
1965
Cacciabando, Jim
1967
Drabelle, Jim
1969
Hallquist, Tracy
1994
Cade, Tiffany
1995
Drain, Mike
1977
Halter, Nancy
1983
Calamia, Carol
1961
Hamby, Chad
1997
Dudek, Jack
1994
Cannon, Jeanne
1988
1991
Hamilton, Keith
Duepner, Barbara
1968
Cannon, Megan
1988
Hammonds, Donald 1971
Duggan, Christopher 1988
Cannon, Tammy
1967
Hani!l, Carol
1964
Duggan, Stephanie 1996
Hanke, Brock J.
Capelli, Rick
1981
1994
1975
Dunkin, Ken
Caplinger, Hannah 1999
Durbin, Denise
1976
Hanlon, Julie
1977
1979
Hanslee, Bob
Capuano, Diane
Dvorak, Mike
1982
1976
Dyer, Laura
1982
1981
1973
Harder, Mark
Caraliol, Rose
Carr, Patricia M.
1987
Ealy, Ken
1971
Harm,s, Bev P1ei1er 1978
Carrabus, Candace 1990
Harris, Jane
1976
Earl, Jeff
1974
Carter, Carolyn
1975
1963
Harris, Joe
1998
Ebbinhaus, Bill
Case, Justin
1983
Eckert, Ken
1989
Harris, Peggy
1987
Casey, Marie
Edelmann, Heather 1992
1976
1980
Harris, Sarah
Cassell, Steve
1987
Ederer, Terri
1981
1967
Harris, Tom
Cassell, Stu
Harrison, Doug
1996
1968
Edwards, John
1978
Cassidy, Sherman
1990
1962
Hartnett, Jim
1987
Egan, Pat
Castellano, Jerry
1977
1984
Eggerrnan, Kevin
Hasheider, Glenn
1960
Castelli, Chris
1977
Eichhorst, Laura
1990
Haskell, Connie
1960
Eisleldt, Judy
1978
1980
Hassenforder, Shelle 1991
Catanzaro, Gail
Chamberlain, Betty 1960
1971
Ellege, Bridget
Hasser, Steve
1973
1967
Ellis, Stelanie
1997
Haussmann, Andrea 1977
Chamberlain
Elmore, Cheryl
Haverstroh
1964
Chandler, Marrissa 1984
1976
1992
Hayden, Brian
1983
Chaney, Bo
1988
Embry, Kris
Engel, Norma
1973
Chase, Marcellus
2000
Hayden, Linda
1992
Hayes, Mike
1993
Cheng, Yvonne
1973
1978
Epifanio, Vita
Chervitz, Scot
1984
1990
Hayes, Nancy
1986
Ericson, Mark
Esayian, Gary
1980
Chinsky., Eileen
Hays, Kathi
1967
1972
Chiodini, Ron
Eschner, Steve
1989
Hazelton, Daniel
1997
1985
1967
Estes, Sue
Hearon, Tonya
1997
Chitwood, Bob
1983
1981
Eu , Faye
1992
Hecht, Mike
1969
Chrisler, Kevin
Christian, Steve
Eu, Timmy
1992
Heeney, Patrick J. 1985
1983
1991
Evans, A. A.
Heithause, Jean
1967
1963
Christman, Bob
Evans, Gail
1986
1964
Chronister, Tom
Heitmeir, Harry
1987
Evans, Jeanne
1965
1978
Chu, Mon
HeUeny, Jamily
1981
Evans, Nancee
1991
Hellerman, Victoria 1998
Church, William
1970
1977
Evilsizor, Sarah
1997
Cinnater, Nan
Hellwig, Melanie
1967
Cipriano, A, W. J.
1973
1972
Fahey, Mary Ellen
1965
Hellwig, Ray
1989
1988
Cirillo, David
Helm, Lori
1970
Fairchild, Steve
1965
Clark, Gary
1981
Farnsworth, Bill
1993
Hempen, Mike
Clark, Sarah T.
2000
Farr, Nancy
1990
Hendel, Mark
1978
Clark, Steven
1978
1975
Feise, Charles
1986
Henderson, Mark
1991
1988
Clarke, K. C.
Fenster, Sue
Hendin, Marty
1969
Clary, Mike
1967
Fey, Paul
1975
1962
Henry, Carole
Claverie, Richard
Fick, Bob
1969
Henslee, Bob
1996
1978
Clavin, Elaine
Ficl<Jin, Teady
1980
Henton, Paul
1974
1964
Figueroa, Jesse
1999
Clements, Frank
1981
Herman, Aubrey
1969
Clifford, Bill
1998
1972
Finkelstein , Barry
1963
Herman, Gene
Finley, Mike
1991
1961
Clouser, Gary
1973
Herple, Marty
Cody, Pat
Fischer, Mark
1996
1967
1983
Herrera, Roy
Cohen, Ellen
1971
Flach, Tim
1973
1975
Hess, Carl
Ffanak.in, Daniel
1982
Cohen, Jeffrey
1972
1970
Hey, Jeff
1982
2000
Fleischman, Bill
Cojocaru, Dana
1981
Hiatt, Becky.
Colby, Dan
1984
1984
Fleming, Paul
Hickh am, Bud
1968
1992
1967
Fletcher, Dirk
colegate, Robert
Hickman, J·im
1982
Collier, Mary
Hicks, Phylns
1967
Fletcher, Iris
1983
1968
Higdon, Chuck .
Collins, Mike
1978
1979
Flinchpaugh, Brian 1974
Comensky., Brent
1990
Flinchpaugh, Steve 1977
Hildebrant. Mary
1963
'1967
Floyd, Dave
1994
Connally, Kath y
1964
Hilker, Bill
Connaughton, Pat 1981
1997
Hill, Jeffery
Folsom, Brian
1989
1969
Fondren, Connie
1983
Hill, Virginia
Con ners, Jack
1979
Foppa, ShawnM .
1990
Conners, Jack
1970
1979
Hillal, B. Michelle
Forbes, Judy
1964
Conners, Pat
1983
Hlngorani, Bhavana 1992
Forrest, Greig
Connors, Jack
1969
1977
1961
Hinson, Jackie
1969
1992
Forrester, C, G.
Conrad, Jack
1989
Hoch, Arth ur
Oonrad, Jackie
1962
Forsy.1he, M atthew J. 1995
Holer, John
1983
Conrad, Lee
1990
Fortner, Vicki
1973
1979
Hofer, Mary
Fowler, Beverly
1983
Conrad, Pat
1969
Hoffman, Frank
1968
1980
1986
Frank, Alan
Conway, John
1974
Hoffman, Gary
Franklin, Chet
Cook, Ashley
1999
Hogan, Tim
1976
1996
Cook, Dana
Fratto, Dana
1965
1998
1994
Holway, Craig
Fredericks, Robert 1968
Copeland, Sharon
Hood, Kathie
1985
1983
Fredericks, Spencer 1971
Corbett, Colleen
Hood, Nancy
1967
1978
Freeman, Pat
1969
Corley, Maureen
Hood, Stephen
1989
1978
Frerker, Dave
1967
Cossarini, Dick
Hoppe, Kathy
1969
1962
1982
Frieban, Lea
Costello, Mike
Hopper, Laura
1988
1974
Homung, David .
Friedman, Howard 1973
Courtney, Greg
1982
1969
Friedman, Niel
1969
Craig, Marian
1967
House, Robin
1986
1998
Fritchey, Bob
Crain, David
Howze, Scott
1969
1999
Crain, Paul
Fritschle, Jerry
1976
1969
Hrbacek, Lynne
1977
Crawford, Stephani 1997
Frohoff, Kathy
1967
Huber, Katherine
1964
Crawley, Grant
Hubner, Rich
Fronckewicz, Dana 1977
1977
1992
Hucker, Bob
Fugatt, Michael
1983
Crone, Dan
1978
1974
1992
Fuller, Colleen
Crosby, Jack
1981
Hudson, Kim
1997
Cross, Kelly
Furlow, Terry
1992
1998
Huffstuler, Dot
1964
Crow, Chip
Furlow, Traei
1992
1983
Hughes, Michael
1968
1972
Gadkari, AI
1985
Culbertson, Sam
Hughes, Michael
1968
1972
Gahr, Jennifer
1984
Culbertson, Sam
1963
Hummel, Sharon
1976
Cunetto, Vince
Hunt, Patrick
Gallyoun, Kathy
1984
1984
Ganns, Richard
1967
Cunningham, Debra 1976
Hunter, Cole P.
1991
1980
Gantner, Sue
Curneal, Rick
1970
Hunter, Gloria
1964
Garza, Chris
1992
Curran, Michael
1988
Hurter, Gary
1989
George, Christy
1972 . Huston, Carolyn
Curtin, Kevin A.
1984
1979
Gerber, Steve
1967
Curtis, William
Hutson, Sharon
1984
1963
· 1973
Gerding, Dee
1974
Cusumano, Frank
1982
Iffrig, Doug
Culler, Mike
1973
Igou, Dale
Gerding, Susan
1969
1967
Czervinski, Frank
Gerwitz, Catherine 1987
1976
Ingarashi, Mutsumi 2000
1964
1995
D'Amico, Lynette
Gessner, John·
Ingoldsby, Bill
1977
D'Angelo,Andrew
1981
Giesler, Lori
1983
Irwin, Courtney
1998
D.agger, Richard
Givens, Steve
1985
Israel, Benjamin
1999
1969
Dames, Cecilia
Gleiber, Wayne
1973
1988
1981
Jackoway, Rick
Dames, Rebecca
Glover, Mary
1967
1970
Jackson, Jane
1994
Dames, Rob
Glynn, Mary
1972
1984
1994
Jacob, Kurt
·1970
Dannenmaier
Godwin, Gail
1979
1969
Jaffe, Lainey
Dashner, Brian
1995
1995
James,Barbara
Goedeker, Rob
1988
Davis, Diana
1981
1970
1993
Goff, Bob
James, Randy
1970
Davis, Glenn
Janowski, Sharon
Goffstein, AII~n
1974
1991
,Davis, Jeanette
1976
1979
1992
Jarrett, linda
Goldman, Sua nne
1979
Jaschek, Walt
Goodin, Krista
1993
1974
Davis, Jonathan
1973
Jauss, Lisa
Goodman, Diane
1978
1997
Davis , Lucy
. 1979
Davis , Romondo
1960
Jefferies, Wendy
Gossage, Sharon
1997
Davit, John
1965
Goulden, Jim
1986
Jenkins, Judith
1966
Day, Donald
1966
1971
Jensen, Margaret
Graft, Rick
1972
Dean, Amy
1991
1986
Johnson, Betty.
Graham, Kelly
1985
Deeken, Kirk
1982
GFaham, Michelle
1991
Johnson, Brian
1989
Deelo, Randy
1972
Gralnick, Leslie
1987
Johnson, Chris
1987
Deiermann, Debra 1977
Grant, Jessica
.1988
Johnson, Daniel J. 1984
1981
Gray, Steven
1992
Dempster, Mary
Johnson, Gil
1970
197a. 1.986
Green, Marci
Denner, Donna
1961
Johnson,Joe
1986
Dennis, Phillip
Green, Melissa
1991
Johnson, Marty
1995
Dennison, Judy
1966
Gregory, Janice
1989
.Johnson, Pamela
1966
Denton, Dean
Gregory, Jean
1978 . Johnson, Rachel
1996
1985
DePalma, Barb
Greiner, Deb
1983
1975
Johnson, Reginald 1977
Depker, Dave
1965
Griffith, Karen
1987
Johnson, Todd
19.87
Dereak, John
1987
Grindler, Gene
1966
Jones, Brenda
, 1971
Devereux, Michael 1967
Jones, Brent
1985
Grone, Jack
1987
Dey, Cathy
Grossman, Jeanne 1978
.Jones, George
1990
1983
. Dicrispino, Pete
Jones, Jackie
1994
Groszewski, John
1976
1996
Diessel, Steve
Jones, Jerrod
1984
1973
Grumich, Dan
1991
Jones, John
Dillow, Jim
Guccione, Jim
1965
1961
1997
Jones, Michael
Dimitrova, Violeta
1975
1971
2000 ., Gude, Ray
Jordan, Jeanette
Guenther, Rick
1974
Diovaherian, Lee
1991
1986
Jurotich, Dixie
1974
o'itto, Patricia
1984· Guenther, Rick
1967
Gurney; Jim
1971
Kaan, Ruth
Dodson, Jamie
· 1984
1970
Kalusniak, Keith
Gurney, Jim
1971
Dodson, Shonta
Hl91
1988
Gutschlag, Patrick 1990
Kamp, Edie
1964
DOerr, Carl
1967
·1964
Guynes, Srenda
1~98
Karamat, Owais
Doerr, Marge
1999
Kardasz, Stacy .
Hack, Sam
1969
1969
Doetzel, Linda
1994
Hack, Sam
1969
Kasle, Sam
1993
Doll, Jenny
1999
Kastaris, Penny
Haggard, Elmary
1967
Donaubauer, Kathy 1970.
1979
. Kator, Steve
1975
Hagin, Steve
·1991
Donofrio, Dave
1973
1970
Haider, Keith
1976
Kavouras, Greg
Dorsey, Sue
1979
1973
1978
Haislar, David
Keathley, Cheryl
Dotson, Gary
1985
1971
Hale, Cindy
1992
Kelly, Don
Doty, Carl
1960
2000
Douglas, Brian
Hall, Matt
1984
Kelly, Kevin
1977

Kelly, Sandy
Kemper, Bill
Kerman, Andrew
Kerry, Jamie
Kesselring, Joseph
Ketterer, Stan
Ketterer, Susan
Keyes, Michele
Keymer, Scott
Kilgore, John
Kilian, Paul
Kilian, Ranley, Jr.
Krllenberg, George
Killenberg, Mary
Kimack, Dan
Kimack, Daniel
Kindt, Matt
Kinsley, Jason
Kinworthy, Dave
Kissel, Mike
Klahs,Loren Richard
Klamen, Judy
Klearman, Steve
Kleiber, Mary
Klein, Nancy
Klein, Tom
Kleine, Kevin
Klick, Mike
Klug, Marty
Knapp, Leslie
Knarr, Kenneth
Knarr, Pat
Knaup, Alan
Kniepmann, Renee
Knobbe, Jay
Knoll, Patricia
Knolls, G
Knopf, Alfred

1963
1962
1989
1999
1964
1975
1975
1981
1991
1989
1980
1980
1964
1966
1983
1986
1993
1986
2000
1997
1990
1973
1985
1978
1988
1975
1992
'1972
1983
1987
1970
1963
1968
1983
1988
1976
1967
1979

Maniscalco, Ned
1974
Mansco, Robert
1967
Mantia, Jim
1968
1970
Mardis', Trudi
Markovich, Celeste 1978
Marlow, Marla
1970
Marquis-Homeyer
2000
Marshall, Gene
1998 Marshall, Paul
1977
Martin, Craig
1988 .
Martin, Don
1969
197,7
Marty Mischow
Mascz]owski, Jon
1974
Matingly, Denny
1975
Mattingly, Matt
1972
Mayo, Robin
1992
Mazurek, Steven
1991
McClellan, Shannon 1974
McCuddy, Lynn
1967
McDonnell, Claire
1963
1963
McDonnold, Dixie
McGennis, Joe
1963
McGrath, Mike
1968
McGraw, Christine 1994
McGuire, Julie .
1966
McGuire, Melanie
1991
Mcllquham, Duane 1968
McKenzie, Chris
1970
McKenzie, William 1968
1975
McMullan, Bill
McMurrarr, Mike
1989
McMurray, Michelle. 1993
1972
McNorton, Steve
McN uti, Matt
1994
1978
Means, Steve
Meentemeyer, Bruce 1971
Meinhardt,. Bob
1961
Melchior, Curt
1983

Pearson, Rick
Peck, Anne
Pennington, Joan
Perkins, Shavon
Perlstein, Estelle
Peters, Grant
Petersen, Scott
Pettis, Lisa
P1ei!er, Bev
Pherigo, Eric
Phillips, Heather
Phillips, John Jr.
Piccione, Barb
Pickard, Joseph G.
Pickett, Fran
Pierce, Amy
Pierce, Dawn
Pingleton, Julie
Piper, Steve
Pittman, Rhashad
Platt, Stephanie
Platt, Steve
Plax, Steve
Pleimann, John
Poe,Joseph
Pogue, Andrew
Pointer, Anna
Polette, Torn
POIi, Cinde
Polito, Kevin J.
Poole, Bob
Poole, Eric
Poor, Jacqui
Porter, Anne
Porterfield, Mike
Posen,Jane
Potocnjak, Margie
PoUller, Anne

1979
1967
1967
1999
1985
1988
1977 ·
1998
1977
1993
1996
1967
1977
,990
1997
1995
1990
1998
1975
2000
1997
1976
1968
1979
1976
1985
1987
1973
1994
1984
1980
1982
1983
2000
1985
1991
1964
1968

Powers, Anne
1989
Melton, Chris
1978
Knox, Thompson
1996
Powers, Barbara
1967
Menke, Nicole
1992
Knox, Tom
1993
Powers, Rusty
1973
1971
Merkel, ~i(!l
1982
Kobush, Sharon
Pratt, Carol
1969
Merriman, Matt
1986
1971
Kohler, Kathy
Pratte, Jeremy
1998
1996
Messina, ChriS
Kopl, Larry
1992
Pressman, Julie
1995
Meyer, Barbara
1992
Korando, Russell
1994
Price, Bill
1966
Meyer, Sandra
1967
1993
Kovach, Tom
Price, Wiley
1981
Mickey, Larry
1964
Kowal, Elmer
1970
Pritchard, Dale
1980
Middleton, Carol
1967
Krait, Frank
1964
Probe, Marilyn
1986
1960
Miller, Barb
1977
Kraft, Liz'
• Prukopchuk, Joann· 1968
Miller, Elizabeth
1990
1978
Kraizer, Ted
Prunty, John
1988
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